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Introduction
In January 2007 the Council of the Haida Nation initiated the ‘Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge
Study’ (HMTK study) to document Haida culture, traditions and knowledge relating to the marine area in
a manner that respects its context, richness and complexity. It was conducted by the Haida Fisheries
Program and funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, Gwaii Trust Society, and Fisheries and
Oceans Canada through the Aboriginal and Aquatic Resource and Oceans Management (AAROM)
program. Between February 2007 and March 2009, fifty-two interviews were conducted with Haidas
from the communities of Massett and Skidegate. The interviews included short, semi-structured formats
as well as longer, oral history interviews conducted over multiple sessions. Participants were chosen
because of their expertise and knowledge of the marine environment; they are acknowledged here as
co-authors. All interviews were audio or video recorded and fully transcribed. Information was
documented on marine charts, entered into a database and linked to digitized spatial data in a GIS. The
results are now available for use in Haida marine planning processes.
To complement the research conducted for the HMTK Study, we obtained permission to include a series
of interviews conducted in Skidegate in 1998 by Russ Jones. The focus of these interview sessions was
herring fisheries, populations and trends (see Jones 2000 and 2007).1 While there were no spatial
results, existing audio-recordings were transcribed and the results combined with the more recent work.
A full description of the study methods, a summary of the results, and participant biographies can be
found in HMTK Volume 1: Methods and Results Summary (HMTK Participants et al., 2011a).2
This compilation presents some of the information that was documented regarding Haida knowledge
and use of the six planning regions or “seascape units” relevant to the PNCIMA planning process. The
areas have been defined mostly by ecological factors for marine planning purposes on Haida Gwaii.
These regions are shown in Figure 1 on page 2. While some information was documented for areas west
of the continental shelf (the Near Pacific Seascape Unit) and in the eastern and southerly portions of
Hecate Strait (the Hecate South Seascape Unit) few references to resources or resource use of these
areas is included here.
The information presented here is organized into six chapters that correspond to these planning regions.
Each of the seascape unit chapters begins with a list of the marine resources and values that were
identified during the interviews, followed by an introduction to some key Haida activities within that
seascape unit. The marine issues that arose for that region are then detailed in text and maps. For the
most part, issues and concerns were of 3 general types: 1) declines in species abundance (e.g. salmon,
herring, groundfish, some shellfish); 2) resource competition (e.g. recreational fishing pressure,
commercial harvesting); and 3) habitat or environmental change (e.g. pollution, habitat degradation
1

Jones, R. 2000. The herring fishery of Haida Gwaii: an ethical analysis. pp. 201-224 in R. Ommer and T. Pitcher (Eds). Just fish:
ethics and Canadian marine fisheries. Social and Economic Papers No. 23. Institute of Social and Economic Research. Memorial
University of Newfoundland.
Jones, R. 2007. Application of Haida oral history to Pacific herring management. Fishers’ knowledge in fisheries science and
management. Coastal Management Sourcebooks 4. UNESCO Publishing.
2

Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge Participants, J. Winbourne, and Haida Oceans Technical Team of the Haida Fisheries
Program. August 2011a. Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge Study Report Volume 1: Methods and Results Summary. Council
of the Haida Nation, Massett, B.C.
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from logging or other developments). Further information on several species of concern can be found in
HMTK Volume 3: Focal Species Summary (HMTK Participants et al., 2011b).3

Figure 1: Map showing the seascape units used for marine planning on Haida Gwaii.

3

Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge Participants, J. Winbourne, and Haida Oceans Technical Team of the Haida Fisheries
Program. August 2011b. Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge Study Report Volume 3: Focal Species Summary. Council of the
Haida Nation, Massett, B.C
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Throughout this summary we use interview excerpts to present Haida traditional knowledge in the
words of the participants. Quotations are referenced with the participant’s name, followed by the
interview date. In many cases text has been edited for clarity and is occasionally distilled from multiple
pages. While this study did not consistently document Haida names of species or landscape features, we
felt it was appropriate to include them when available and relevant. For quotations containing Haida
words, we have attempted to have all spellings confirmed in the dialect of the speaker – either the
northern or Massett dialect, or the southern or Skidegate dialect. Haida spellings for traditional place
names are also provided within quotations, but gazetted equivalents are included in most other
contexts (e.g. maps and written summaries). An abbreviated glossary of Haida names for some common
marine species is included at the beginning of Volume 1.

Limitations
The information presented here should not be considered complete for four reasons: 1) there was no
review of historical or ethnographic sources or notes or recordings that may have been made by others;
2) traditional knowledge is continually evolving; 3) in-depth interviews on each individual species were
not conducted as part of this project; and 4) only a fraction of the Haida community could be
interviewed (i.e. there are many other Haidas that were not consulted for their knowledge). Despite the
fact that a substantial amount of information has been documented during the course of this study, we
recognize that it in no way represents the totality of Haida knowledge in regards to marine species and
the marine environment.
“See everything we tell you is going to cover every bit of the shoreline, just because
we’ve been travelling this land.” (Captain Gold, Mar. 2009)
It is important to note that roughly 150 marine species were discussed in the HMTK interviews. Topics
spanned ecological and cultural themes, including information on important Haida sites, stories,
harvesting and stewardship practices, relationships between species, and many other types of
observations. While there was an overall emphasis on finfish and shellfish, occasionally participants
included information about terrestrial plants and mammals. This information was recorded, but has
generally not been included in these reports, as it was not covered consistently during the interviews.
Terrestrial activities are only discussed in these three volumes when they have been documented in
marine, estuarine or intertidal areas.
Due to the sensitivity around seaweed and abalone harvesting areas and habitat, some references to
specific locations or place names, and/or spatial results for these species have not been included in this
document. In addition, we have not presented any spatial information for marine mammals here. While
observations about marine mammal abundances, trends and any Haida harvesting activities are noted,
these topics were not consistently documented during the interviews.
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1. Masset Inlet
Summary of identified species and features:
Marine and Maritime Species: Salmon (coho, sockeye, spring, pink and chum), steelhead, trout, herring,
smelt, halibut, lingcod, black cod, rockfish (cabezon, kelp greenlings) dogfish, clams (butter and
littleneck), cockles, abalone, sea urchins (green, red), mussels, black chiton, octopus, squid, Dungeness
crab, shrimp, prawn, seagull eggs, mallard duck, Canada goose, seaweed (laver), harbour seal, river
otter, pine marten, deer
Other Species/Topics of Note: Nesting seabirds, sea lion and seal rookeries, killer whale calving area;
incidental reports of great white sharks
Traditional Settlements, Villages, Camps: Yaan [Yan], Sewall, Buckley Bay, Juskatla, Ain River, Awun
River, Graham Centre, McClinton Bay, Yakoun River, Dinan Bay, New Masset, Old Massett, Port
Clements
Cultural/Historical: Cannery locations – Shannon Bay, Watun River, Ferguson Bay
Other: Fresh water source for vessels – Shannon Bay; Killer whale area – Buckley Bay; Fishing lodges –
Kumdis River Lodge, Masset lodges; Fish hatchery – King Creek; past eulachon runs

Haida Activities
“Everybody used to go to Yakoun River and then when it’s time for the fish to go to Awun, then
everybody would go there; it didn’t matter who, as long as they had a place to sleep. There was
about four houses up there and everybody used to sleep in one house; they’d fill it right up, put all
their things in there and they used to set their nets. Everybody used to help each other that time.
And then in the fall time they’d go to Ain River and get the dog salmon.” (Mary Swanson, May 2007)

Seasonal movement patterns and activities throughout seascape unit
Haidas have long had a presence in Masset Inlet. While there is no permanent Haida settlement in the
inlet today, many people from Massett still travel throughout the area, harvesting dozens of marine
resources in the same locations that they have been using for generations. Traditional place names,
abandoned village sites, traplines, and past and present seasonal camps speak to the continued
importance of the area and its wealth of resources. Perhaps topping the list of important food resources
here are salmon. With the Awun, Ain, McClinton, Dinan, Mamin, Datlamen and Yakoun Rivers entering
this body of water, all species of salmon can be harvested here, and salmon fisheries run from early
spring until late fall. Masset Inlet is also an important area for gathering shellfish and seabird eggs,
fishing crab, harvesting herring and k’aaw, fishing halibut and rockfish, as well as fall and winter hunting.
The unique habitat conditions and wide range of species found in Masset Inlet provide for many
different types of resource use. These factors, when paired with relatively sheltered, inland ocean
conditions, mean that this seascape unit sees higher levels of winter fishing and gathering activities than
other more exposed areas of Haida Gwaii. Resources which may be harvested year-round in Masset Inlet
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include: Dungeness crab, octopus, mussels, abalone, halibut, rockfish, lingcod and harbour seal. Some
Haida fishing and gathering activities documented for this area are outlined below by season.
Spring (Mar-May): One of the most important springtime activities for many Haidas is the terminal
food fishery for sockeye. Traditionally, sockeye are fished most in the Ain, Yakoun and Awun Rivers,
and there were seasonal fish camps at each of these locations. People spend part or all of the month
of May each year harvesting and putting up sockeye. The fish is dried and jarred or canned both for
food and a surplus for trade. The Ain River in particular had a very large fishing camp in the past, and
the sockeye usually arrived there first. Runs in the Yakoun and Awun Rivers followed close behind –
these rivers are still relied on today. Other spring harvests include shellfish such as butter clams,
chitons, mussels, abalone, sea urchins and octopus. In April and May, seaweed is harvested near the
village site at Yaan, and people also fish rockfish, lingcod, halibut and crab near Masset at this time
of year. In the recent past, many Haidas hunted seals in the spring; fewer people do this today.
Summer (Jun-Aug): The sockeye season extends into June and as late as July at some Masset Inlet
rivers. After the sockeye runs are finished, people start fishing spring, coho and pink salmon at
numerous places throughout the inlet. In-river food fisheries and commercial gillnet and seine
fisheries for salmon remain very important summer activities. Herring arrive later than in other
areas of Haida Gwaii, usually spawning in June, so that fishing herring and gathering roe on kelp are
summer activities here, lasting until the end of July. Gull eggs and goose eggs are gathered in June,
and there is still some seaweed gathering. In the past, this was the time that people used to work
their gardens in Masset Inlet, growing root crops such as potatoes, carrots and turnips for the winter
months. While some shellfish harvests slow down in the summer, opportunities remain to get
octopus, mussels, chitons, crab and shrimp. People fish rockfish, halibut and cod. There is steelhead
and trout fishing in the creeks and rivers draining into Masset Inlet.
Fall (Sep-Nov): The commercial pink fishery
“[Ain River is] a traditional food-gathering area
ends sometime in September. Coho are fished
in the fall time; summer time they get sockeye
into the fall months. Traditionally, at this time
there, and in the fall time they all go up there
of year many people return to fish camps at Ain
and
get their dog salmon there… they used to
River to harvest dog salmon in quantity.
spend all fall time up there. Now when they go
Families would stay at Ain River until
home,
they used to stop here in Sewall. [An] old
Halloween. Many of the locations used for fall
German
family lived there … they had potato
fishing have good hunting areas nearby. People
gardens and our people used to go there on
hunt ducks and geese at places like Kumdis
their
way home in the winter time, buy sacks of
Island. There is a lot shellfish harvesting that
stuff…” (Robin Brown, Apr. 2007)
takes place in Masset Harbour, Masset Sound
and Masset Inlet in the fall, with people getting
butter clams, chitons, crab, octopus, sea urchins, shrimp, mussels, and in the past, abalone.
Traditionally, people went to the mainland to trade in fall.
Winter (Dec-Feb): By the end of November, as the chum stop running, people turn their attention to
those species that can be harvested in Masset Inlet year-round, such as groundfish, geese and
ducks, and many different types of shellfish. Clams and octopus are harvested anytime from
September to March. In the past, people would either move out to their traplines by December or
move back to Massett to spend the winter. Seal hunting also used to be a winter time activity.
Some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for Masset Inlet are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Map showing some key Haida seasonal movement patterns in Masset Inlet.
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Introduction to Key Resource Uses
Masset Inlet has supported numerous important salmon fisheries over the years, for food, trade and
commercial purposes. Historically, large quantities of salmon were dried and/or salted to be put away
for the winter months and used in trade. Elders recall rowing up the inlet in spring to harvest the
sockeye first, then moving to different rivers as the springs, pinks, coho, and finally chum came in. Mary
Swanson’s family would go to Awun River to get fish and lived there during summer time in the early
1930s and 1940s. She remembers people moving to the salmon fishing areas in groups; “Seine boats
tow a whole bunch of rowboats up with all their belongings. And then when they’re ready to come back,
somebody would come up with a boat and tow… everybody home,” (Mary Swanson, May 2007).
In addition to the numerous food fisheries, fishermen and their families have long-relied on the
commercial salmon fisheries in the area as a significant source of income – the pink seine fisheries in
particular were lucrative in this area from the 1930s to the 1980s.
And we fished Masset Inlet for pinks. Pretty well *the whole of Masset Inlet+…and we used
to even tie right off the government wharf there to make sets for pinkies…right off the dock
at Port [Clements]… and make sets along the beach. (Gary Russ, Mar. 2007)
In the 1940s and 1950s pinks emerged as a very important commercial fish and for a period of time, the
cannery in Shannon Bay drove a lot of the commercial pink seining activity in the area. There were also
canneries at several other Masset Inlet locations. Once the canneries closed or relocated, people started
to spend less time staying at their seasonal fish camps and more time in Massett village. Nonetheless,
many Massett Haidas continue to make annual trips to the inlet’s rivers to harvest enough fish for their
winter supply.
Today, some of the main marine resource harvesting activities taking place in Masset Inlet in addition to
the salmon food fisheries are halibut fishing, crab fishing, migratory waterfowl hunting, and intertidal
shellfish gathering. Halibut are caught year-round in Masset Sound and well into the inlet.
All along the inlet there’s some halibut spots here … I’ve fished up as far as … Watun … From
there all the way down you can fish halibut, eh? But there’s certain little spots that are
better than others. And then from Deep Creek all the way down to Eagle’s Nest … that’s
halibut and crab in here… *In+ summer you get a little more halibut … along the shores here
in the inlet because the herring come in in June—June, July—right up to the head of Masset
Inlet, around by Awun Bay… so that’s when you start catching more halibut along the shores
in the inlet … they follow it in; they eat [the herring]. (Oliver Bell, Dec. 2008)
Herring have historically spawned in good numbers in several areas of Masset Inlet, including shorelines
near the Ain and Awun Rivers, Juskatla Inlet, Dinan Bay, Cub Island, and Buckley Bay. Haidas still fish
herring and gather k’aaw in some of these areas. Close to Masset village, there is a lot of harvesting
activity in Sturgess Bay, at Masset Island, and Masset Harbour. Seafoods like halibut, seaweed, crab, sea
urchins, octopus, chitons, clams and cockles are found in these areas. People fish for spring, sockeye,
coho, pink and chum at the mouth of the Hancock River, and troll for spring salmon off Masset Island in
the winter months. Green sea urchins are harvested off the Bar in Masset Harbour. This can also be a
good place to get clams, cockles and octopus. Within Delkatla Slough, near the New Masset townsite,
Haidas have also traditionally fished smelts. Approximately 20 species are regularly harvested in this
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part of the seascape unit alone. Because there is such a high concentration of use in close proximity to
the village, Figure 3 presents a closer look at this area.

Figure 3: Close-up of Haida marine harvesting areas near Old Massett.

This map shows a compilation of 119 individual polygons that were recorded on maps during the
interviews. To simplify the results for presentation, the polygons have been merged – for example,
participants recorded 21 sites for harvesting octopus – the boundaries of those polygons were dissolved
18 August 2011. Volume 2. 8

to indicate one overall octopus harvesting area. During interviews, results were most often recorded on
large marine charts. Therefore, spatial information presented at this scale for clams and cockles,
octopus and other shellfish has been clipped to the 2m depth contour of the marine chart (i.e. below the
low tide mark) to better represent intertidal harvesting.
The many overlapping uses displayed in Figure 3 make it difficult to distinguish individual species
polygons. However, showing the spatial information in this way does indicate how intensively the area is
used by Haidas. Information recorded for trout, seaweed, all marine and maritime mammals, waterfowl
and some other species is not shown. Any cultural or historical features, including trails and burial sites,
or terrestrial uses, such as traplines or agricultural areas, have also been excluded from this map, but
are a part of the long-standing and varied harvesting picture in the inlet.
…right out here *west of the sandbar+ you can halibut fish… when it’s rough outside. … And
right across here, you can get octopus too, in the rocks … Masset Island, they call it … *In
Sturgess Bay] they get a lot of clams on the bar here, butter clams. ... And of course you get
the coho up in this river in the fall time, strictly coho. Yeah. And see years ago, before the
deer was put on the island, this was called Tuuhl kanee. … Yeah, gardening… for potatoes
and stuff. But the deer got too thick and then they start to eat up all the plants and they
couldn’t keep them out and they had to give it up. That’s where some of the people used to
go from here, to plant their potatoes… “harvesting house”… that’s what that was called.
They used to row across … take grub and camp there all day around their potatoes [near
Hancock River]. (Robin Brown, Apr. 2007)
Further up the inlet, ducks and geese are hunted at Cub Island, Kumdis Island, Yakoun Bay and the
mouth of the Mamin River. Sometimes geese eggs are also gathered in these areas. Shrimp, prawns and
black cod can be fished in some areas of the inlet, and there are also a number of favourite locations for
harvesting green sea urchins, such as the mouths of Awun River and Sewall Creek.
The HMTK Study documented some plant use in
“Masset Inlet was one of the most prolific
Masset Inlet. There were also a few participants who
spots on the whole island *for seal hunting+…
talked about trout and steelhead fishing in places
wherever there’s a rock there’s seals laying
like the Yakoun. In the past, some of the other
in it.” (Percy Williams, Jul. 2008)
common harvesting activities in Masset Inlet
included seal hunting, gull egg gathering, abalone
harvesting, and trapping. Traplines were located at Ian Lake, Kumdis Island, Awun Lake and Mamin
River. These activities are generally less prevalent today.
While salmon fishing has at times dominated marine resource activities in the area, Haidas continue to
regularly harvest approximately 35 different marine species throughout Masset Inlet. Some key resource
activities documented for this area are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, including a map of overall
resource use and break-downs for four major resource types.
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Figure 4: Map of Masset Inlet showing overall Haida marine resource use, all species combined.
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Figure 5: Map of Masset Inlet showing Haida use of salmon, shellfish, groundfish and seabirds (seabird use
includes egg gathering and hunting).
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Current Issues and Concerns
An overarching concern raised for this seascape unit relates to maintaining salmon populations for the
use of future generations. There are concerns that a traditional way of life is changing and management
strategies must be adapted to protect and/or restore these important runs. Habitat destruction was
identified as a likely cause of some impacts, but overfishing and increased seal predation were also
mentioned. While certain runs have been impacted more than others, overall declines in salmon
abundance are reported throughout the inlet.
Study participants indicated that there are also some localized declines in shellfish populations, such as
abalone and green sea urchins. There are additional concerns that halibut have also declined in the inlet.
Despite the fact that widespread declines have been observed in many Haida Gwaii herring populations,
no trends specific to Masset Inlet were noted for this species. In 1998 Percy Williams reported that
herring stocks were still strong in Masset Inlet. For more information specific to herring and herring
spawn in this area, the reader is referred to the relevant seascape unit section in the herring chapter of
Volume 3. An overview of the key topics is presented here, concluding with a brief summary of some
specific stewardship suggestions.

Salmon Fisheries
Over recent decades, there have been declines in salmon abundances that have impacted both in-river
food and commercial seine and gillnet fisheries.

River Food Fisheries
The creeks and rivers mentioned most often in regards to Masset Inlet salmon food fisheries were: Ain,
Awun, Yakoun, Mamin, Dinan, Kumdis, McClinton, Datlamen and the Hancock. Of these, perhaps the Ain
River has figured most importantly in the experiences of recent generations of Haidas, with historically
abundant runs of both sockeye and chum salmon. Many of the participants in this study have spent time
at the fish camp there. They said that in the past, 10-12 families would travel to the Ain each year to
harvest sockeye in the spring; “… we moved up to Ain for the purpose of preserving sockeye for the
winter… we’d go up to the first fall in Ain and we’d gaff as many fish as we could the first two or three
days,” (Reynold Russ, Jun. 2007). Many would return for the fall chum harvest, staying even as winter
set in.
It used to be lots of fun, going up there and work on fish. Sometimes we’d …wake up in the
mornings and there’d be snow on the ground… in the fall time. But we stayed up there and
worked on [dog salmon]. (June Russ, Jul. 2007)
We used to go up [to Ain River] for our dog salmon in September, October. We used to fish
up there for the whole month of October, stay up there ‘til Halloween, when there was still
a few houses up there. (Margaret Edgars, May 2007)
In addition to the Ain River runs, people also relied heavily on salmon caught in the Yakoun, Dinan,
Awun and McClinton rivers, often alternating between the different creeks and rivers depending on run
timing, abundance and fishing pressure.
The people that went to Ain… if there wasn’t enough fish going into the river at the time
that they were there… they would go to Dinan or they would go to… Awun. And a few
people used to go…to… Yakoun. A very, very few people used to go there. But now that’s
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where we get our sockeye. And it’s amazing that it’s still alive
yet, you know, with all the logging… up, you know, the
watershed of the Yakoun River. (Reynold Russ, Jul. 2007)
Unlike the situation at the Yakoun River – where there is still an
abundance of salmon and healthy salmon fisheries – the Ain
sockeye food fishery was shut roughly ten years ago, due to
conservation concerns over sockeye declines. Many people feel
that habitat destruction caused by logging around Ian Lake is
responsible for the sockeye’s decline.
… to this day I don’t know what really happened with the Ain
River, but… I have to think about… what the logging industry
had done to that river, and you know, since they started
logging around the lake area of Ian Lake, somehow it started
killing… the river… I’m not sure what happened… but I don’t
think that the salmon had a chance to spawn… because of
the logging. (Reynold Russ, Jul. 2007)

“There used to be in around
something like ten or twelve
nets out, hey? But everybody
got their equal share because
there was so much sockeye.
But … there’s something in that
river that killed Ain River.”
(Willie Russ Jr., Mar. 2009)

There are similar declines in sockeye abundance noted for Dinan Bay and McClinton Bay, and concerns
that the same thing could happen at the Awun River.
Awun is a good river, but they’ll have to look after that because that’s a sockeye river. Then
they’re trying to log around this lake now, which I don’t like. That’s why this one here is
dead; they logged all around this. I’ve got pictures of it, where they killed off the side
spawning creeks for the sockeye … they clear-cut the whole area and all the rivers were
exposed to the sun and everything else… [The sockeye] go up in there in June—up the
river—they play in the lakes, and they hang out in there until first part of September, then
they decide to go up into the side creeks to spawn… well, this side here, where they logged
… that’s where they killed off a lot of the river spawnings. (Robin Brown, Apr. 2007)
Populations of chum or dog salmon do not appear to have been impacted by habitat damage as much as
the sockeye runs, nor were there any population concerns mentioned in regards to coho or spring
salmon for Masset Inlet during the HMTK interviews.

Commercial Salmon Fisheries
Pink salmon can be seined or gillnetted at the mouth of most of the major creeks and rivers draining
into Masset Inlet, as well as throughout Juskatla Inlet. Some of the most common areas for seining have
been: Kumdis, Port Clements, Shannon Bay, Juskatla Inlet, Mamin, Dinan Bay, McClinton Bay and
Juskatla Inlet. Pink salmon runs peak on even years, and can support fisheries throughout the summer
months and into September. Historic abundances of pinks in Masset Inlet provided for commercial
fisheries that spanned several decades. Reynold Russ told this story from his fishing experiences in
Masset Inlet in the 1940s:
…when dad and them was fishing and they were fishing pinks… there was so much pinks
there they had to use a… barge. They used to brail the pinks aboard barges. I had one
experience… a bunch of pinks …in the Mamin River, up in Juskatla, and we filled the barge.
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My dad had the boat called ‘Rose City’ from Francis Millard, and Chief Matthews had the ‘R
& S’, and Elijah Jones had the ‘Great Northern 7’, and Roy Collison had another boat … the
four of them used to run boats for Frances Millard. And this barge was towed to Rupert
when it filled up, but every boat was filled up from that one set that we made. (Reynold
Russ, Jul. 2007)
Reynold said there were many boats that seined in the inlet during the time of the cannery in Shannon
Bay. Even years after the closure of that cannery, Haida fishermen recall more recent times when the
pink fishery was still lucrative in that area.
…I seined up in Mamin. We took about a million pounds of pinks almost out of there, pink
salmon, and that was in 1990. I was fishing with the Wileys and we took seven boatloads of
pinks … I think probably five of them were out of here and we got a couple out in Graham
Centre here (John Bennett, May 2007)
The remaining pink fisheries now operate at just a fraction of their former levels – today there is
sometimes a seine fishery on Yakoun pinks on even years, but the large commercial seine fisheries, able
to supply numerous canneries, are a thing of the past. Elder Percy Williams had this observation from
the 1960s; “Way inside, right by Port here, *we’d+ fish humpies—millions of humpies used to go in there.
Used to … not anymore,” (Sept. 2008). But there is hope that the pinks can recover.
Well, salmon’s a real funny thing… when they say…there’s…no salmon left… I was just
talking about that last set we made in Kano. Like even when I was fishing with my dad and
all, years ago, and then no one had a set that big – that was a huge set. … And we used to
get, I think 20,000 was a real nice set of humpies, eh? And it still is, but guys have had forty,
fifty since then, and you know, even up to… 50,000 there in one set off Port Clements wharf.
... But that was a lot of fish, and that’s fairly modern day … every second year there’s a pinky
year. So this is 2007 … there shouldn’t be many pinks around this year, but who knows? In
2008 if all the environmental things come together for the fish, there could be a big run of
pinks. So the Fisheries don’t really have much to do with that; it’s not their fault about the
pink salmon. I mean, that’s just nature. So I think pinks can pop back. (Monte StewartBurton, May 2007)
During the verification sessions, one participant mentioned that it is important to fish the pinks every
even year to minimize “over-spawning”; Robin Brown cited the 1996 pink fishery closure on the Yakoun
River as an example of this, saying the high number of fish overcrowded the spawning beds and affected
that population for 16 years (Old Massett, Jun. 2010). In addition to the sockeye and pink fisheries
outlined above, there have also been limited commercial gillnet fisheries for chum in Masset Inlet, and
coho are fished for food in many of the same locations as pinks; “… people used to go from all over here
to get coho from Kumdis River. Lots of coho used to go up there,” (Reynold Russ, Jul. 2007). Figure 6
shows the salmon observations and harvesting areas documented for Masset Inlet, with a measure of
frequency. Coho areas are thought to be under-represented on this map, as when it was reviewed
during the Old Massett verification sessions, participants commented that coho go up every creek in
Masset Inlet (Jun. 2010).
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Figure 6: Map of salmon observations and harvesting areas documented for Masset Inlet.
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Groundfish Populations
In this seascape unit, most groundfish fisheries occur close to Massett; people jig halibut and cabezon
just in front of the village. Halibut fishing also occurs in Masset Sound and up into the inlet itself.
Younger fishermen did not report any trends in groundfish abundance or size during the interviews, but
some elders have witnessed a change in Masset Inlet halibut, saying they have decreased in size over
the years. Groundfish observations and harvesting areas recorded for this area are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Groundfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Masset Inlet.
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Shellfish Declines
Masset Inlet has good pockets of shellfish habitat in numerous locations. The map in Figure 8 shows the
shellfish distribution and harvesting areas documented for this seascape unit during the HMTK study.

Figure 8: Shellfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Masset Inlet.
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An area of concern identified by several participants is the beach in front of the
village. This was formerly a good shellfish harvesting area, and people dug clams
here. It is now thought to be polluted; “… you used to be able to get clams right
outside of Massett, back in the day. Because I remember going out digging clams
with my dad, when I was a kid. But because of all the sewer nowadays, it’s not a
good idea anymore,” (Vince Collison, Mar. 2007). There was also mention of
pollution possibly affecting sea urchins in several areas of Masset Inlet.
Vince Collison

… one place I noticed where I don’t think there is any of them anymore is the styuu… the
green sea urchin… at the mouth of Watun? There used to be lots there. We used to go up
there and get them when we were teenagers all the time and I know the last time I went up
there, about 15 years ago, there wasn’t any. … So I think that has something to do with
what’s going on with the inlet, with the pollution and everything… because those guys are
real sensitive to what goes on around them. … Yeah, and it used to be thick across the inlet
here, at the south side of the river there on The Bar… there used to be lots there and now
there’s not that much there. You get a little bit once in awhile, but not as thick as it used to
be. There used to be lots of it. (Rolly and Martin Williams, Feb. 2009)

Issues Summary and Stewardship Suggestions
It is apparent from the interview sessions that people are concerned about the future of a number of
Masset Inlet salmon fisheries. Those rivers which are important to the salmon food fisheries are of
particular concern, and it was suggested that the Ain, Awun, Yakoun and Hancock rivers may require
some level of preservation or protection for Haida use only. To summarize, some of the specific salmon
trends and issues noted for this seascape unit include:
Sockeye have declined in Ain River, Dinan Bay, and McClinton River
Sockeye food fishery at Ain has been closed for at least 10 years
Numbers of pinks were good in the 1960s to the 1980s and higher before that, but have declined
Commercial pink fishery hasn’t been open for several years due to declines in abundance.
People also suggested some level of protection for nursery areas, areas
that might be important to young or juvenile fish, and the early parts of
runs in Masset Inlet and Juskatla Inlet; “… up in Masset Inlet, you know,
when you get the sockeye coming in … I would say you shouldn’t be
touching those, like that. Early runs are the most important, eh? Those
ones get up there,” (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008). One elder said that
Juskatla Narrows might be an important area for rearing fish; “… because
there’s so many creeks around here, the… young salmon come out and
Vern Williams
they go through here, and you should see them when they come out of
here [Juskatla Inlet+… Coming right through the narrows there… usually in … April, May,” (Vern Williams
Sr., Jan. 2009). There are localized concerns about shellfish populations in a few areas within Masset
Inlet. Green sea urchins and clams may have declined in recent years because of pollution. While there
are consistent reports of declines in abalone throughout Haida Gwaii, one participant mentioned an
area where he has seen an abundance of abalone in recent years. This area could not be confirmed with
the mapped results and should possibly be pursued as an area to be monitored or further protected.
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2. Skidegate Inlet
Summary of identified species and features:
Marine and Maritime Species: Salmon (coho, sockeye, spring, pink and chum), herring, halibut, sole
(butter, lemon, rock), flounder, Pacific cod, Pacific tomcod, dogfish shark, clams (butter, littleneck,
geoduck), cockles, purple-hinged rock scallop, abalone, sea urchin (green, red), blue mussels, chiton
(black, gumboot), sea cucumber, octopus, crab (Dungeness, red rock, spider), shrimp, prawn, seagull
eggs, Ancient murrelet, oystercatcher, pigeon guillemot, merganser, green-winged teal, mallard duck,
goose (Brant, Canada), seaweed (laver), kelp, wild sea asparagus, harbour seal, sea lion, bear, deer
Other Species/Topics of Note: Nesting seabirds; sea lion and seal rookeries; incidental reports of
introduced Japanese oyster, blue whale
Traditional Settlements, Villages, Camps: SGiidagids [Skidegate], Xaayna [Haina], Halibut Shack,
Hlgaay.yuu Kun [Dead Tree Point], Queen Charlotte, Tl’llna [Lawn Hill], Sandspit
Cultural/Historical: Cannery locations: South Bay, Alliford Bay
Other: Story location – Bar Rocks/Lawn Point; fishing lodges – Sandspit (2)

Haida Activities
“…from the inlet here…I can honestly say that I seldom missed a day tide. From my first memories I ran
down the beach … to get cockles. I just have to run down and I would fill a bucket in no time. Once my
mother taught me how to look for the eyes and that, I would…have a bucket filled in no time; it was just
so plentiful. I would fill it up and she would make me share it; I would bring some to Kathleen Hans and
Flora Collinson and…she just made me bring a little bagful too…I could get a bucket easily. So that was
out here, right in front of the village. And for the point I would go out for sea urchins, the little ones. We
call them styuu. The big ones are guuding.ngaay and the little ones are called styuu. Mostly green in
colour. … you’d go by a rock and lift up kelp and …you could almost fill your bucket from one place. And
then I’d run home with that and she’d eat it. It was so good …” (Diane Brown, Apr. 2007)

Seasonal movement patterns and activities throughout seascape unit
The name “Skidegate” or SGiidagids comes from the Haida word for the red chiton, sGiida. This was the
village chief’s name and the Haida name for the village was HlGaagilda. Red chiton and a range of other
shellfish may be harvested from the beaches near Skidegate. For most Skidegate elders, some of their
earliest memories involve harvesting different types of shellfish along the beach in front of the village.
In addition to shellfish, Skidegate Inlet is home to several productive salmon rivers, providing for
numerous commercial and food fisheries. In the past, there was also an abundance of herring here; both
herring fisheries and k’aaw harvesting occurred throughout the inlet in recent history. Due to the wide
variety of resources close at hand, Skidegate Inlet has been home to Haida settlements for thousands of
years. Haidas regularly use about 40 different marine and maritime species in this area. Several, such as
crab, octopus and abalone may be traditionally harvested year-round. Others fluctuate in abundance
with the seasons and so distinctive seasonal harvesting patterns have emerged. Some of the main
seasonal movements within this seascape unit are outlined here and shown in the map in Figure 9.
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Spring (Mar-May): Early spring activities
“May’s a good month up here; so much happens. The
in Skidegate Inlet center on harvesting
whole inlet comes alive.” (Roberta Olson, Apr 2007)
herring and k’aaw, spring salmon,
halibut and seaweed. Shellfish are plentiful close to the village, so many people dig butter clams and
gather chitons, sea urchins, sea cucumber, scallops, mussels and abalone. Ancient murrelet adults
and eggs may be harvested at Sgaay.yas and Gud K’aaGwas. There are also gull eggs on many of the
inlet’s islands; these are gathered in May and June. Dungeness crab and prawns may be fished
nearby, as well as lemon or Skidegate sole, trout and spider crabs. Some families traditionally head
south to locations such as Copper Bay or Burnaby Narrows at this time of year; others stay to
harvest in Skidegate Inlet.
Summer (Jun-Aug): Spring, sockeye, pink and coho salmon fisheries run during the summer and into
the fall months. Pinks are fished throughout the inlet. Coho are also widely fished. Springs and
sockeye are mostly fished at locations like Sandspit, around Lawn Hill, and across the inlet at South
Bay and Alliford Bay. Dungeness crab, shrimp, prawns, urchins, scallops, and abalone may be
harvested in the inlet at this time of year. Traditionally, people also spear Dungeness crab along the
south shore of Skidegate Channel in June and July. Other summer marine harvesting activities
include: jigging for flounders, making ts’iljii out of halibut, and gathering wild sea asparagus.
Fall (Sep-Nov): Chum and coho are the
dominant salmon fisheries of late summer
and into fall. Both species may be fished in
the inlet or up many of the creeks draining
into the inlet. Red chitons, octopus,
cockles and clams can be harvested in
front of Skidegate and off the point
throughout fall and winter. Sole, flounders,
cod, halibut and herring are fished, and
smelts dipnetted off the docks. The fall
season is when waterfowl migrate through
the area and can provide good
opportunities for goose and duck hunting.
Some common coastal hunting locations
are at the Deena, Lina Island, Maude Island
and Long Arm.

“…if you didn’t have the boats you stayed close to
shore and you knew when the fish were coming
back …even the creeks in Skidegate—Slarkedus and
the other creek there, Skidegate—we used to go
out there and catch coho, take them home… when
they used to come back to spawn. That was one of
our things we did for recreation was chase fish up
the creek. Take them home, bring it to your
grandparents; they’d be happier than heck when
you bring it… You’d cook it up; make jam…that was
one of the main things we did every fall, even the
older guys used to come out with us, showing us
young guys how to do it.” (Lonnie Young, Apr. 2007)

Winter (Dec-Feb): Generally, winter is the season of potlatches, and much of the food that has been
gathered during the other seasons of the year is then given away at these feasts. Winter activities in
Skidegate Inlet include fishing for flounders or sole, gathering all types of shellfish, and fishing
steelhead in nearby creeks. During the years of the DFO bounty and when the price of pelts was
good, seals were hunted more than they are today. Many participants told us they make winter trips
up Long Arm or Slatechuck to fish for crabs. When people used to trap for a living, some would stay
out at distant traplines until the spring months, trapping otter, marten and ermine. When
abundances were higher in the past, there were also winter herring fisheries in Skidegate Inlet.
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Figure 9: Map showing some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for Skidegate Inlet.
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Introduction to Key Resource Uses
With abundant historic populations of herring and salmon, a wide variety of shellfish and groundfish
close at hand, as well as pockets of nesting seabirds, seaweed, and good hunting areas, there are so
many resources available year-round in Skidegate Inlet that traditionally, Skidegate Haidas have not had
to travel far to do a lot of their fishing and gathering. Almost 20 different species of shellfish may be
harvested in Skidegate Inlet, many from the beach right in front of the village. Because there is such a
high concentration of marine resource use in close proximity to the village, the map in Figure 10
provides a closer look at this area.

Figure 10: Close-up of Haida marine harvesting areas documented near Skidegate Village.
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This is a traditional harvesting site for many Haidas, and roughly 25 species are regularly harvested in
this relatively small area. The map represents 111 individual polygons that were merged. As for the
Masset map, spatial information for clams and cockles, octopus and other shellfish has been clipped to
the 2m depth contour (i.e. below the low tide mark) to better represent intertidal harvesting. Additional
species information for trout, seaweed, marine and maritime mammals and waterfowl has been
omitted, as have cultural or historical features, including trails and burial sites, or terrestrial uses, such
as traplines and agricultural areas.
Moving out from the village site, there are clams beds along many of the inlet’s shorelines and islands,
but the areas mentioned most often for harvesting tend to be easily accessible from Skidegate, such as
Kagan Bay and Slatechuck. Many areas have historically been good for crabs. In fact, Long Inlet used to
be home to a unique type of crab (locally called spider crab) and people traditionally crab fished there as
well as Trounce Inlet and numerous other locations. Intertidal shellfish, such as chitons and sea urchins,
are harvested year-round in several nearby areas, and there is abundant octopus to be harvested from
Dead Tree to St. Mary’s Spring, and out by Sandspit. Skidegate Inlet also provides suitable habitat for
nesting seabirds on its many islands, although fewer people harvest Ancient murrelets or seagull eggs
today than in the past. Edible seaweed and wild sea asparagus are found at just a few locations.
Many elders told of the extent of former herring spawns within Skidegate Inlet; “… the whole inlet used
to spawn … through the outside of Charlotte, even… in amongst little islands. *Herring+ used to spawn all
over,” (Ernie Wilson, Aug. 1998). People didn’t have to row far to fish herring or harvest k’aaw. Gary
Russ talked about harvesting k’aaw in the inlet when he was young.
… it was just always the wild product that we harvested, all areas of the Inlet … around
Sgaay.yas, around Gud K’aaGwas, around Alliford Bay, around Maude Island, around
Skidegate Point... there used to be a spawn on the point there, and then one just off Kinkles’
place, and one just on this side of where the oil station is. And …we used to harvest it also
off BC Tel Point…and that’s as far up the Inlet as we used to go, to Maude Island. We didn’t
need to go any further. We used to just row out to Sgaay.yas, harvest it and dry them on the
beach, salt them… (Gary Russ, Mar. 2007)
Several consecutive years of large commercial reduction fisheries took their toll on inlet herring
populations in the 1950s. Abundances did stabilize and continue to support food and occasional
commercial fisheries within the inlet today, but many people feel that the herring have never recovered
to their former levels. Herring are known to attract halibut and spring salmon, and tend to draw them
into the inlet in the spring months, making this a good time for fishing both species. At other times of
the year, halibut are mostly fished along the east coast of Graham Island from Dead Tree Point to Lawn
Point. This is a traditional halibut fishing site where Haidas used to have seasonal cabins. Salmon –
especially pinks and chums – are fished in most areas of Skidegate Inlet, from the eastern extent of the
seascape unit all the way to the West Narrows and Government Creek. Commercial seine fisheries for
pinks and chums have figured very importantly in the Skidegate economy in recent decades. There have
also been small commercial troll fisheries for spring and coho in the inlet. Food fishing is done at many
of the creeks – a once frequent traditional fall activity is spearing the chum and coho as they run
upstream. The Deena, Slatechuck, Honna and Sachs Creek were mentioned often as good salmon fishing
creeks close to the village. People also troll for spring and coho in numerous places in the inlet, and cast
off beaches for coho. Others travel out to Government Creek and fish pinks, chum and coho there. In
total, over 50 marine species are harvested by Haidas in Skidegate Inlet. Some key resource activities are
shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Map of Skidegate Inlet showing Haida overall marine resource use, all species combined.
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Figure 12: Map of Skidegate Inlet showing Haida use of salmon, herring, shellfish, groundfish and seabirds.
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Current Issues and Concerns
Declines in abundance are reported for several species within
Skidegate Inlet. There are widespread decreases observed in
numbers of salmon and herring, and localized declines or possibly
even isolated disappearances of certain types of shellfish and
groundfish. While some of these declines are attributed to
overfishing – such as the herring and at least one small abalone
population– others are also associated with impacts stemming from
increased industrialization and development in the inlet.
In this section we present some of the issues and concerns that were
raised in regards to five topics: herring and forage fish population
declines, salmon fisheries, groundfish populations, shellfish declines,
and nesting seabird populations. However, the reader is also referred
to the relevant seascape unit sections of the HMTK focal species
chapters for Herring, Abalone, Clams and Cockles, and Seabirds,
where these topics are discussed in greater detail.

“… there’s hardly any
abalone around — not
compared with what it used
to be. And like I said, we
used to get… octopus or
naw and sGiida… [just east
of Skidegate] and they’re
not there anymore. You
have to go farther to get it.“
(Lonnie Young, Apr. 2007)

Declines in Forage Fish/Herring Populations
Herring and k’aaw are very important traditional Haida fisheries that have long been carried out in
Skidegate Inlet. Even within the lifetimes of most of the HMTK participants, wild k’aaw could be
harvested in many places, dependent only upon where the kelp was located.
There used to be so much herring spawn out here. The first one would be Sgaay.yas, all
around Sgaay.yas, then it would move to Indian Head and spawn all around the whole
Indian Head, and then the Museum Point, would spawn there, then it would move from
there to like Skidegate Landing Point, and from Skidegate Landing Point to BC Tel Point, and
then it would move over to … Alliford Bay and then… Maude Island, Xaayna… around in
front of there there would be lots of kelp and we’d pick there. (Diane Brown, May 2007)
Herring also spawned on eelgrass and along shorelines; “… a bit all along the beach, right from Tlell all
the way up the inlet, right to Charlotte… even on the far shore, right from Grassy Island, they spawn all
the way up towards Alliford Bay,” (Percy Williams, Aug. 1998). While Percy reported still seeing a little
spawn on eel grass in these areas in 1998, overall, herring abundances in Skidegate Inlet are reported to
have declined dramatically over the last 50 or 60 years. Many identify the large catches of the 1950s
reduction fisheries as the main cause of these declines. However, even younger fishermen are reporting
further declines observed since the 1990s. Willie Davies said that herring used to spawn in many areas in
Skidegate Inlet up until the early 1990s; “The herring run
in Skidegate Inlet was pretty good and you hardly notice
“Shucks! This inlet used to look like a
spawn on the beach now… as the nineties wore on, the
city! All of those big herring fishery,
mid, late-nineties and up to the present you don’t see
they got lights shining too; get the
nearly as much spawn in the inlet,” (Willie Davies, Mar.
herring [to] float up… there was no
2009). A map showing forage fish observations and
limit so they really cleaned the inlet.”
harvesting areas documented for Skidegate Inlet is
(Ernie Wilson, Aug. 2008)
included in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Map showing forage fish observations and harvesting areas documented for Skidegate Inlet.
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It is likely that the map in Figure 13 is a more accurate
representation of former herring and spawn presence than that of
today. The depleted herring populations of Skidegate Inlet can no
longer support the commercial fisheries of former years and are
undoubtedly also having a negative influence on important
predator species, such as salmon and halibut. Nonetheless, there
is some indication that the herring numbers may be starting to
recover; “… it seems to be recouping in Skidegate Inlet. Somebody
was telling me last year that there was quite a bit, but you sure
couldn’t tell by me,” (Gary Russ, Mar. 2007).

“… since they quit allowing…the
roe on kelp boats to fish the inlet
here, the k’aaw’s starting to
come back again. [Now] we just
do it for ourselves…one time
they used to allow us to get lots
of it and sell to the
Japanese…long time ago.”
(Harvey Williams, Apr. 2007)

Other specific observations about forage fish species and/or trends in Skidegate Inlet include:
In the past, South Bay used to have really big herring which were used by Haidas for their oil
Needlefish also spawn in South Bay, as well as in front of Skidegate and as far as Kay Llnagaay
Trollers say there’s no feed out off Sandspit anymore (where they used to troll for coho)
Surf smelts are no longer seen in Skidegate inlet – they used to come by the docks in Charlotte
and Skidegate in the fall and people would dip-net them. They haven’t been observed in these
locations for the last couple of years, but still spawn at Jungle Beach
Needlefish may not be at Sachs Creek as much as in the past.
“… in the past there used to be tons of herring *in Skidegate Inlet+. Fisheries fished it all out, cleaned it
all up. … We used to get sandy lance out here, right in this sand out here… we used to get tons of
needlefish. And lots of herring of course [right in front of the village]. Ideal habitat in the sand for
them, but over time, over-fishing and probably our sewer system, probably reduced a ton of that. I
remember you used to find that all the time though. … Everything started changing in the eighties and
the nineties.” (Captain Gold, Mar. 2009)

One further consideration in regards to herring distribution and spawn areas is the current condition
and location of kelp forests in Skidegate Inlet. Several people said that the kelp has not been good in the
inlet in recent years, and as a result, there is more beach spawning occurring than in the past. Kelp used
to consistently be found around the inlet’s islands – especially at Maude Island and BC Tel Point. It is not
clear whether the kelp in these two areas is as abundant or as good as in the past. During the Skidegate
verification sessions it was mentioned that people used to pull kelp using a grappling hook with hard
edges, and that this method – cutting the kelp off at the bottom in particular – may be a factor
contributing to the disappearance of kelp in the inlet (Jun. 2010). Further information on herring can
also be found in HMTK Volume 3.

Salmon Fisheries
With numerous salmon-bearing creeks and rivers
“The whole inlet in fact was good for dog
entering this seascape unit, Skidegate Inlet has
salmon seining…” (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
supported various commercial fisheries over the years.
Chum and pink salmon in particular have historically
been very plentiful throughout the inlet, and can be fished in most areas. There are also many good
locations for catching springs and coho. The salmon fishing year usually starts off with early springs –
which can be fished from Sandspit Bar to Alliford Bay – followed by sockeye in the same area. Cohos,
pinks and chums come next.
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…the first part of the season you seine for pinks and then towards the second part of the
season, we’d seine for chums – that’s dog salmon – and cohos mixed with that… all
Skidegate Inlet is all chums, dog salmon, and mixed with cohos. And the pinks used to hang
out at Sandspit, along here. … That’s pinks there… Alliford Bay… There’s pinks here, Sachs
Creek. And pinks in here… Deena Channel… (Roy Jones Sr., Apr. 2007)
During the Skidegate verification sessions, Percy Williams talked about fishing at Lawn Hill when he was
younger. He said that he used to seine there, as well as hand-troll for coho; “There were coho from
Skidegate Inlet all the way up the coast – fish jumping all the way up – *we+ just kept moving up,” (Percy
Williams, Jun. 2010). Percy also said that coho could also be found all the way out to Sandspit, along the
shore and at locations 8 and 12 miles off Sandspit. He said they would catch a few out of each school
then move on to the next point and fish there.
Both commercial and food fisheries for salmon remain very important in the inlet. Salmon distribution
and harvesting areas recorded for Skidegate Inlet are shown in Figure 14 on the following page.
Trends
Similar to many other parts of Haida Gwaii, the current status of some Skidegate Inlet salmon runs is of
great concern to Haida fishermen. Overall, abundances of coho, chum and pink salmon are declining.
Some say these declines parallel those of the herring populations.
… you’d be able to almost go off the beach with your fishing
rod anywhere … like I say, the same timeline [as the herring]—
up into the early nineties and throughout the eighties—when
we were younger you could cast almost anywhere from
Skidegate to Charlotte off the beach and catch salmon at
different times, but it’s not the same. (Willie Davies, Mar.
2009)
Willie Davies

There were also observations that the average size of some salmon may have decreased.
… when we were kids the size of the fish, the amount of fish… there was such an abundance
when we were young. Like some of those coho were 25, 28 pounds—big cohos—and they
just seemed to get smaller and smaller and the springs? … we never really got spring fishing
until… early eighties. We didn’t realize there were so many springs in the inlet, but then it all
depends on the herring. If there’s lots of herring in the inlet you’re going to get feed. You’re
going to get some good fishing in there—herring and needlefish—if there’s none of that,
then there’s no fish. But no, we really notice it … from when we were kids to now. (David
Martynuik, Nov. 2008)
These declines have for the most part occurred over the last 20-30 years.
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Figure 14: Map of salmon observations and harvesting areas documented for Skidegate Inlet.
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Some of the other specific observations and trends noted for salmon in this seascape unit include:
There used to be good gillnetting for coho and dog salmon in a lot
“You’d see fish jumping
of the inlet; fishery hasn’t opened commercially for 10 years
all over the inlet when I
Commercial gillnet and seine fisheries for dog salmon in Long Inlet
was younger. And they
have been closed for at least 20 years
ran large net fisheries
The coho decline has occurred since the 1980s, but numbers may
even and there was still
be recovering in the last couple of years
plenty of fish returning
There used to be a viable pink fishery in the inlet (e.g. Deena
to the streams. But
Creek)
since then, you hardly
All creeks around Queen Charlotte seem to have fewer chum
notice any jumpers.”
salmon returning to them
(Willie Davies, Mar.
Chum and pink declines might be due to poor ocean survival or
2009)
habitat issues stemming from logging – sediment in creeks, loss of
spawning gravels, etc.
People used to be able to get coho and springs in many areas in the inlet (Alliford Bay, Maude
Island, Renner Pass, Shingle Bay, etc.)
The commercial spring fishery off Lawn Point/Bar Rocks is no longer open.
“Oh, there’s been a dramatic change. … We used to gillnet around the Inlet here for
sk’aagii and humpies …this inlet used to be just full of gillnetters and yet everybody was
catching fish. You don’t see that anymore … the way the fish used to be, them days, a
lot of boats and a lot of fish—gillnetters all over—even all around out here, all the way
up the inlet, seine boats, gillnetters. Not anymore.” (Harvey Williams, Apr. 2007)
Skidegate Inlet reflects some larger scale changes in regards to the commercial fisheries. The salmon
declines have impacted what used to be a way of life for many Haidas in recent generations. There was
formerly more work to be found building boats, working on boats, and in Skidegate Inlet canneries.
Quite a few years ago … everybody owned a troller around here. There used to be up to 3035 trollers anchored up out here… In the fall time they’d pull their boats up into the sheds
…the whole waterfront was boathouses, just side by side. (Harvey Williams, Apr. 2007)
Salmon food fisheries remain important in many areas of the inlet, despite fluctuations in abundances or
preferences.
…we went out for the dog salmon when it came in. And that was good in the smokehouse.
*We fished dogs+…all the way in the inlet… right from Sandspit like…Haans Creek and down
Sachs Creek, and then we just moved as the fish was moving in. We’d end up at Slatechuck…
we just followed them in. Sk’aagii… And some of it, we put a lot of salt on it afterwards and
that was called tl’lgiida. It had to be soaked—that’s what that meant tl’lgiida—to soak it,
because it was so heavily salted. And then, then you could boil it. It was basically the way we
had it—was boiled—and…that was yummy. That was good stuff. (Herbie Jones, Mar. 2007)
Some other favourite traditional and contemporary food fisheries include:
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Fishing at Government Creek and the East and West Narrows for pinks and chums
Spring fishing at Skidegate Channel, Grassy Island, off Sandspit and Bar Rocks
Trolling for coho off shorelines, such as at Lawn Hill and Jungle Beach, off the dry bar at
Sandspit, and at Alliford Bay
Fishing for chums at Alliford Bay.
Government Creek was noted as one creek in the area that seems to have been consistent for salmon
over the years. In this context, it was also noted that it is one of few creeks that remain unlogged.
There was also a potentially encouraging observation that the fall 2008 chum numbers seemed to be
strong in some Skidegate Inlet creeks.
… this year I wanted to walk the creeks—Lagins Creek, right up the head of Long Inlet, the
one over there in Christie Bay, Mud Bay and Slatechuck—we walked those creeks this year
… there was so many dogs in the inlet and it was so nice to see. It reminded me when we
were kids, to see all that fish in the river. That Lagins Creek was just solid fish, all the way
across. We walked up about a mile and there continued to be fish; there was that much fish
in the river this year. So it was a really nice sign to see that. All dog salmon. And same as
with Christie Bay and Mud Bay and Slatechuck—they all had an abundance of fish this year.
So, things may be coming back, or are already back. (David Martynuik, Nov. 2008)

“The dog salmon would come up these creeks… and coho. When we were kids we’d all
try and spear one and bring it home. The old people really, really liked dog
salmon…they liked it smoked and my grandfather loved making jam [fish soup] out of
it; he said it was the best jam – where nowadays everybody just wants sockeye. Every
fall my grandfather took me up the Honna to spear dog salmon, on the Honna River. It
was so wonderful. He’d get up and he’d say, ‘There’s no school today.’ I’d say, ‘Oh,
why?’ He says, ‘Because we’re going to go get some fish today.’ He’d load up a tub
…he had a spear with a hook on the end, like a … long gaff. He was, you know, getting
on, and it wasn’t easy for him to get around but my, when we got time to go and get
those dog salmon, he was like a young boy running around in the creek chasing. It was
my job to throw rocks and chase the fish toward him, and then he’d gaff them and put
them in the tub. Of course, we could only take, you know, what he could carry up—
three or four—and then as soon as we got home he’d make a big pot of jam [fish stew]
for us.” (Diane Brown, Apr. 2007)
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Groundfish Populations
Within the Skidegate Inlet seascape unit, species like halibut, sole and flounders are traditionally fished
along the east coast of Graham Island – the area just off the shore between Balance Rock and Lawn
Point is a particularly popular spot. Skidegate Haida elders remember food fishing and camping around
Halibut Bight and Jungle Beach, and staying there while they processed the fish in their smokehouses.
Today, many people from Skidegate still frequent these areas for food fishing groundfish. Commercial
halibut fishing areas overlap with these traditional grounds; the commercial boats fish halibut off
Sandspit Bar and up to Dead Tree and Lawnhill. There have also been commercial dogfish fisheries at the
edge of this area, extending throughout Dogfish Banks, and out into Hecate Straits.
“In the summer, my mother
would jig flounders – use
k’aaw for bait – either in
front of Jag’s or off the dock
in Skidegate… in the winter
months, the men would fish
off of around Balance Rock
and get another type of
flounder. There’s two types
– one’s called t’aal and the
ones we got in the summer, I
believe, is called sGan t’aal…
it was real fun, you know…
especially if you’d walk up to
Skidegate, there would be
half a dozen ladies and of
course a picnic.” (Diane
Brown, Apr. 2007)

In past times it was more common for people to fish flounders
and halibut right in Skidegate Inlet itself. Roy Jones Sr. mentioned
fishing Skidegate or lemon sole from Skidegate all the way out to
Sandspit Bar in the spring, and flounders right from the outside up
to Queen Charlotte during the summers (Skidegate verification
sessions, Jun. 2010). Some other favourite locations are out at the
narrows, Trounce Inlet, Bearskin Bay, and at Sgaay.yas and Gud
K’aaGwas. Gray cod, greenlings and Pacific tomcod were also
often fished at a reef off Sgaay.yas and Gud K’aaGwas. Some of
these groundfish populations are reported to be depleted today.
Participants said that there are fewer halibut in the inlet these
days, and blamed overfishing as the main cause. It is also possible
that the reduction in the herring population is influencing halibut
distribution and abundance. The gray cod and tomcod are no
longer found in their usual locations, and there are observations
that the usually plentiful sole found within Skidegate Inlet are also
disappearing. One encouraging note is that flatfish outside
Balance Rock, which had also declined in number in recent years,
are now said to be recovering.

People also fish some species of groundfish – halibut and some rockfish in particular – out in Skidegate
Channel, and there is some concern that recreational fisheries may be impacting these populations.
Rockfish are always there in abundance. I don’t know how Skidegate Channel is now though
with the heavy sports fishing. Every day there’s hundreds and hundreds of fish taken out of
there. I don’t know how it affected the rockfish. They’re catching a lot of halibut too… I
don’t think it’s right. It’s a traditional food. Maybe more important than salmon. People
used to eat a lot of rockfish. … I imagine Skidegate Channel will be getting pretty sensitive,
because of the sports fishing. There’s so many sports fishermen out there. If they can’t catch
any salmon they go and catch rockfish. Rockfish and or halibut. (Percy Williams, Oct. 2008)
Groundfish observations and harvesting areas in Skidegate Inlet are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Groundfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Skidegate Inlet.
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Shellfish Declines
Some shellfish have declined in Skidegate Inlet. Two examples are spider crabs in Long Inlet and shellfish
in front of the village. Both are traditional foods and harvesting areas for Skidegate Haidas. For the
shellfish in front of the village, some people think that the past sewage outfall may have had an impact.
… there used to be lots of fresh food, even right out here [in front of Skidegate]. Now it’s all
gone… cockles, and… Giinuu… That’s good eating. Used to be lots of it, too …we used to pick
up styuu even… at the point, right out here … lots of t’aa and ah sGiida—red chitons. And
black ones, too. Yeah, all of that used to be out here… every big tide you’d go out and get
whatever you can get. People used to be lined up all along here, years ago. Now you don’t
see anybody …I myself think there’s too much chemicals from the sewers that’s got rid of
everything. (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
Participants reported heavy fishing pressure as being the main cause of the spider crab depletion. Only
elders remember this harvesting tradition, as the crabs seem to have declined mostly since the 1970s.
…Long Arm, oh, there’s a little bay…across from Slatechuck… they used to get the crab in
that little…*bay+… They’re real delicious. They’re same as those ones they call king crab from
up Bering Sea, you know, but they’re small…it’s towards the end of January, I think. We go
there just once in *awhile+…not too often. They just…stay there late in January or first part
of February, I think. That’s the only time they show up there and my auntie used to go and
Watson used to go and get them there. (Tom Hans, Feb. 2007)
…up in Long Arm…all around the islands here, we used to get all…those big king crabs; we
used to call them spider crabs…with the big long legs on them? We used to get oodles of
them up there and they disappeared—all around the islands, outside here…a certain time of
the year we used to get them, and they start mating and the big one would be holding onto
the small female… instead of spearing them or anything, you just hook in between them;
they won’t let go of the female. You put it into the boat for awhile, they finally let go of the
female and you just throw the female back in… just boil them in a big boiler. But before we
got speed boats, the people that went out in their small trollers… they say they used to lose
their meat real fast after you capture them… so they used to go ashore and make a big fire
and boil them right on the beach, right away… real good… huuga *spider crab+ … (Harvey
Williams, Apr. 2007)
It is possible that the spider crabs are no longer in Long Arm, as no recent harvests were recorded during
the study. Some other observations and trends noted for Skidegate Inlet shellfish include:
Dungeness crabs in the inlet have declined in number; only little ones are found in front of the
village at low tide now; people used to be able to harvest there
There used to be lots of abalone and urchins at the West Narrows; both have declined
People aren’t fishing Dungeness crab at Trounce Inlet as much now because traps get emptied
There may be fewer octopus at some locations now
There used to be green sea urchins at Sgaay.yas and on the point
Introduced Japanese oysters are growing along the beach from the Honna dump.
Shellfish distribution and harvesting areas documented for Skidegate Inlet are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Shellfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Skidegate Inlet.
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Nesting Seabird Populations
While this topic was not necessarily brought up as a management concern or issue, there were several
participants that noted changes in nesting seabird populations. Haidas have traditionally harvested gull
eggs at many locations within Skidegate Inlet, such as Welcome Point, Grassy Island, Sgaay.yas, Gud
K’aaGwas, Kwuna Point and Shingle Bay. In the past, oystercatchers and sk’in xaana or Ancient murrelets
and their eggs were also harvested in some of the same areas. Several of these sites may be depleted
today. The seagull rookery at Alliford Bay and the islands in front of Queen Charlotte were both
mentioned as formerly having more abundant nesting seabird populations. It was suggested that
overharvesting could be one cause, but there was also some discussion around the impacts of pollution
on nesting seabirds, as well as raccoon predation.
We’d get… duck eggs on these islands, some seagull eggs…over here we’d get the seagull
eggs. But that’s before there was great big garbage dumps in Charlotte and Skidegate and
what not; people don’t get the eggs there now because there’s too much pollution. …I don’t
know if… anybody gets seagull eggs anymore, and if they do, it’s probably…further down
south, end of the island, where there’s not all that pollution… (Paul Pearson, Apr. 2007)
Further discussion of seabird populations, including maps of seabird observations and harvesting areas
are included for each of the 8 seascape units in HMTK Volume 3: Focal Species Summary.

Issues Summary and Stewardship Suggestions
Haidas are very concerned about the status of herring and some salmon populations within Skidegate
Inlet. Large historic commercial catches are thought to have been the primary impact on herring. In the
case of salmon, it is thought that the impacts are cumulative, and include habitat destruction caused by
logging, and poor ocean survival – possibly caused by global warming. There are also some observations
that there are high numbers of predators, especially seals and sea lions at Sandspit.
Several areas were suggested for some level of protection or to be set aside for Haida use only. The
overarching message was that it is important to protect areas that are easily accessible from the village.
The specific recommendations include:
Skidegate Inlet and Skidegate Channel should be closed to commercial fisheries and reserved for
Haida food fisheries only
Closures to protect Haida fisheries for groundfish and sockeye (Buck Point to Hunter Point, and
Lawn Point to Sandspit need to be enforced and the latter should be extended to include Cumshewa
Point
Kagan Bay needs to be set aside for Haida use, especially for clams
The prawn fishery in Trounce Inlet should be protected
Areas should be set aside to allow abalone to recover.
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3. Dixon Entrance
Summary of identified species and features:
Marine and Maritime Species: Salmon (coho, sockeye, spring, pink and chum), halibut, herring, lingcod,
black cod, rockfish (yelloweye, black, Bocaccio, redbanded, canary, China, quillback, cabezon, shortspine thornyhead, greenling), Pacific cod, flounder (arrowtooth, starry), skate (big, longnose), steelhead,
cutthroat trout, Dungeness crab, shrimp, prawn, clams (butter, littleneck, razor), abalone, scallop
(purple-hinged rock, weathervane), mussel (blue, California), chiton (gumboot, black), sea urchin (red,
green, purple), octopus, seaweed, kelp, Ancient murrelet (adults and eggs), seagull eggs, geese, ducks,
seals (harbour, fur), deer, river otter, pine marten
Other Species of Note: Pacific saury, mackerel, needlefish, pilchards; nesting seabird colonies;
shearwaters, fulmars, albatross; sea lion and seal rookeries; humpbacks, killer whales; incidental reports
of sunfish, sea turtles, great white sharks
Traditional Settlements, Villages, Camps: Daadans, Henslung Cove, Ts’aahl (Egeria Bay], Tiidldan,
Yaak’u, K’yuusda [Kiusta], Kang [Kung], Sk’aawats [Skaos], Miiaa Kun [Seven Mile/Wiah Point], Jalun
River, Cape Naden, Jorey Point, Shag Rock; canneries: Tow Hill, Naden Harbour, Massett
Cultural/Historical: graveyard on beach at Fury Bay; tree burials near Yaan; burial site on Langara; many
Haida place names and named fishing grounds documented; descriptions of landmarking fishing grounds

Haida Activities
“Well, from *Massett+ as soon as … the fishing season opens, they all go down to the North Island… all
our people living here, they all had fishing cabins down there. So the whole village used to move down
there. Nobody left here *in+ Massett. They’d move down there, the hand-trollers, and then the other
bunch moved into Naden—crab fishermen and their wives working the cannery. And then some from
here—whatever left moved out to Tow Hill—razor clam digging. They had a big cannery out there that
time. So Massett was empty town when it’s summertime. Yeah, that was where I start fishing with my
dad … my dad used to teach me all about how to be on a rowboat—how to take care of the boat, how to
take care of myself. He said, ‘You’re not a good ocean man unless you can stay on the boat.’ (chuckling)
… Then once I got a little bit older I worked my way onto the seine boats. I been on seine boats, halibut
boats—all of my life… I think I was twelve years old the first time I went by myself … I rowed from here
to Naden. I spent the night there and then from there I rowed down to Shag Rock. My dad was in the
fishing camp there. There was a whole bunch of houses in there at that time. They had fishing cabins
everywhere. *At+ North Island… there was a big … packer. They used to tie all the rowboats behind each
others… and he used to tow everybody down there.” (Stephen Brown, Jan. 2009)

Seasonal movement patterns and activities throughout seascape unit
Within the Dixon Entrance Seascape Unit some of the main economic drivers in the 20 th century have
been the salmon and halibut fisheries, the North Beach razor clam fishery, and the Dungeness crab
industry. Many traditional resource activities in this area correspond to the commercial industries that
developed but span a significantly longer and more diverse history. They include: preserving salmon and
halibut, drying edible seaweed, gathering k’aaw, shellfish and seabird eggs, and hunting marine and
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maritime mammals. Many of these resource uses are tightly tied to the changing seasons; this is
especially true for migratory species like salmon and waterfowl. Other marine resources are harvested
year-round, weather permitting. These include some shellfish (e.g. octopus, razor clam, mussel, abalone,
urchins, chitons, shrimp and crab), as well as groundfish species like halibut, snapper and lingcod. Some
seasonal Haida fishing and gathering activities that were documented for this area are outlined below.
Spring (Mar-May): Massett Haidas move to outlying areas to harvest herring and k’aaw, halibut,
spring salmon, seaweed, and seabird eggs. This is also the start of the commercial razor clam harvest
on North Beach. Seasonal villages or spring camps were located at many locations, including
Daadans, Miiaa Kun, Sk’aawats, Kang, and Tow Hill; people still use many of these areas for fishing
and gathering today. Once the Copper Bay sockeye run is finished, many Skidegate Haidas also come
up the west coast to Langara and stay at Henslung Cove to fish primarily salmon and halibut. Other
springtime resource uses in this area include intertidal shellfish harvesting; fishing crabs, shrimps,
prawns, lingcod and rockfish; and gathering seagull eggs.
Summer (Jun-Aug): Many Haidas used to spend the summer at trolling camps at North Island or on
the north coast of Graham Island (e.g. Tiidldan in Parry Pass, Shag Rock, Pillar Rock, Wiah Point).
There is also employment in canneries at this time of year. People fish and gather near traditional
camp and village sites, but now tend to stay on their boats or return to Massett between trips.
Springs, coho, pinks and sockeye are fished, for both food and commercial purposes. For home use,
salmon is preserved by drying, smoking, canning or freezing. Halibut fishing takes place in many of
the same areas, also some rockfish and lingcod fishing. Many types of shellfish are harvested,
including octopus, chitons, urchins and mussels. Wild sea asparagus is picked.
Fall (Sep-Nov): Commercial chum and coho fisheries continue and terminal food fisheries begin.
Once the coho run is over, people traditionally return to Massett briefly, then may go up Masset
Inlet or to Naden Harbour for in-river chum fishing. In the past, some people also travelled to
gardens at Naden Harbour to harvest potatoes and other produce after they were finished at
Langara. Shellfish gathering takes place in many shoreline areas, including clam harvests. Rockfish,
halibut and lingcod are also fished. Hunting of migratory ducks and geese begins.
Winter (Dec-Feb): Winter is traditionally a time for potlatching, feasting and story-telling. In the
past, people would move back to Massett from seasonal camps in outlying areas or travel to
trapping areas to spend the winter months there. Resource activities may include trapping mink,
weasel, river otter, and marten, fishing halibut and rockfish, gathering shellfish, seal hunting, and inriver food fisheries for steelhead and trout. “Winter springs” are fished when weather is
appropriate. Winter storms result in “wash-up” events on some north coast beaches, bringing many
species of shellfish and even fish at times onto the shore for easy gathering.
“… after the fishing season is over … the whole Haida people moved back here *to Massett+, I think it’s
on September… and then… about thirty boats used to move to Naden… Sam Simpson did that cannery
there… Haida used to move there in fall time, all winter… *at+ Sk’aawats … that’s where the cannery
was, Sk’aawats. Yeah … they used to go for everything. Lots of people, they go to …that river and then
in Naden Harbour, they used to go up for dog salmons from there.” (Wesley Bell, Mar. 2007)
Figure 17 depicts some of the main travel routes and seasonal movement patterns that were
documented for Dixon Entrance during the HMTK Study.
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Figure 17: Map showing some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for Dixon Entrance.
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Introduction to Key Resource Uses
It is within recent memory that Haidas moved to outlying camps and villages to harvest seasonal
resources, often staying at places like Langara or North Island for weeks or months at a time.
Commercial salmon fishing has been one of the economic activities driving resource use patterns in this
area for decades. Many elders remember being taken out of school as children, to spend their springs
and summers at trolling camps while their parents fished or worked in the salmon canneries. They
would then return to Massett for the winter months, harvesting for the most part in areas closer to the
village site.
In addition to salmon fishing, groundfish fisheries, as well as Dungeness crab and clam fisheries and the
associated canneries that process the various catches have also functioned as economic mainstays in
this area for many years.
…what they did was they had those double-ended rowboats, like I built out here, and they
used to ring-fish crab in Naden. … They’d sail them and row them and that was their
commercial boats. In fact, they used to sail them out to Cohoe Point and you know, that’s
probably forty miles from Masset …that’s where they used to hand-troll with them. And
Henry Geddes told me … there used to be at one time between 200 and 300 of these boats
at Langara and he said it was really something to see, because they used to all come ashore
and stack their rowboats up side by side all along the beach. (John Bennett, May 2007)
Traditional resource activities, such as gathering seaweed and k’aaw, drying halibut, digging clams, and
canning spring salmon, are usually done at the same time as these commercial activities.
Once canneries were relocated from outlying areas during the 1940s and 1950s, people generally began
to spend less time living in seasonal camps and more of the year in Old Massett. Over the same time
period, some of the once-predominant commercial resource activities also underwent significant
change. Fleet reductions and increasing restrictions impacted the salmon fisheries; herring declines
impacted some k’aaw fisheries; and new shellfish fisheries emerged for geoducks and sea urchins.
Nonetheless, many of the traditional movement patterns and harvesting locations established
generations ago are still in use today. Salmon and halibut fisheries continue to figure importantly both in
the regional economy and the local diet. Another economic driver in this seascape unit is the razor clam
fishery. The Council of the Haida Nation co-manages this fishery with Canada’s Department of Fisheries
and Oceans. Almost all the participants in this fishery are Haida, and it provides important employment
and benefits to the community.
The Dungeness crab fishery is also an important source of local employment and income in Dixon
Entrance, and an important traditional food. There is good seaweed and a diversity of shellfish to be
harvested in many areas, as well as many species of cod and rockfish. In addition, Dixon Entrance
provides valuable habitats for nesting and migratory seabirds, some of which have been important food
sources for Haidas.
Because of the varied habitats, ocean conditions and ecosystem types encompassed by the Dixon
Entrance seascape unit, as well as proximity to the Massett townsites, resource use is extremely varied
here. Approximately 60 different species were reported to be harvested on a regular basis in this area.
More detailed information on select species can be found in the relevant sections of the Focal Species
Summary (HMTK Volume 3).
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Current Issues and Concerns
The prevailing trends noted for this seascape unit involve declines – most observations are about
salmon, and include declines in both abundance and size for some species. Herring populations have
also decreased in this area. There are observations that some species of groundfish may be suffering the
impacts of overharvesting, especially those in proximity to recreational fishing lodges. As in many other
areas, current abalone abundances are much reduced from past levels. Several other localized shellfish
declines were noted, specifically at sites that have been overharvested or are located near sewage
outfalls. One elder observed that wind and weather patterns in this part of Haida Gwaii have changed
during his lifetime; Stephen Brown said that when he was young, it used to be so calm around Langara
that people could fish every day (Jan. 2009). The weather is said to be less predictable and less calm
now, sometimes making it more difficult to fish.
The topic of greatest concern within this seascape unit is the impact of the commercial recreational
fishing sector. Some of the declines outlined above are believed to be attributable to sports fishing, at
least in part. Five topics of concern identified for this seascape unit are summarized here.

Salmon Fisheries
While some study participants stated that most if not all marine species on Haida Gwaii have suffered
from the effects of overfishing in recent decades, one of the most contentious issues in the Dixon
Entrance seascape unit has to be the management of salmon – species critically important to both food
and commercial fisheries. Many areas in Dixon Entrance have been important for Haida salmon fishing,
whether it’s the seine and troll fisheries of migratory runs, or terminal gillnet fisheries closer to river
mouths. Langara Island is one such hotspot; fish migrating down from Alaska “split” around Langara on
their way to spawning areas. There have historically been very high abundances of salmon around
Langara and along the north coast of Graham Island. Most species of salmon are found in abundance off
Cohoe Point, a traditional Haida fishing site; “It’s a fantastic place for fishing,” (John Bennett, May 2007);
“Cohoe Point is where they fish everything,” (Rolly Williams, Mar. 2007). Attesting to the importance of
this area, the remains of cabins are still visible in traditional Haida settlements such as Daadans and
Henslung Cove. Seasonal fish camps, usually for both salmon and halibut, were also located on Langara
at Cohoe Point, Andrews Point, and West Point.
Apart from its location on the salmon “The whole top end at times has a lot of herring and quite
“migration route”, part of the ecological
a bit of needlefish…” (Willie Davies, Mar. 2009)
importance of the Langara area is likely
the abundance and consistency of feed that has historically been found there. Needlefish – important
food for coho – used to be seen in very high numbers around Cohoe Point and McPherson Point during
the summer months. High numbers of forage fish are also seen around Klashwun Point until the end of
September. During the salmon fishing season, camps or fish-buying scows would set up in some of these
locations, such as Wiah Point, Shag Rock and Naden Harbour. Pinks, sockeye, coho and springs are
fished throughout Dixon Entrance off many of these points, while chum are mostly fished around
Langara and Naden Harbour. It is likely that attractive food and habitat are available to salmon in Dixon
Entrance for many months of the year, as “winter springs” are caught in numerous areas.
Salmon observations and fishing areas documented for Dixon Entrance are shown in Figure 18, with an
indication of frequency or intensity of use.
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Figure 18: Map of salmon observations and harvesting areas documented for Dixon Entrance.
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Fishermen now report that many historically strong salmon stocks and fisheries have been declining in
Dixon Entrance, possibly since the 1960s. Pink and chum numbers are reported to be consistently lower
than past levels. Springs and cohos have also declined.
There’s been quite a bit of changes out there. Like I say…for commercial fishing, we would
get out on the fishing ground 4 o’clock in the morning… as soon as we get enough spring
salmon and cohos, we’d quit and start working on our fish… in them days there, by 2 o’clock
you’ve got more than enough fish to work on. But nowadays you’ve got to fish at least 2
days to get enough for what we used to catch within 5 hours. (Willie Russ Jr., Mar. 2009)
Jalun River was noted as one location that used to have really good runs of coho. Coho numbers in
general were said to be depressed; numbers and catches are much lower than in the past. Other salmon
runs and areas that were said to be very productive in the past but have declined now are: sockeye at
Tow Hill, spring salmon at West (Langara) Point, and springs at Pillar Rock.
Some salmon declines are attributed to habitat destruction or increased seal predation, but commercial
recreational fisheries are perceived as the biggest threat to traditional salmon fisheries. Many Haidas
are unhappy with the practice of catch and release. Coho often don’t seem to survive catch and release
in sport fisheries or commercial release from trollers. A related concern is the practice of “playing out”
big springs before they are released, leaving them vulnerable to predation.
The thing that saddened me most is the sports fishermen play with that big spring salmon…
After they catch a salmon, they just play with it and reel it in then it takes off full-bore, it
gets weaker and weaker and weaker. When they stop fighting then they unhook it; they just
let it go. And them things are so close to death they pop up like that. They float on top of
the water, belly-up. It’s sad to see them things when you go out there close to the fishing
area. You’ll see big spring salmon floating here and there. So either the birds get it or a sea
lion gets it, or a seal … they don’t live after they do that to them. And every year they kill
thousands of them like that. And yet if we caught one in the river in a net, they make you let
it go; you have to let it go. ... Our way of life is you get enough to live on and that’s it.
(Stephen Brown, May 2007)
The scale of today’s sports fishery is also a concern for many Haidas. With the continued expansion of
lodges in the north end, many now refer to this sector as a “commercial sport” fishery.
…’87 I started trolling at Langara, commercially, and it
“I think there’s a decrease *in salmon+
was by 1990 that we were red-lined out of there by
… it’s almost like I feel like I’ve seen the
the commercial sport sector. And to this day,
end of just about everything. I’ve seen
commercial fishermen are still red-lined out of there.
the end of all the old Haida
Like, we’d fish right along the beaches… but now
fishermen…” (Oliver Bell, May 2007)
we’re red-lined out … So all those areas that are
historic to all the Haida commercial fishermen … no
longer exists. Right from… Langara right to Tow Hill… And now the commercial sport at
Langara makes you feel guilty for going down into those traditional areas. (Oliver Bell, May
2007)
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Fishing restrictions have changed to accommodate these increasing pressures. Many Haidas now feel
that they are being squeezed out of what is a traditional resource activity, as competition from
recreational fisheries increases.
The sports fishing took over the … commercial fishing of transient stocks. We used to fish
Langara. It’s kind of sad in a way because… my grandfather fished it, and my father fished it,
and I fished it, and my son fished it, but there’s no chance for my son to go out there and
seine anymore, eh? There’s generations of seining got shut down with the sports fishing.
(Monte Stewart-Burton, May 2007)
Some specific suggestions for addressing these problems are included in the Issues Summary and
Stewardship Suggestions at the end of this section.

Groundfish Populations
In addition to these issues involving salmon stocks, sports fisheries in the Dixon Entrance area are also
seen to be affecting groundfish populations. Some participants said that they see the biggest impacts in
proximity to the sport fishing lodges, and that rockfish and even halibut have declined in these areas.
I think that’s coming back to haunt these guys at the lodges now. Like last year was a really
poor year down there. They targeted… halibut so bad last year that they finally closed the
halibut… to sports fishing. So they took… more than their quota of what they’re supposed to
… when they don’t get one type of fish, like there are no salmon—which there wasn’t that
much—then they target something else. You don’t have the lingcod, little black bass and
stuff like that around Langara like there used to be, eh? They take all those kind of fish.
They are only allowed to fish salmon for you know, so long and then they’ve got to go and
fish other types of fish... each person that comes in, and they can fish a bit of halibut and
rock cod and salmon through … the time they’re there … and … any of the cod are really
slow growing fish, eh? (Henry Hageman, Mar. 2009)
While not mentioned as often as the salmon issues, halibut and lingcod declines are of some concern in
this area. The numbers of large fish seem to be declining in particular.
Yeah, around *Egeria Bay and Parry Pass+…used to be grey whales and…big
halibut. (chuckles) Oh, there was big ones there! [We caught them] right
around here, right close to the shoreline; it’s so deep there. … They’re so
big down there, you’ve got to use salmon guts for bait. Yep, that’s the best
for halibut down there. (Kelly Jones, May 2007)

Kelly Jones

Halibut are fished throughout Dixon Entrance, the specific areas changing with
the time of year and available feed. For example, in the spring, halibut tend to follow herring into
shallow areas. They will also follow and feed on pink salmon, and are at times found with bellies full of
dogfish. One halibut feeding behaviour that
“…*we start fishing+ in June when the halibut is
may be unique to this area is the biting off of
starting to move around. And then it’s good for
razor clam siphons. Numerous participants
the rest of the year until maybe
reported halibut stomachs full of the siphons
around…September. And then the halibut start
when the fish are caught during the summer
moving out into the deep again…but you get the
months.
odd halibut all the time out there.” (Reynold Russ,
Jul. 2007)
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… when you’re fishing down towards Tow Hill along the beach there, from around May and
June when we’d go down there fishing in the shallows. *The halibut would+ be full of clam
necks, about an inch long. Because in the warm weather, the razor clams, they’ll stick their
necks out of the ground. They just go by and snip them off like scissors. (Henry Hageman,
Mar. 2009)
Food sources such as this might be a factor in the halibut “rearing” or breeding areas identified in Naden
Harbour and from Seven Mile to Tow Hill, where there are consistently high numbers of young or
“chicken” halibut found.
Rockfish and lingcod tend to be associated with kelp patches along the coastline, especially from Striae
Island to Wiah Point. Red snapper or yelloweye – a popular food fish – is found in especially high
abundances off some Langara shores, such as West Point and McPherson Point; “That’s one of the best
areas I’ve ever seen for red snapper,” (Claude Jones, May 2007). One participant felt that rockfish
populations are not declining, but seem to be steady or even increasing in the areas he fishes.
Whether discussing salmon or groundfish, finfish abundances can also be affected by environmental
factors such as changes in temperature or the impact a lack of available feed has on stocks.
… years back you’ve just got to get one good spot and you can get all the halibut you need.
But now you get three, four and that’s it. You don’t get a boatload like we used to years ago.
So it’s quite a bit different. … I always think it’s got a lot to do with the temperature of that
water. Like out here… about three years ago I guess—the water temperature came right up
... to fourteen ...and that’s way too warm for fish. So not long after that, we went back out
there to fish and we never got one halibut. They all moved out in the deep, I guess. It was
like that for a whole month. Every now and then we’d go back there and check it out and
nothing there. All of a sudden they start moving back in again. So I think the water
temperature’s got lots to do with that. And I think another thing that got lots to do with *it
is] what they feed on. (Stephen Brown, Feb. 2009)
Despite observations that forage fish populations have historically been strong in this area, over the last
50 years herring abundances have declined dramatically throughout Dixon Entrance. Before the 1960s,
there used to be a lot more herring at Andrews Point, Shag Rock, Cape Edenshaw, and outside Naden
Harbour and Jalun River. There was also said to be more herring around Langara than anywhere else in
the north end at one time. They were reputed to be the fattest and the best herring to use for bait. It is
possible that this reduction in feed is impacting some groundfish species and salmon.
Herring spawn in just a few Dixon Entrance locations that have been negatively affected by fishing.
Herring declines have been noted at Naden Harbour; “Historically, them stocks in them small isolated
areas have never grown. You know… they sustain their certain level. And after they started fishing
them… they almost wiped them out. There’s hardly any …spawn activity there now,” (Percy Williams,
Aug. 1998). In the past, the herring spawn would start at Naden, then down the west coast. Today’s
spawns are much reduced in both size and extent. Maps showing herring areas are included in the
relevant chapter of Volume 3.
Halibut observations and fishing areas are shown in Figure 19 on the next page; rockfish, lingcod and
several other groundfish species are included on this map, as they are in many of the same areas
identified for halibut.
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Figure 19: Groundfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Dixon Entrance.
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Shellfish Declines
Some of the trends noted here are not restricted to Dixon Entrance, but widespread and observed
throughout Haida Gwaii; abalone is one such example. Abalone were formerly abundant and harvested
in many areas in this seascape unit. It is felt that poaching continues to deplete their populations, and
that the large catches taken in past commercial fisheries have impacted populations enough that they
have not recovered; “I think from after they commercialized everything, we’ve lost all our abalone,”
(Margaret Edgars, May 2007). Additional impacts affecting Haida harvesting of abalone were attributed
to the commercial sports sector.
…there used to be… an abalone bed here, off [location] here. We used to gather for food
and what happened was when these fishing lodges got in there… DFO … said that because of
the pollution that these things were causing that you couldn’t gather any food in there
anymore so… now you can’t gather anything in there… it’s been like that for pretty well
since the sports fishermen got in there, those fishing lodges… used to dump their sewage…
right into Parry Pass... (John Bennett, May 2007)
Other shellfish declines noted for this area are often
attributed to specific environmental impacts,
industrial activities, or developments occurring
within Dixon Entrance. For example, there are local
depletions of shellfish near the Massett townsite and
some fishing lodges; most are blamed on sewage
outfalls or overharvesting. In addition, chitons are
observed to have declined around Entry Point and
North Beach; this area was formerly very productive, “… from Entry Point to Chown Point, about halfway out, you could get a lot of seafood – anything you want,” (Reynold Russ, Jul. 2007). Clam beds in
Naden Harbour are no longer productive; and Pillar Bay is described as “dead” – even crab populations
have declined here.
“… the best place we used to get chitons
from
was from down Langara, eh? Because
Still, shellfish harvesting is extremely important in Dixon
they’re big ones. They’re real clean too
Entrance. The species harvested most often for food
there. Didn’t have to really wash them, but
include clams and cockles, crabs, chitons, sea urchins,
I used to wash them in freshwater to shine
octopus and scallops. Close to two dozen shellfish
them up And then you cook it just the way
species may be harvested in this area. Shellfish
it is. … You get them same time as the…
observations and harvesting areas documented for
seaweed.
… You get real good ones, good
Dixon Entrance are shown in Figure 20. Many of the
seaweed, down Langara. And you get a lot
shellfish harvesting areas shown in this figure are also
of chitons there; you get those big red ones
places where edible seaweed is picked. Langara and
too … they’re kind of sweet; got a sweet
Parry Passage in particular were mentioned as having
taste to it, eh? The way mum used to clean
very good and abundant seaweed; “The most seaweed I
it was dad would build a fire outside… and
ever saw was at North Island,” (Percy Williams, Oct.
he just used to throw the whole thing into
2008). While there were some observations that
the fire… let the skin burn off. And then you
seaweed timing may be changing, no other trends were
just scrape the black part off.” (Willie Russ
noted, but there are some concerns about non-Haidas
Jr., Mar. 2009)
harvesting this traditional food (see Volume 3).
“We used to get lots of butter clams in
Naden, but they wrecked it. The big
…logging boats wrecked it. There used to
be a sandbar right across from the island
and they pushed it away. No more butter
clams now.” (Edgar Sills, May 2007)
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Figure 20: Shellfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Dixon Entrance.
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Figure 20 indicates the extent of the Dungeness crab fishery within Dixon Entrance. Because this fishery
is so important the Massett Haidas, declines in Dungeness crab populations are likely second only to the
salmon fisheries issues in regards to overall concerns for this seascape unit. Once again, recreational
fisheries are identified as having an impact. Naden Harbour is a traditional crab fishing area that people
are very concerned about; “Naden Harbour used to have commercial openings in there for ring fishing…
but with the lodges being in there …they fish crabs there year-round …so it’s eventually getting wiped
out now too,” (Oliver Bell, Dec. 2008). There is an additional concern about current commercial crab
fisheries; “… there’s too many big boats going in there now. There used to be lots of crabs in there. Now
the crab boats go in there with a hundred rings and fish it out in no time,” (Vern Williams, Jan. 2008).
There is reportedly a similar situation in Virago Sound.
North Beach is another traditional crab fishing location where recreational fisheries are contentious.
There is concern that people may be impacting the population by taking crabs during their moulting and
mating season; “Those guys are pulling them apart while they’re mating. That’s when they’re dip-netting
them… is when they come on the beach to mate, and they’re ripping
them all apart and the females are washed up on the beach,” (Robert
Bennett, Dec. 2008). Controlling access to the beach and educating
recreational fishers were two suggestions to address this problem. A
further issue raised in regards to the Dungeness crab populations is the
proposed Naikun windfarm development. There is concern that the
windfarm could negatively impact crabs and/or crab fisheries near Rose
Robert Bennett
Spit.

Nesting Seabird Populations
At one time, Langara Island had some of the highest densities of nesting Ancient murrelets or sGidaana
in the province. Collecting the eggs and harvesting the adults is a fond memory of many Haida elders. In
more recent times, the Ancient murrelet population has suffered a number of different impacts,
including the introduction of
“At the top of this hill here it looks like a city. That’s where all
predators to the island (despite a
the
West Coast Fishing Club is. It’s cleared off so much now …
rat eradication program in 1995)
when you’re around the outside here you can … start to see the
and the construction of a sports
houses
there now. And that used to be a lot of sGidaana, used to
fishing lodge over an important
nest
on there. This whole area on the top, all over; there’s
nesting area. Few sGidaana or their
nothing there now.” (Henry Hageman, May 2007)
eggs are harvested here anymore.
In addition to Ancient murrelets, the coastlines and islands in Dixon Entrance are home to many other
nesting seabirds and migratory waterfowl. Other Haida uses of seabirds include hunting shorebirds,
ducks and geese, as well as gathering their eggs. We have included these uses when they were recorded
for marine areas, such as on shorelines and in estuaries. While duck and goose hunting may also be an
inland activity, it was not generally documented as part of this marine study and no other terrestrial
results are presented here. There are numerous important feeding areas located on migratory birds’
flyways in Dixon Entrance. Fishermen often observe very high densities of albatross, shearwaters, and
fulmars in areas between Seven Mile and Langara, as well as west of Parry Passage. No concerns for any
seabird species other than Ancient murrelets were documented during the interviews. It should be
noted however that seabird observations and harvesting was a topic that was not well-covered during
the interviews and as a result, seabird areas are likely under-represented in the spatial results. Figure 21
shows some seabird nesting observations and harvesting areas identified for Dixon Entrance. Due to the
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scale of map used during the interviews, polygons showing Ancient murrelet harvesting extend further
offshore than would otherwise be expected. As a result, the spatial data for murrelets was trimmed to
the 5m contour where possible, to better represent harvesting areas. Further information on seabirds is
included in the Seabirds chapter of HMTK Volume 3: Focal Species Summary.

Figure 21: Nesting seabird observations and harvesting areas documented for Dixon Entrance.

Marine Mammals
The abundant feed in Dixon Entrance attracts not only migratory seabirds but numerous species of
marine mammals. The area encompasses a number of important seal and sea lion rookeries; Sea Lion
Rocks, Striae Island, Hidden Island and Rose Spit were some of the areas mentioned as having high
densities of these marine mammals, haul-outs or rookeries. There are observations that some of these
species may be increasing in some areas of Haida Gwaii, and fishermen are concerned about their
potential impact as predators. There are also several species of whales that are seen in Dixon Entrance,
at least for part of the year. Humpbacks arrive in April and May to mate and feed in the area; they then
move north or into deeper water before the killer whales arrive. Killer whales may stay in the area all
summer. Some people report more killer whales in recent years in addition to more aggressive
behaviour, as the whales increasingly take fish off fishing lines.
While few people harvest marine mammals today, there is evidence that many species were used with
greater frequency in previous generations. Some Haidas still hunt harbour seals for their meat and oil,
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however we only documented one record of whale use in living memory. Interestingly, there was a large
fur seal polygon mapped in Dixon Entrance. One participant told us that when the fur seals migrate
through in March, Haidas used to paddle out to this area to hunt them, often spending the night in their
canoes. Once again, it is important to stress that this topic was not prevalent in the interviews, and
because the spatial results likely under-represent both the distribution of marine mammals as well as
Haida uses they have not been included here.

Issues Summary and Stewardship Suggestions
For the participants in this study, the most pressing concerns regarding the marine environment and
resources of the Dixon Entrance Seascape Unit center on the impacts of the commercial recreational
fisheries. Concerns span various aspects of sports fishing
developments, including the siting of lodges on ecologically
“It’s sad the way they have all these
or culturally sensitive areas; inadequate handling and
lodges taking over all our areas out
there.
It’s really hard for me. Especially
disposal of sewage; overharvesting of shellfish in proximity
to lodges; unrecorded salmon mortalities due to catch and
when they built right over the caves,
release; and the impacts of overfishing on groundfish
that area where our elders are buried.”
(Margaret Edgars, May 2007)
species. The steady expansion of this industry is also
perceived to be excluding Haidas from many of their
traditional fishing areas.
“Where Rediscovery is, that’s got to be
preserved for future at all times. … Langara
should also be preserved, and it’s so hard to
deal with because they’ve got the sports
fishermen in there. And … Naden Harbour.
There won’t even be any more crabs in there
the way the sports fishermen are in there. …
Where the crabs are. … These should be all
preserved, even the beach area… because crabs
go in the beach to *moult+… I think it’s in June,
July. Right after they dipnet. That’s when they
go up and the crabs are all the way close to
shore in June and July. I think that’s one of the
reasons why the crab season is so poor,
because of the ones that go dipping for the
crabs… in the whole Tow Hill area.” (Margaret
Edgars, May 2007).

Within Dixon Entrance, Langara Island and
Naden Harbour were the areas suggested most
often as needing some level of protection; they
both include important traditional resource
harvesting areas and cultural sites. It was
suggested that the Naden Harbour crab fishery
be shut down to all commercial and recreational
fishing, so that only a Haida food fishery is
allowed in that area.

There is also a broader concern that an
increased level of protection or a different
approach to management is necessary in many
coastal areas, as this is where the sports lodges
tend to be built; “I think all the shoreline coasts
[need protection], especially where the lodges
are now because they’re taking everything.
They’re all up to Langara Island where there
used to be such an abundance amount of
everything and now there’s nothing there,” (Oliver Bell, Dec. 2008). Efforts to protect shoreline areas
would likely have the added benefit of preserving seaweed gathering areas or at least limiting illegal
harvests.
While there are generally fewer issues raised around the commercial fisheries that operate in this area,
there was an observation that the turbot draggers working off Jalun River are likely harming halibut. It
was suggested that excluding this type of fishery between Langara and Rose Spit would help to protect
the juvenile halibut that tend to be found here. On the other hand, there are concerns about protecting
the fisheries that extend from Massett down the west coast; “… I would say that’s the most important,
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like right from Massett … out to the outside of Langara and you know almost down to Frederick there
where guys go. That’s probably pretty important,” (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008).
One additional marine resource issue was raised for Dixon Entrance during the Old Massett verification
sessions: people are concerned that non-Haidas are harvesting seaweed in many traditional gathering
sites, and that they may be causing damage (Margaret Edgars, Jun. 2010). There was also discussion
around the possibility that seaweed is being impacted by sewage coming from sports fishing lodges in
the area.
Some of the specific stewardship suggestions for this area are:
Introduce minimum size limits on halibut caught in the recreational fishery
Eliminate catch and release of all fish species
Consider limited entry for the recreational fishery
Obtain information on numbers of guests at each lodge and use these numbers to estimate how
many fish are being caught or have catches reported to Haida Fisheries Program
Haidas need to introduce and enforce limits on the sports fishery total catch
Haidas need to practice sustainable food fishing to set a high standard and show responsible
stewardship
Control recreational dip-net fishery of mating crabs on north coast.
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4. Hecate North and South
Summary of identified species and features:
Marine and Maritime Species: Salmon (coho, sockeye, spring, pink and chum), cutthroat trout, Dolly
Varden char, steelhead, herring, halibut, lingcod, Pacific cod, sablefish (black cod), flounder, skate (big,
longnose), rockfish (yelloweye, greenling, canary, quillback, tiger, China), dogfish shark, ratfish, abalone,
clams (littleneck, butter, razor, geoduck), cockle, purple-hinged rock scallop, mussel, chiton (gumboot,
black), red sea urchin, octopus, squid, shrimp, spot prawn, crab (Dungeness, box), sea cucumber,
gooseneck barnacle, red turban snails, Ancient murrelet (adults and eggs), seagull eggs, oystercatchers,
geese, ducks (mallards), seaweed, kelp, wild sea asparagus, deer, harbour seal, river otter, pine marten
Other Species/Topics of Note: herring spawn and needlefish; nesting seabirds); humpbacks, killer
whales, sperm whales; seals and sea lion haul-outs; incidental reports of basking shark
Traditional Settlements, Villages, Camps: Nee Kun [Rose Spit], Tllaal [Tlell], Lawn Point, K’aasda [Copper
Bay], Gray Bay, Hlkinul [Cumshewa], K’uuna [Skedans], Lagoon Inlet, Pacofi, Sewell Inlet
Cultural/Historical/Other: fish weirs at Chadsey Ck; locally-named fishing grounds (Overfalls, Eagle Hill
Grounds, Twelve Mile Grounds, Six Mile Grounds, Cape Ball Grounds, The Fingers, Horseshoe, the
Hump); hatchery at Pallant Ck; canneries – Pacofi, Lagoon Bay; story locations – Dog Rocks, Copper Bay

Haida Activities
“That’s where everybody used to come to get their k’aaw [Selwyn Inlet+ … Yeah, Black Market Bluff!
(laughing) That’s what I always nicknamed it. But everybody used to work along here. And all along in
these little bays here? That’s where we used to get our clams. … Halibut all around in these reefs here
… guys used to jig around in there and set those drop lines … then all through here you just fish the
shelf with prawn traps and you get prawns. … And then out all around Reef *Island+—anywhere around
Reef—is good for halibut and cod. … A lot of people go out there for… food, yeah. Commercial goes on
there, too. … A lot of snappers … we usually jig in there, set little drop lines. That’s pretty well all the
areas that we’d go to, when we were fishing around there. … Everybody’s got different spots.”
(Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)

Seasonal movement patterns and activities throughout seascape unit
Typically more sheltered than the West Coast, the East Coast of Haida Gwaii is frequented by many
Haidas, throughout the year, for a wide variety of food and commercial fisheries. Access to fishing and
gathering areas is generally facilitated by more moderate weather and ocean conditions, as well as
proximity to Skidegate Village and some road development. South of Skidegate Inlet, early spring
resource use patterns center largely on herring and k’aaw. The sockeye food fishery at Copper Bay or
K’aasda is also of critical importance in the spring months. In the summer and fall, there are many areas
for fishing salmon and halibut throughout the east coast and out into Hecate Strait. Nearshore areas
contain abundant resources that are harvested for food many months of the year, such as clams,
abalone, crab, octopus, lingcod and halibut. Some fishing activities extend to the very southern extent of
Haida Gwaii, for species such as black cod, halibut and herring. Because there is some resource use
continuity between the Hecate North and South seascape units, we have included discussions for both
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here. Further details on the southern regions’ resources can also be found in the Gwaii Haanas and West
Coast sections.
North of Skidegate Inlet, the ocean environment differs significantly from the more southerly areas.
Here, the two main commercial fisheries are for Dungeness crab and halibut – both dictated less by
season than many other resources. This area is also important in the commercial dogfish fisheries.
Closer to shore, many Haidas frequent the area from Lawn Point to Tlell, year-round, for a variety of
shellfish species, and some groundfish. A brief description of some of the more common seasonal
movement patterns and main Haida resource harvesting activities for this area is given below.
Spring (Mar-May): Skidegate Haidas move south to Cumshewa, Selwyn and Sewell Inlet to fish
herring and harvest k’aaw. Gathering black seaweed also occurs about this time. Sockeye run in
Copper Bay from early March to mid-June. People used to spend the month of May food-fishing,
canning and making ts’iljii; most now do weekend trips out to Copper Bay from Skidegate. While at
Copper Bay, people may also gather shellfish like clams, cockles, mussels, octopus and snails. May is
a good time to gather gull eggs as well as Ancient murrelets and their eggs – Limestone Island is one
traditional sk’in xaana harvesting site. Spring salmon, rockfish and lingcod may also be fished while
waiting for the herring to spawn. Some Massett Haidas harvest razor clams at East Beach, south of
Rose Spit. Dungeness crab and halibut are fished throughout Dogfish Banks and Hecate Strait.
Summer (Jun-Aug): Salmon fishing dominates the summer months. Once the Copper Bay sockeye
run is finished, many Skidegate Haidas move up the west coast to places like Nesto or Langara to fish
salmon and halibut there. Others stay closer to home and fish springs, coho and halibut along the
east coast and in Hecate Strait. In July commercial coho, pink and chum fisheries start on the east
coast of Moresby Island. People that moved up to Langara to fish there now return to the southern
area to start fishing pink salmon. In the past, summer work was found at local and mainland
canneries. Salmon and halibut are preserved for home use by drying, smoking, canning or freezing.
Groundfish and shellfish are harvested for fresh food in many areas. Commercial fisheries for
Dungeness crab and halibut are busiest at this time of year. Some people harvest wild sea asparagus
at the mouth of the Tlell River and Copper Bay.
Fall (Sep-Nov): Coho and chum fisheries dominate resource activities at this time of year; they are
important to a variety of both food and commercial fisheries. There is still a lot of shellfish
harvesting and fishing for species such as halibut, cod and rockfish. The Dungeness crab fishery
continues as late as November. Hunting of migratory ducks and geese begins, with goose hunting in
the flats near Richardson’s Ranch and mallard hunting at numerous locations, such as Copper Bay,
Cumshewa, Lagoon Inlet, Dana Narrows and Louise Narrows.
Winter (Dec-Feb): People living in Skidegate fish steelhead and trout on the nearby Tlell River.
Sometimes there are geese that can be hunted around Tlell in winter. People fish halibut, cod and
rockfish from Lawn Point to Tlell. There is also a lot of shellfish harvested in nearshore areas. In the
past, there were coastal traplines located around the Cape Ball/Argonaut Hill area, and south of
Sandspit. Lots of river otter and marten may be trapped around Louise Island, Cumshewa and
Selwyn Inlets in particular. Some people also used to go seal hunting at this time of year, and there
have been a winter herring fisheries in Sewell Inlet and Lagoon Inlet.
Figure 22 depicts some of the predominant travel routes and seasonal movement patterns that were
documented for the Hecate North and South seascape units during the HMTK study.
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Figure 22: Map showing some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for Hecate North and South.
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Introduction to Key Resource Uses
Approximately 60 different species are regularly harvested by Haidas in the Hecate North and South
seascape units. In recent decades, resource use in the area has at times been dominated by one or more
of the various commercial fisheries for herring, Dungeness crab, halibut and/or salmon. There was also a
short period of time during which the commercial fishery for dogfish livers was very lucrative.
Yeah, we used to…fish dogfish on the whole east coast. … When there was lots, you just
went along and you could see oil slick … they seem to secrete oil out of their gills or
something. That’s how you look for it – you catch sight of oil slick on the water, you set your
nets. Gee, there used to be lots. … Nobody goes after it now. During the war, during the
forties, they were paying forty cents a pound for the liver … that’s all we used to take out of
it. Forty cents a pound for dogfish liver was lots of money. And they had soupfin sharks, too;
they paid five dollars a pound for the liver … it’s a little shark, about five or six feet long. …
They mix the oil with paint I guess for high-flying bombers. It don’t ice up or something.
(Claude Jones, May 2007)
There is still a commercial dogfish fishery in this area. Dogfish Banks is also heavily used for crab and
halibut fishing, especially by Massett fishermen.
We fished all over in here … almost right to Cape Ball. Well, this is all our crab fishing area
right here anyway … so all the crab fishing was done in here. … I’ve been probably down this
far, just outside of Sandspit… nobody just never went down that far, because we got all the
crab we needed up here, when we were fishing. (Francis Ingram, Mar. 2007)
Hecate Strait is an important fishing ground for salmon, halibut and flounders. Haidas are mostly
involved in the commercial salmon and halibut industries, with few people working in the drag fisheries.
Many Haidas are active in the herring fisheries as well. Cumshewa and Selwyn Inlet are both known for
their high abundances of herring – they are traditional k’aaw and bait fishery locations, as well as
featuring importantly in the more industrial roe herring and reduction fisheries. In the past, there was a
herring reduction plant located at Pacofi. Some elders remember seeing 40-50 ton catches of herring
being delivered there. While herring and salmon fisheries have diminished in many areas of Haida Gwaii
over the years, there are still important pink and chum fisheries in many east coast areas, but they are
not as lucrative as in the past, nor are these species targeted as much for food as they used to be.
Commercial spring fishing has been shut in Hecate Strait since the 1990s, and restrictions on coho also
limit that fishery. However, many Haidas still target spring, sockeye and coho for food fishing. Finfish
and shellfish populations continue to support significant food fisheries in many areas, such as Lawn
Point to Tlell, Copper Bay, Cumshewa, Skedans, Selwyn Inlet and Laskeek Bay.
An introduction to Haida resource use in this part of Hecate Strait would be incomplete without a
discussion of the Copper Bay sockeye fishery. The Copper River has a unique run of sockeye called
taaxid. Skidegate Haidas have a long history of travelling to Copper Bay each spring to fish the sockeye.
Everything is done there—the canning, the smoking, and mum and dad used to believe in
smoking…taking a lot of ts’iljii off the fish, and then they called it k’aat’uu fish. They’d smoke
it for four or five solid days until it was right dry. And then just have it in the big layers and
put it away. And then when we ate it, dad would take out a torch of some kind and just, you
know, like burn the skin and we’d eat that. (Roberta Olson, Apr. 2007)
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…we used to go to Copper Bay at low tide, going
“Our main objective in going to Copper
out, and we’d make sure we eat along the way and
Bay was harvesting blueback.” (Gary
have the net all ready. From the low water mark, we
Russ, Mar. 2007)
used to start—as the tide comes up, move on, move
on. Before high water, we’d have over five hundred. Used to be lots. That’s… sockeye,
yeah… when we come home, we’d leave a… skiff-load on the beach so people can go down
and help themselves. (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
In addition to these unique sockeye or “blueback” as they are locally known, people harvest cockles,
clams, mussels, and wild sea asparagus for food at Copper Bay. There are also good places to fish trout
and hunt waterfowl. Copper Bay supports a big run of pink salmon, and had large coho in the past as
well. Nearby Sheldens Bay and Gray Bay are also important for food harvesting; people get clams,
urchins, chitons, shrimp, mussels, sea cucumber, crab, scallops, octopus, geese and ducks in these areas.
South of Copper Bay, there are ancient
Haida village sites at Cumshewa and
Skedans. While no one lives year-round at
these sites today, most Skidegate Haidas have been raised spending at least part of each year around
here. Both are rich fishing and gathering areas, full of herring, salmon, halibut, rockfish and abundant
shellfish.

“Cumshewa’s got everything.” (Ernie Wilson, Aug. 2008)

Some winters we went to Cumshewa. … We built a long house in Cumshewa. … And there
was a lot of seafood all the way along here. You didn’t have to go very far for seafood, just
walk from the cabin and you got seafood … abalone, sea urchins, chitons, too. And the big
ones … sGiida. … Oh, yeah, there was a lot of food there. Yeah. And you did a lot of fishing
there too, all along there… *for+ halibut. (Norman Price, May 2007)
… *of+ course right in here is where the people used to troll for fish, food fish, all the time—
just for salmon—all through [Cumshewa] Inlet. … People used to pick up loads of fish from
there when they were running back home. Put them on ice and then they can them up
when they get home. (Captain Gold, Mar. 2009)
… herrings go back and forth through here *Carmichael Passage+…Yeah, anything and
everything used to travel ‘round and … every little point had land otter slides all along—real
wonderful trapline. … All this, just the whole place was… where the lots otter ran. Holy! You
should see it; it’s like a big playground or something. (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
… all through this whole location here, from Limestone to Skedans, you can pick up all these
rock cods and halibut and salmon, when they’re running. And coming through here all the
time are humpback whales and killer whales … because this is a place for seals—the killer
whales hunt and hunt and hunt. … Limestone, of course, is the Ancient murrelet …
nightbirds … there’s a few places around here where the food likes to congregate around a
reef, and the salmon are there too. And that’s why the killer whales come through here;
they look for salmon or they look for the seals. Humpback whales and whatnot just cruise
through … Yeah. That’s a busy spot. (Captain Gold, Mar. 2009)
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Halibut can be fished throughout the area, and salmon migrate through both these seascape units and
into neighbouring Gwaii Haanas, making the whole area also very good for salmon fishing. Many study
participants noted that parts of Hecate South, such as areas south of Cape St. James and out from
Woodruff Bay, are very rich and have abundant marine life, including important forage fish like
needlefish and herring. Halibut fished here often have bellies full of the small fish and many marine
mammals are known to feed in this area.

Current Issues and Concerns
Some areas in the Hecate North and South seascape
units are known for being particularly rich with
intertidal life. Strong currents and high tidal activity
mean that coastlines in places like Louise Narrows,
Cumshewa Inlet and the islands off Skedans have very
abundant shellfish populations. In the past, these
included healthy populations of abalone. People now
report that abalone have disappeared from most of
their former areas.

“This part was real busy with abalone, all
through this place right here [locations
removed+ … Real rich with abalone one time.
Wiped out in the seventies. Still never
recovered. Tah! That place used to be so rich,
you stop on one little rock and if you wanted
to you could pick up 80 in one time – just for
the heck of it – and still leave lots.” (Captain
Gold, Mar. 2009)

… I went for abalone in here—this was probably twenty years ago now … And this was in the
fall because I was out there hunting actually. But I went and got a bunch of abalone … then I
went back there again the following spring and there was none. So I was thinking … either
they migrate … or they’re being poached; I don’t know. … Like it was different seasons when
I was there, so maybe they move away from there during a certain part of the season. (Ernie
Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
This is a widespread trend not unique to this area, but seen throughout Haida Gwaii. Aside from
abalone, there were few other conservation concerns, species declines, or management issues raised for
this area. It is possible that careful harvesting practices intended to distribute and mitigate impacts
throughout the seascape unit are helping to sustain populations.
[Populations are] about the same every time we go there. We try
stagger things – make sure we don’t go back to the same spot every
time. Try move it around, make sure things can replenish over the
years and stuff, so… a lot of these things are sometimes maybe two,
three years in-between, to five years sometimes… (Frank Russ, Dec.
2008)
Frank Russ

It is also possible that there is less fishing pressure in Hecate North and
South than some of the other seascape units, as recreational fishers tend to have less of a presence in
this part of Haida Gwaii. Nonetheless, participants did report some concerns around declines in numbers
of forage fish (especially herring), changes in salmon fisheries, and potential conflicts between the
proposed NaiKun windfarm and traditional resource activities in that area. There was mention of the
bottom-trawl fisheries taking place in Hecate Strait, and concerns around the damage that draggers
could be doing to the sponges and corals in the area (Old Massett verification sessions, Jun. 2010). In
addition, it is likely that Hecate Strait and its resources will be affected by increased shipping activity and
tanker traffic associated with proposed mainland developments. Some of these topics are explored in
greater detail in the following section.
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Declines in Forage Fish/Herring Populations
Just a few decades ago, areas like Cumshewa Inlet and Selwyn Inlet were renowned for their herring,
earning nicknames such as “Million Dollar Bay” (Selwyn Inlet, mouth of Traynor Creek) for the lucrative
roe on kelp and herring fisheries that took place there. High commercial catches and habitat destruction
– specifically logging and log booming – are thought to have had the biggest impacts on herring
abundance, with drastic declines following the short-lived reduction fisheries of the 1950s and 1960s.
Many elders maintain that herring abundances have still not recovered to their former levels. Today,
there is said to be even less feed available in areas like Hecate Strait, with significantly lower numbers of
herring than in the past, and as a result, lower numbers of species that prey on herring, such as salmon,
sea lions and killer whales.
In addition to declines in abundance, there is a possibility that some distinct stocks of herring may have
also diminished or disappeared. Several places in Hecate North were identified by elders as having what
may have been unique populations of herring in the past. Selwyn Inlet herring were reported to be some
of the biggest herring on the islands. Cumshewa Inlet also had really big herring, and spawning occurred
throughout the entire inlet. The spawn recorded for Cumshewa in Figure 23 is likely drastically reduced
from past levels. In addition to those areas shown on the map, participants in the Skidegate verification
sessions said that there are also high densities of needlefish (sand lance) found in two locations, 8 and
12 miles outside of Sandspit, and that coho and needlefish are also found at a shallow spot a few miles
off Reef Island (Jun. 2010). These areas did not get mapped. Additional areas noted for presence of small
squid, also important prey species, were also identified but not mapped during the Skidegate sessions.
Figure 23 on the following page shows the spatial information that was recorded for herring and other
forage fish species in Hecate North during the HMTK Study. Because of the importance of herring both
in the food chain and to commercial fisheries, Haida traditional knowledge for this topic has been
summarized in a separate chapter of the Focal Species Summary. Readers are referred to the herring
chapter in HMTK Volume 3 for a more detailed discussion of herring topics for Hecate North and the
rest of Haida Gwaii.

Salmon Fisheries
There are dozens of salmon fisheries that take place
“McLellan Island—it used to be really good
throughout this seascape unit, due to the wide
for springs along here. Food fish, trolling. I
diversity of species, stocks, timings and runs that
fished there for probably… about 25 years ago
characterize the area. There have historically been
I started. … Yeah, in the eighties… great
good coho and spring troll fisheries in Hecate Strait
fishing there and also off Cumshewa Head …
and along much of the east coast of both Graham and
for salmon.” (David Martynuik, Nov. 2008)
Moresby Islands. In-river food fisheries for sockeye
take place in several locations, and commercial chum
and pink fisheries are conducted at numerous places including Skedans Bay, Cumshewa, Selwyn, Sewell
and Lagoon Inlets. Haidas have a long history of fishing salmon in these places.
Almost wherever there was [a] fish creek… there was camps there. … They had places all
along, like I said, two or three houses. They looked like either just the frame might be there;
they’d be out where there’s a salmon creek. You take the planks load it on the boat. … Good
way to travel … they all had different rivers to fish … (Ernie Wilson, Aug. 2008)
During the HMTK interviews, people said that salmon numbers have declined over the last 20-30 years.
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Figure 23: Map showing forage fish observations and harvesting areas documented for Hecate North.
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[Salmon have] been just sporadic the last few years. You get [a] good year—like three or
four years ago there was lots out here like there is now—there’s a lot of fish out there now
[in Skidegate Inlet]. In Cumshewa it’s been dormant for a couple of years and there’s a lot of
fish down there right now, and they’re probably two weeks late … maybe even a month
late—they usually come in the first part of September—and they’re just starting to come
not too long ago, a few days ago. And it’s October 20 th. We fished that late only once that I
can remember … over-fishing’s got lots to do with it. Interception on the high seas by
foreign vessels too, got lots to do with it. Selling juvenile fish in supermarkets, and
immature salmon caught on the high seas, product of China. The Chinese are catching,
intercepting a lot of our fish—juvenile salmon. But this year’s unusual; there’s a lot of fish
out there. There wasn’t much for the commercial fishermen though; they shut down the
sockeye fishing in the Skeena and the Fraser River. … Yeah, we didn’t get any sockeye this
year. We got five from the band council and that was all. (Percy Williams, Oct. 2008)
Some of the concerns, ecological observations and population trends noted for
this seascape unit are:
Coho have gotten smaller in size and fewer in number
Used to be a lot of coho all the way from north of Sandspit to Gray Point;
there are much fewer now
Coho and springs were more abundant in 1980s and 1990s
Used to be fisheries for small sockeye in Cumshewa, like Copper Bay taaxid
Lagoon Inlet was best for seining dog salmon and coho
Lots of coho and chum used to go up Skedans Creek
Copper Bay cohos have been “wiped out”
Commercial spring fishing shut in Hecate Straits in the 1990s
Commercial coho and pink fisheries outside Copper Bay have diminished

“…Cumshewa…
yeah, right up the
head used to be a
lot of fish—humps,
mostly. Yeah,
Copper Bay was the
most I’ve ever seen.
*Now there’s+ not as
much as it used to
be.” (Norman Price,
May 2007)

On the following page, Figure 24 shows the salmon areas documented during the study.
The changes to the salmon runs have occurred within the lifetimes of the fishermen that were
interviewed, and have affected peoples’ livelihoods through impacts to both commercial and traditional
fisheries. Copper Bay was a productive area for commercial fisheries in the recent past.
Well, even Copper Bay for instance … I remember fishing there with Roy Jones. Actually …we
were there kind of late, so all the pinks were pretty well gone. So we went into Gray Bay—
that was 1956—and Gray Bay from one end to the other was alive with coho. And it closed
at six Thursday evening and we had less than half an hour because from toward Cumshewa
we could see the Fishery boat coming. So we smoked out a small set (chuckling) …for that
tiny little set we had 2200 coho out of it, and never put a dent in what was there. I never
seen it like that again. (Wally Pollard, Jul. 2008)
Copper Bay has also sustained traditional fisheries over many generations and is especially important to
people in Skidegate – many of whom go there each year to harvest the unique sockeye called taaxid.
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Figure 24: Maps showing salmon observations and harvesting areas by species, for Hecate North.
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Copper Bay Taaxid
“… we used to get towed down *from Skidegate to Copper Bay+… my brother had a troller.
Sometimes we’d go down with him and other times I remember going down with Fred Williams
on the ‘Burnaby M’. *We’d+ park right off Sand Point. Went at high water, unload all your gear
and go ashore. We used to have our camp set up right on Sand Point … We used to have a big
canvas tent. [My parents would] usually go about the same time every year. Fish the tides …
probably first of April we’d head out there, because usually mid-April—when the big tide’s in the
middle of the month—is when there’s good fishing. And then … again it would be real good in
mid-May… on the tides … peak of the run’s the middle of the month on that tide. Some guys
would get over two hundred [sockeye] a night.” (Lonnie Young, Apr. 2007)
Many Haidas still rely heavily on the traditional sockeye food fishery at Copper Bay. Elders report that
they have seen declines in this population of unique sockeye in their lifetimes.
Well, I’d say sockeye for sure is right down. But it would be an absolute shame to decimate
that type, because it’s the only type of sockeye in this whole world that comes into the
Copper Bay. They call them taaxid in Haida. Taaxid. And the sockeye which come from the
west side which are bigger and not as rich are called sGwaanang. (Diane Brown, May 2007)
In the 1970s, slides caused by poor logging practices had a drastic impact on that population.
…for sure 1970 there were no sockeye...Well, they had logged over the Copper River, like
drastically. Like pulled logs over the river and they just decimated it. It’s a miracle there’s
any sockeye now. I remember because our first child was…four years old that spring when
we went; we were there for just over a month, I think, trying to catch sockeye. All we caught
were trout. So we canned and smoked trout and then we went hunting for deer. (Diane
Brown, May 2007)
Today, the population has somewhat recovered from this event.
… it’s been a real uphill battle trying to get it re-stocked again. From all the years that we
fished there for the sockeye… we’d see it go up and down and it seems to be levelling off
pretty good now—seems to be a pretty good balance there, so. They seem to be coming
along okay; they’re doing well in making sure that there’s enough up there… (Herb Jones,
Mar. 2007)
However, the population may now be impacted by increased fishing pressure. Since ferry service to
Moresby Island has improved access, more and more people have been going to Copper Bay to get their
food fish, and fish numbers may be declining as a result.
… we used to go out into Copper Bay… that’s where we got most of our food fish, from
Copper Bay—the abundance of it—because at that time there wasn’t that many Haidas in
Skidegate … but a lot of people came home and the population has grown and it’s hard for
Copper Bay to support us now. That’s the reasons why the Band Council is sending people
out to fish it out west coast or north end of the island or whatever. (Paul Pearson, Apr.
2007)
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Now there’s not too many [sockeye]. When I first got married I could go over there, to
Copper Bay, while I was working on a boom in Alliford Bay area—the weekends I’d go to
Copper Bay—fish one night, come home with three hundred and something fish. Just one
night. Yeah, now you can do that and maybe get one or two. (Norman Price, May 2007)
Norman Price also mentioned a run of possibly unique coho at Copper River. He said that these fish are
not seen anymore; “I remember Copper Bay had real big coho; they were about that thick but not too
long—really heavy fish. But now they’re just skinny ones. I don’t know what happened. … Yeah, real
deep, wide fish, heavy … only in Copper Bay, (Norman Price, May 2007).”
Marine Mammals
High numbers of seals and sea lions are also thought be impacting salmon. Participants said that sea lion
haul-outs are located close to some important sockeye rivers like the Copper, and that seals and sea
lions are picking sockeye out of nets at Copper and Sandspit, as well as travelling far up-river to eat
salmon. Several other participants felt that numbers of sea lions have decreased in the area, and yet
others felt that the population is stable. Rookeries and/or haul-outs were identified for Rose Spit and
Reef Island.
There are places within these seascape units where killer whales are sighted very frequently – outside
Cumshewa Inlet and Skedans was one area that was consistently mentioned. Observations of several
types of whales, as well as dolphins, can be quite common in Hecate North, especially during the k’aaw
and herring fisheries.
And sometimes when we’re through and we’re heading south with our product, out in
Hecate Strait …you could see whales as far as the eye could see. But not in the inlets; they
were …out in the Hecate Strait … and that would be in the end of March, the early part of
April. … *They were sometimes+ breaching, I would imagine feeding … if the herring were in
that volume in the inlets, they were probably out in the ocean also… (Gary Russ, Mar. 2007)
During the study, we heard that there may be fewer killer whales in these areas in recent years, but
more humpback whales.
… this whole east coast from about Laskeek Bay south to even south of Rose Harbour, seems
to be a lot more humpback whales than there used to be, in the last four or five years. You
know, you always used to see them out there in the spring feeding on krill, but now you see
them by the hundreds. Seems to be more and more out there. (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
The marine mammal observations were not necessarily raised as management issues, but as trends
and/or ecological observations.
Nesting Seabird Populations
Seabirds are another group of species likely suffering the impacts of reduced herring abundances in
Haida Gwaii waters. The many islands and coastlines in some of the southern parts of Hecate North in
particular have historically had dense populations of a variety of nesting seabirds; “All the islands—like
in the mouth of Cumshewa there, that rock there, that had a lot of nesting birds. … And any of the
islands from there down… we’d go and pick up seagull eggs all the way,” (Herbie Jones, Mar. 2007).
Skedans Islands, Limestone Island, Vertical Point and Reef Island were some of the places mentioned
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most often as traditional Haida sites for gathering seagull eggs
and Ancient murrelets and their eggs. There are observations
that seabird numbers have declined, especially over the last 30
years:
… they used to be real busy in the fifties and the sixties
and I think … even the seventies, but I think in the eighties
is when they really started to go down, a lot of them. I
think something else I mentioned up here was going down
in the eighties also. But I think that’s the same story here,
because of all the food chain disappearing and that’s
reflected in the population also. (Captain Gold, Mar. 2009)

“We used to go down to Limestone
and get the night birds, sk’in xaana
they were called.” (Herbie Jones,
Mar. 2007)

Due to conservation concerns, a chapter on seabirds is included in Volume 3: Focal Species Summary.
Proposed Windfarm
During both the HMTK interviews and the community verification sessions, participants discussed
concerns around the potential impacts of an energy generating windfarm proposed for Hecate Strait.
The NaiKun Offshore Wind Energy Project could mean the installation of up to 110 wind turbines
southeast of Rose Spit, with connections to the mainland near Prince Rupert and to Haida Gwaii via
submarine cables.4 There is the potential for conflict between the east coast crab fishery and the
proposed location of the development.
… those windmills they’re putting up out off of Rose Spit there… I feel … it’s going to really
ruin the crab fishing grounds for the crab fishermens, because … the vibration from the
windmill… goes through the pipe and it goes down to the cement block and makes a lot of
noise underwater, eh? And that’s going to scare all the crabs away. Because they’re not
used to noises like that. Because there’s gonna be so many of them, it’s going to be pretty
noisy. I feel it’s… kind of going to ruin the fishing industry, especially for the crab fishermens.
… Fishing is bad enough as it is and when they bring that up there it’s going to really ruin …
even for food fishing … it’s going to be hard to get fish. (Willie Russ Jr., Mar. 2009)
Figure 25 on the following page shows the Dungeness crab observations and harvesting areas
documented for the Hecate North seascape unit during the study, in relation to the proposed windfarm
site.
During the Old Massett verification sessions, it was noted that the area of the proposed development is
also an Ancient murrelet and fur seal migration route, as well as habitat for killer whales and humpback
whales (Jun. 2010).

4

http://www.naikun.ca
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Figure 25: Map showing Dungeness crab observations and harvesting areas and the proposed windfarm.

Groundfish Populations
Many species of groundfish were noted throughout the seascape unit. These are shown in the map in
Figure 26 on the following page). Few concerns were raised about groundfish in the interviews but
groundfish are known to be an important ecosystem component of this seascape unit that are caught in
several major commercial fisheries.
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Figure 26: Groundfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Hecate North and South.
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Issues Summary and Stewardship Suggestions
While a number of salmon conservation issues were raised for this seascape unit, there were few
suggestions as how to mitigate the declines that are being witnessed. In regards to herring populations,
it is felt that tighter restrictions over some commercial fisheries are needed in order to let stocks recover
further. Some Haidas favour the SOK fisheries which for the most part release the fish unharmed.
… I see the herring coming back and … it’s still gotta be left alone … *as far as the+
commercial [fishery+ goes, yeah, that’s 100% mortality there. With this, you know, herring
and the roe on kelp there, they’re released after. Like it’s not 100% mortality and not every
one spawns when you pond them up too. Like you only get … probably about 30 or 40% of
them that’ll spawn and then when you go to release them they take off and go let go
somewhere else, so… our ponds are designed for like 40, 50, up to 70 tons. But with those
other guys that are doing it there, their ponds there, they plug about 100 and something
tons in there, eh? (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)
A suggestion for the windfarm issue is that consultations with crab fishermen could help to locate the
proposed development in a way that would impact the crabs less.
… Dungeness crab is a spot fishery. People think you could throw pots out wherever, but it’s
not the case … This area here is clay; you don’t get crabs there. Now from here… the beach
out six and a half miles, this whole area is all… starfish; you don’t catch crab here … And
then you can set those windmills – that they want to put up on the inside – where it will
have no affect on this, it’s a little deeper, but not that much more. And they could set them
up all along here, all the way down, because this is all clay here too … they want to put it out
here… there’s the crab fishermen, and we’re saying no… I’m going to make recommendation
they put it here. And that won’t affect the crab fishermen. (Robin Brown, Apr. 2007)
There was also a suggestion during the Old Massett verification sessions that the windfarm should be
restricted to a 6.5 mile range of the beach (Jun. 2010). Some other specific stewardship suggestions for
the Hecate North area are:
Sewell Inlet and Selwyn Inlet need some level of protection for traditional herring fisheries (e.g.
restrict to only Haida k’aaw use permitted in certain areas)
Copper Bay should be protected for Haida use and as an important rearing area for fish
Areas with good prawn and halibut fishing (e.g.
“ … down around somewhere like
Cumshewa, Copper Bay) should be protected for Haida use
Cumshewa Inlet for prawns … that’s
Selwyn Inlet to Burnaby Strait should be protected for
one of the ones that most people
Haida sockeye food fisheries
can get to that’s nice and close, not
Ocean ranching of salmon should be considered at Pallant
like Logan and Richardson and stuff
Creek hatchery
like that… where people can’t make
Rich areas around Skedans need protection:
it all that way. But it’s way easier for
“Around the Skedans area; that seems that rockfish aren’t
as abundant as elsewhere and it’s so close to home. That
shouldn’t be targeted by sports fishermen. There isn’t
that many sports fishermen down there but at the rate of
growth they’re going to overflow into all the good fishing
spots on the islands.” (Percy Williams, Oct. 2008)

people to make it here than it is to
make it way down there, so if this
way closed to commercial fishing,
that would give a lot more
opportunity for people to fish
prawns.” (Wally Pelton, Oct. 2008)
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5. Gwaii Haanas
Summary of identified species and features:
Marine and Maritime Species: Salmon (coho, sockeye, spring, pink and chum), herring, smelt, halibut,
lingcod, black cod, Pacific cod, rockfish (yelloweye, quillback, China, cabezon, kelp greenlings, canary,
tiger, Bocaccio, redbanded, black, dusky, yellowtail), ocean perch, dogfish, flounder (arrowtooth, starry),
rock sole, Pacific sanddab, skate (longnose, big), clams (butter, littleneck, horse, geoduck), cockles, rock
scallops, abalone, sea urchins (green, red), mussels, sea cucumber, chitons, octopus, squid, crab
(Dungeness, red rock, box), shrimp, prawn, rock oysters, gooseneck barnacles, limpits, red turban snails,
purple olive snails, seagull eggs, Ancient murrelets, ducks, wild sea asparagus, seaweed (dulse, laver,
kelp), seals, whale (species unknown), sea otter, river otter, pine marten, deer
Other Species/Topics of Note: Forage fish areas (needlefish, herring); nesting seabirds; sea lion and seal
rookeries, fur seals; killer whales, gray whales, sperm whales, minke whales, humpbacks, blue whales,
porpoises (Dall and harbour), Pacific white-sided dolphin; eel grass areas; incidental reports of sunfish,
sea otter, leatherback turtle, blue shark
Traditional Settlements, Villages, Camps: Nang Sdins [Ninstints], Rose Harbour, GawGaay.ya
[Gowgaia/Big Bay], T’aanuu [Tanu], K’iid [Burnaby Narrows], Windy Bay, Shuttle Island, Lyell Island,
Hutton Inlet, Swan Bay, Alder Island, Poole Inlet, Skaat Harbour, House Island, Hotspring Island, Section
Cove, Faraday Island, Murchison Island, Atli Inlet, Echo Bay, Lockeport, Slim Inlet, Benjamin Point, Ikeda
Harbour, Kunghit
Cultural/Historical: Rose Harbour – whaling station; Helmet Island and Flower Pot Island have remains
of Haida forts on them; gold mine on Shuttle Island; cannery/saltery locations: Jedway, Lockeport, Bag
Harbour; trails to west coast from Hutton Inlet, Skaat Harbour and George Bay
Other: Good anchorages – Howe Bay, Crescent Inlet; The Water Hole – fresh water source at Shuttle
Island used by commercial fishermen; named fishing sites – Carpenter Bay Spot; story locations –
Flatrock Island, southern tip of Kunghit; cave on Huxley Island where ancient grizzly jaw bone was found

Haida Activities
“Rose Inlet, Carpenter Bay, Collison Bay, Ikeda, Skincuttle, Jedway—an abundance of food
everywhere, wherever you go... clams, rock scallops, k’aaw in season, red cod, lingcod, halibut, spring
salmon, coho—everything down there. In season, most of it, but the shellfish you can get pretty well
all year-round…” (Percy Williams, Oct. 2008)

Seasonal movement patterns and activities throughout seascape unit
Gwaii Haanas is an extremely rich marine area. Many locations within this seascape unit are important
to Haidas for both food and commercial harvests, and fisheries span a wide variety of fish and shellfish
species. Traditional Haida village sites and seasonal camps are located on the east and west coasts of
Moresby Island, and historic trails connect the two coasts at several locations. Today, Haidas continue to
travel to many of these traditional harvesting areas throughout the year, but there is generally more
fishing and gathering done on the east coast, due to the more protected conditions there. Marine
resources that may be harvested in this seascape unit year-round include: lingcod, halibut, herring,
rockfish, clams, rock scallops, and abalone; many of these species are very important in the Haida diet.
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Some of the commercial fisheries are more seasonally-driven, and focus primarily on herring, shellfish
and salmon at different times of the year.
Resource harvesting often begins with spring trips to locations like Louscoone, Skincuttle and Juan Perez
– places that have historically had abundant herring populations. Haida fishermen tend to follow the
herring spawns as they move sequentially from the west coast to the east, and then up the east coast.
For many Skidegate elders, two to three months of each year used to be spent in Burnaby Narrows
commercially digging clams and food-fishing abalone, halibut, rockfish and other shellfish. While few
people inhabit cabins there any longer, food fisheries plus the spawn-on-kelp and herring fisheries
continue to be very important in this area. In summer, fisheries switch predominantly to salmon and
halibut. These varied fisheries, along with other shellfish harvests, keep people busy through the fall and
into the winter months. Some seasonal Haida fishing and gathering activities that were documented for
this area are outlined below.
Spring (Mar-May): People travel south from Skidegate in early spring to harvest k’aaw, herring,
halibut, butter clams and other shellfish, like black chitons, sea urchins, scallops, mussels and
abalone. In the past, clams were sold to the nearby cannery, as well as smoked and put up for food
use. Halibut and spring salmon may be fished at the same time. Dried halibut used to be traded with
mainland people; k’aaw is dried or salted and kept for food, sold to Japanese markets, or traded on
the mainland. Seaweed is also harvested at this time of year. Some people gather seaweed near
Hotspring Island. Ancient murrelets – both adults and their eggs – are another popular springtime
food. Gull eggs are gathered in many locations throughout Gwaii Haanas. People also fish for
lingcod, black cod, rockfish and prawns at this time of year.
Summer (Jun-Aug): Commercial and food fisheries for sockeye, spring, pink and coho salmon take
place throughout many areas of Gwaii Haanas. Summer is also the time to harvest Dungeness crab,
shrimp, prawns, and other shellfish like urchins, scallops, and abalone. Groundfish including cod,
halibut and rockfish may also be fished into the summer months.
Fall (Sep-Nov): As summer turns to fall, chum and coho fisheries predominate along the east coast
of Gwaii Haanas. Shellfish like butter clams, abalone, mussels, urchins, shrimp, and prawns are still
taken, and rockfish, lingcod, halibut, and
“… when I was about six years old I remember
herring may also be fished. Some people
going
out with my dad … our trapline cabin was
return to places like Burnaby Narrows and
located
right in the middle of … all the good
Bag Harbour in the fall to hunt, trap and
shellfish. You just go down the beach and get what
gather shellfish.
you want—Burnaby Narrows, K’iid, we call it … just
Winter (Dec-Feb): Groundfish and shellfish
about everything there—there’s mussels, there’s
are harvested throughout the winter months.
abalone, sea urchins, clams—millions of clams
There are also winter herring fisheries in parts
there. If you wanted cod, you just paddled
of Gwaii Haanas. Until the mid-1980s some
offshore a little ways and got cod. Food in
Haidas spent the winter months at outlying
abundance … Yeah, we spent the whole winter
cabins and ran traplines in locations such as
down there a few times, trapping.” (Percy
Burnaby Narrows, Hutton Inlet, Skaat
Williams, Oct. 2008)
Harbour, Lyell Island, Lockeport, Slim Inlet,
Huston Inlet, Shuttle Island, Rose Harbour,
Jedway and out to Ikeda Point.
Some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for Gwaii Haanas are shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Map showing some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for Gwaii Haanas.
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Introduction to Key Resource Uses
As mentioned previously, Gwaii Haanas is an incredibly rich
marine area. Haidas interviewed for the HMTK project
regularly harvest approximately 70 different marine species in
this seascape unit. There are numerous important cultural
sites found here, indicating a long Haida history of use.

“… we packed the main essentials
like butter and sugar and flour, and
you get food no matter where you
go down there. As long as the tide’s
low you got food; didn’t matter
where.” (Percy Williams, Oct. 2008)

Haida interest in this area remains unbroken today. Since
1993 – with the signing of the Gwaii Haanas Land Agreement
– the Council of the Haida Nation has been cooperatively planning for this area with the Government of
Canada. January 2010 marked a further important development when both parties signed an agreement
committing to share in the planning, operations and management of the waters referred to as the Gwaii
Haanas Marine Area.5
The diversity of habitat and species found here means that there are year-round harvesting
opportunities throughout the seascape unit, depending upon weather. The highest concentration of
Haida use is seen in traditional harvesting areas such as Burnaby Narrows, Tanu, Richardson Inlet,
Darwin Sound, and throughout Juan Perez Sound and Skincuttle Inlet. Many food uses occur on the east
coast of South Moresby, as weather and ocean conditions are generally calmer than the more exposed
Pacific coast. However, the study also documented overland trails at several locations in this seascape
unit. It was reported that during the winter months, people would use these trails to drag boats from
the east coast to the west coast for resource gathering – avoiding the often rough conditions
encountered when travelling by boat from one side to the other.
On the west coast of Gwaii Haanas, the predominant resource activities are salmon fishing and the
herring and roe-on-kelp industries. Herring start spawning at west coast locations like Flamingo and
Louscoone Inlet weeks before other locations. Many commercial ROK fishermen travel to these areas
first, then follow the herring as their spawning pattern progresses through Houston Stewart Channel,
and up the east coast.
[Herring spawn] from south to north… it’d start in Flamingo and move to Louscoone, and
then move up to Carpenter Bay, and then up to Skincuttle, and up to Burnaby Narrows,
north side of Burnaby Island, and then eventually up to Selwyn… Skidegate Inlet was later
on; it was one of the latter spawns. (Gary Russ, Mar. 2007)
Some of the heaviest historical spawns and intensive herring fisheries in all of Haida Gwaii have
consistently been in Skincuttle Inlet and Juan Perez Sound. Despite reductions both in population
abundance and fishing activity, many areas in Gwaii Haanas remain very important in the herring and
k’aaw fisheries. More details on herring can be found in the relevant Volume 3 focal species report
chapter, as well as a discussion of population trends specific to Gwaii Haanas later in this section.
Salmon are also abundant throughout this seascape unit and commercial fisheries for salmon have
historically been important in many areas on both the east and west coasts. While all species of salmon
may be caught in Gwaii Haanas, for many years it has been the pink and chum fisheries that have
5

A copy of the Gwaii Haanas Marine Agreement can be found at:
http://www.haidanation.ca/Pages/Splash/Documents/GHMarineAgreement.pdf
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dominated the commercial industries here. Due to the critical role of salmon in both the Haida economy
and traditional diet, they are also included in more detailed discussions later in this chapter.
Of the numerous east coast food gathering sites used by Haidas, Burnaby Narrows was mentioned most
often by elders during the HMTK interviews. Many of them spent significant amounts of time there
when they were younger and remember their experiences very fondly; “I loved going to Burnaby
Narrows. It was very magical to me as a child,” (Diane Brown, May 2007).
That was a healthy life, going down there. You don’t have to go far when you’re camping at
Burnaby. Everywhere there’s lots of fresh food. Just get enough to eat, too. ‘Cause they didn’t
have the deep freeze or any means of keeping it. You get too much for one day’s use, you give it
to some people that can’t get out. (Ernie Wilson, Aug. 1998)
People mainly travel to Burnaby Narrows for the herring and k’aaw, but also harvest many other
resources in this area.
…the main thing we used to go there for was the roe on kelp. They’d dry it and then my
mum and I used to salt it – no deep freeze yet – but we’d gather all that food before the
herring spawned, like the abalone, and the halibut—we’d dry the halibut… just dry [the
abalone] and can it. Let’s see…halibut and roe on kelp and abalone; that’s the three things
you’d gather here. (Roy Jones Sr., Apr. 2007)
The Burnaby Narrows area is also noted for its clams; “Burnaby is just loaded with clams,” (Ernie Wilson,
Mar. 2007). Many elders remember participating in a commercial harvest here.
… my dad had his own troller… we used to go down on there and while we were camping
there on these low tides, we used to go digging clams for a living. You know, BC Packers had
a big packer there and they were buying clams off us …a hundred pound bag used to be two
dollars and fifty cents. And, you know, that was money … I thought it was fun. (Harvey
Williams, Apr. 2007)
While people no longer live in Burnaby Narrows, many still use this area today and it continues to have a
special place in peoples’ hearts. Diane Brown described her memories of staying at Burnaby Narrows
and travelling to Hotspring Island from there.
So out here you can get guuding.ngaay, sea urchins, abalone, clams, mussels. Once a week
we’d boat up to Hotspring and have a bath… we’d hitch a ride say with Roy Jones on the
‘Seiner II’; that was a trip I remember. About once a week, if we were lucky, we all took a
picnic up to Hotspring and spent the day. (Diane Brown, May 2007)
Hotspring Island is also rich with seafood. Some of the resources people have traditionally fished and
gathered nearby include abalone, seaweed, lingcod, snappers, halibut, clams, urchins, prawns, and
scallops.
In addition to the main fisheries already mentioned, there are important fisheries for halibut, cod and
rockfish throughout Gwaii Haanas. It should also be noted that while fewer people travel as far south as
Cape St. James and Kunghit to harvest food, some of these southern locations were mentioned as being
especially productive and ecologically important areas. Seal and sea lion rookeries, nesting seabird
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colonies, and high densities of both forage fish and their predators were documented around places like
the Kerouard Islands. There are also good food and commercial fishing sites around SGang Gwaay – a
traditional Haida village site and now UNESCO World Heritage Site within the proposed Gwaii Haanas
National Park Reserve and Haida Heritage Site.
Due to the high species counts and resource-harvesting diversity found in Gwaii Haanas, it is not
possible to present a thorough account in this summary. Instead, we include information on five topics
that arose consistently during the interviews as concerns or management issues. Relevant spatial data is
included in species maps for each topic.

Current Issues and Concerns
Some of the marine issues raised for Gwaii Haanas center on declines in abundance. Salmon, herring,
rockfish, lingcod, prawns and abalone populations were all said to have decreased.
Yeah, Skaat Harbour – there’s a real good spot for prawns … you’ll get them for food … every
year we go down there. Yeah, it used to be just loaded. Like you’d see the herring come
through; they were piled up on each other going through [the narrows]. It was quite
something to see, but you don’t see that anymore … there would be rockfish all around
these places—just go and jig them … here there used to be all kinds of abs. In both of these,
we went back, like to look, and there’s nothing … this one here was lots of abs and there’s
nothing. (Tommy Greene, Oct. 2009)
It seems that these declines have occurred mostly over the last generation or two.
… Yeah, people like Uncle Freddy saying how much abalone and stuff there used to be. Like
there was never a limit or anything; you just went to the beach and you got what you
needed. Nowadays, you can’t even barely get anything, right? But they’ve noticed a big
depletion in like the abalone, the herring, the salmon—like they went from catching too
many fish to not catching any fish, right? There was quite a bit of changes down that way.
(Wally Pelton, Oct. 2008)
For the most part these observations are not unique to this seascape unit, but also relevant to other
parts of the islands. In this chapter we touch briefly on four topics of concern: declines in herring and
SOK fisheries, declines in salmon fisheries, groundfish populations, and shellfish declines. In addition,
the reader is referred to the focal species volume for Herring, Rockfish and Lingcod, Abalone, and
Clams and Cockles, as species and trend information is presented in greater detail in those chapters.
Declines in Forage Fish/Herring Populations
Over the years, various locations in Gwaii Haanas have at times
supported each of the following herring fisheries: spawn-on-kelp
(SOK), bait, roe, and reduction. Traditionally, a lot of the SOK
ponding and k’aaw harvesting occurs in Louscoone Inlet, Burnaby
Narrows, Skincuttle Inlet and Juan Perez Sound. Haida bait fisheries
may occur throughout the seascape unit, and the three main places
identified for roe fisheries were Louscoone, Skincuttle, and lower
Juan Perez/Burnaby Straits. The abundant herring in these locations
has consistently been a primary driver of seasonal movement

“That Scudder Point,
[herring] were so thick, they
even spawned on rocks. It’d
get real thick on rocks. [You
could+ … just peel it off the
rocks. There’s so much
herring around.” (Roy Jones
Sr., Apr. 2007)
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patterns for Haidas, like the spring move to Burnaby Narrows described earlier. Some of the elders say
there is no longer any point in going to Burnaby, as there is so little herring spawn there now.
Observations of herring declines are widespread throughout Haida Gwaii, and while there are still viable
herring fisheries today, many populations remain reduced from former levels.
… them days, the *herring+ spawn used to be right from Burnaby all the ways up to Bigsby,
all the ways up to Ikeda Point. … Even further south, but that’s as far as we used to go—
Ikeda Point. It was so darn thick you don’t have to go [further]… (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
… it makes me sad to see that there’s just little spots spawning now. When we used to be
hunting seals, rowing along the beach, we’d row all day—half a day in one direction and half
a day coming back and there was spawn all the way. Whichever direction we went—down
south or back this way—there’s spawn all the way. Lots of it. (Percy Williams, Jul. 2008)
Elders say they saw a dramatic decline in herring abundance during the reduction fisheries of the 1950s,
but even younger fishermen say they have seen more recent declines at places like Burnaby Narrows.
’79 I seen the whole of *Burnaby Island] like, was white with herring spawn. … Yeah, the
whole island; we went around the whole island. There was spawn everywhere in there. …
Now you’re lucky to get a spot spawn. (Tommy Greene, Oct. 2008)
Louscoone was also mentioned as formerly having very abundant
populations of herring. Participants said that the herring would school
around SGang Gwaay, then move up the inlet to spawn about 1-1½ miles
along the east shore and up at the head of the inlet. Today, herring declines
in the area from Louscoone to Cumshewa have resulted in the closure of
once lucrative SOK and seine fisheries there.
There are still many Haidas who are reliant on the herring in some way,
whether for bait, economic revenue, or enjoyment of traditional foods like
k’aaw. Some continue to spend the spring months in places like Juan Perez –
looking for kelp and gathering food such as clams and halibut – while waiting
for the herring to spawn. This is a tradition that has been carried out for
generations, and continues despite the overall declines in herring
abundance.

“You just look at a
map; everywhere
you used to get
herring spawn.” (Roy
Jones Sr., Apr. 2007)

…there’s nothing else to do but fish halibut while they’re waiting for the spawn. That’s
before the herring spawn. We use the herring for bait and wait for the spawn, so we fish
halibut and dry that. … *The herring+ spawn all over—this whole island, all along here, all
over here, all through Skincuttle Inlet, and they spawn up here, all along this area [south of
Lyell Island+. There’s so much herring, they spawn anywhere. At Scudder Point they spawn,
right out here, they spawn all along this shore here—right around the island. There’s so
much herring around; they’re all fished out now. (Roy Jones Sr., Apr. 2007)
Figure 28 shows the forage fish observations and harvesting areas documented for Gwaii Haanas during
the study.
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Figure 28: Forage fish observations and harvesting areas documented for Gwaii Haanas.
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Herring populations have been at low levels for more than a decade but still support food fisheries.
Occasional commercial fisheries have been allowed, but there remain concerns for the future of these
fisheries. Despite formerly high abundances in places like Alti Inlet, Darwin Sound, Crescent Inlet and
Lockeport, participants say that herring populations are still at risk from over-harvesting.
Commercial fishing is just cleaning it out steadily; they’re giving it no time to recover. You’ve
got to have a recovery population and then if you go below that then it’s just tough, tough,
tough to get back. (Captain Gold, Mar. 2009)
Generally, people remain hopeful that herring populations will recover if commercial catches are
limited.

Salmon Fisheries
For many Haidas, once the spring herring and k’aaw seasons are over, attention then turns to the
salmon fisheries. In fact, it is the herring spawn that attracts predatory fish like halibut and spring
salmon – herring movement into nearshore waters kicks off the spring salmon fishing season.
… Burnaby Island… Yeah, this is good, all along this… Lots of spring salmon… Commercial
fishermen all pile in, big… ice boats. They all pile in there. ‘Course, them days, the *herring+
spawn used to be right from Burnaby all the ways up to Bigsby, all the ways up to Ikeda
Point. (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
While spring salmon are still targeted for food, fisheries closures have restricted commercial activities in
Gwaii Haanas and the neighbouring Hecate Strait in recent years. Historically, fisheries for pinks and
chums have dominated the commercial
“…we used to spend a lot of time in Windy Bay …
industry in Gwaii Haanas. Very large
probably around mid-July the pinks would start
concentrations and catches of both
showing up. And then … by late August it would be
species have been common throughout
just thick in there with pinks and you could hear them
the east coast of Moresby Island. The
at night. The seals would be chasing them up on the
following observation came from Windy
beach…” (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
Bay in 1990;
… we took out 90,000 pounds of humps out of there …back in them days they had planes
flying, you know, to check out creeks for the fishermen. Vern Brown was a pilot at the time,
and he flew … over this and he said, ‘Oh, there’s nothing there… haven’t seen nothing jump,
no movement.’ ‘Ah, let’s go to Hotspring then.’ We were headed to Hotsprings, during a
commercial opening, we got to Windy Bay, and … the reason why you couldn’t see anything,
there was so much fish there it made the bottom look black. (Ed Russ, Jul. 2008)
While pinks and chums are targeted less in the food fisheries these
days, they remain important commercial species for terminal
gillnetting and seining. They are fished in many locations in Gwaii
Haanas, such as Darwin Sound, Tanu, Lockeport, Sedgewick,
Scudder Point, Skincuttle, Juan Perez, Windy Bay, Salmon Creek,
The Gate, Laskeek Bay, Carpenter Bay, Jedway and Harriet
Harbour. Figure 29 shows the salmon observations and fishing
activities documented for Gwaii Haanas.

“And all along the coast here, like,
sometimes you find a school of
dogs while you’re travelling
around in any place. They go
anywhere, just travelling in to go
to where they’re going to spawn.”
(Roy Jones Sr., Apr. 2007)
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Figure 29: Map of salmon observations and harvesting areas documented for Gwaii Haanas.
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The map in Figure 29 shows the important troll fishing grounds for springs and cohos throughout the
Gwaii Haanas area. Locations such as Scudder Point, Huxley Island, Hotspring Island, Ramsay Island,
Warner Bay, Gilbert Bay, Burnaby Straits, Bag Harbour, Laskeek Bay, Juan Perez, Kunga, Luxana Bay,
Richardson Island and Cape St. James were identified as good fishing grounds for coho and spring
salmon. People tend to fish both species for food and commercial purposes in these areas. Participants
identified two areas that had small sockeye runs at one time on the east coast of Gwaii Haanas – Luxana
Bay and Bigsby Inlet. During Skidegate verification sessions it was stressed that migrating sockeye can be
fished along the whole of the west coast. Percy Williams said that at the peak of the sockeye fishery,
there were 750 trollers fishing that area (Jun. 2010). Many fishermen move throughout most of the
seascape unit over the summer and fall months, following the different runs.
…the first of August we’ve got to be at Lagoon Bay because the coho and the pinks… they
start coming in the first of August, along Cumshewa, Copper Bay, and along the south end…
Windy Bay and them places. So we’ve got to be ready for it, so…maybe the middle of July,
that’s when we head back home to go to Lagoon Bay for seining. (Roy Jones Sr., Apr. 2007)
Trends
Consistent with other areas in Haida Gwaii, many salmon runs
in Gwaii Haanas have declined in abundance in recent decades.
Fishermen cite habitat destruction (especially logging),
overfishing, seal predation, poor ocean survival, competitive
fisheries (i.e. commercial recreational fishing) and a lack of feed
as possible contributing factors.

“… the dog salmon’s getting low. I
don’t know what’s doing it, but it’s
got to be something offshore.”
(Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)

… used to be about seventy-five percent of the rivers here had one species or the others—
trout and coho and salmon, the pink, chums. Along the islands there was quite a few of
them were killed off by logging and that was the sorry part about it because at that time,
some of them only held maybe two or three hundred chums, but it was still all …vital to the
system on the island here. So …that’s the reason why it will never, ever recuperate to what
it used to be, because too many of these little streams were killed off along the way. And it
will never be like it was…the salmon had laid their eggs in every one of them, which is very
important to the system here on the islands. (Paul Pearson, Apr. 2007)
Some of the specific salmon information and population trends noted for this seascape unit include:
Coho abundance declined rapidly in the 1980s and 1990s, but catches increased in the last 6-7 years
Spring salmon abundance has been stable, or has increased in the last 5-6 years
Luxana was a fairly consistent spot for chinook salmon in the 1980s and 1990s
Chum abundance goes up and down, but numbers have declined overall since the 1980s
Sockeye are less abundant
Pinks have declined to the point that there’s no
“[The pink salmon] seem to have thinned out
longer a commercial fishery
quite a bit … they used to do commercial
Gate Creek salmon runs were damaged by logging
fishing down there. … I don’t think there’s
activities, but may be starting to recover
been an opening down there for quite awhile
but seems to be less and less down there.”
Many commercial salmon fisheries have been
(Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
restricted or closed (e.g. Hecate Strait – spring
salmon)
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All species of salmon can be found almost year-round at Cape St. James. They are associated with a
lot of forage fish, including needlefish, herring, smelts and perch in this area.
For many Haidas, commercial salmon fishing as a way of life is now a thing of the past.
I fished the whole coast, eh? The east side. … There was so much fish, but I seen what
happened to our salmon because the logging companies logged out our watersheds of all
our rivers, you know? That’s why our salmon depleted … there was so much fish in my day.
Amazing. … we’re more educated today, now we’ve seen what happened... but it’s too late
now… there’s no salmon now. See? What it’s done to us? And me as a commercial
fisherman—I was one of the top fishermen on the coast… in my day, eh? Yeah. I can’t even
go out now! To load my boat. There’s no fish to load now. That’s what happened in our day.
(Dempsey Collinson, Jul. 2007)
Others remain hopeful that with changes to the fisheries, the salmon populations have the ability to
recover to former levels.

Groundfish Populations
Halibut, lingcod and rockfish are fished in many areas of Gwaii Haanas
both commercially and for food. When asked about halibut fishing
areas, one participant indicated that you could circle the whole of Haida
Gwaii as halibut habitat.

“There is not a spot on that
map that doesn’t have
halibut, including Hecate
Strait,” (Roy Jones Sr.,
Skidegate verification
sessions, Jun. 2010)

People tend to frequently food fish halibut and rockfish throughout
Juan Perez Sound and Skincuttle Inlet. Traditional fishing sites were
noted around Ramsay Rocks, All Alone Stone, Burnaby Narrows,
Scudder Point and the Copper Islands, among many others. Certain areas are known for having
especially large snapper or lingcod, such as Lyell Island and Crescent Point, as well as several locations
near Hotspring Island.
This one here – that’s where we go to get our cod. Oh, the lingcod are so big there! We
always come out from the Hotspring… I line up these points … and then I go straight out
until I come to it. Then we’d stop at the shallow spot, then we start jigging. Red snappers …
and halibut … we’d only jig for a little while and then we’ve got enough for 3 or 4 days … and
we’d go back then. (Dempsey Collinson, Jul. 2007)
As in other seascape units, declines in body size and abundance were noted for some species of
groundfish in Gwaii Haanas – such as lingcod – and commercial fishing was suspected to be one of the
causes.
Especially lingcod… even they’re getting pretty scarce to catch … *because of] live catch.
Those boats were coming up from Vancouver and then they would just fish on the one spot
until it was pretty much cleaned out, then head back, bring it all to Vancouver again. But
that went on for quite awhile, they were doing that live catch right on top of the pinnacles.
Like that place outside of Ramsay and stuff like that’s been all fished right off. And just due
to commercial fishing. (Wally Pelton, Oct. 2008)
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Pretty well any point you go jigging, you get rockfish. But we seen a lot of those boats
working there, like working all the points; I don’t know what’s there anymore. Like I said
they don’t migrate. I don’t know how long it takes for them to spawn but they live 80 years,
I think some even like 100.” (Tommy Greene, Oct. 2009)
Many people are concerned that these commercial fisheries are having an impact on the slow-growing
groundfish populations, as well as competing with traditional Haida fisheries. One fisherman had this
observation from fishing halibut near Tanu in the spring;
… there’s always been fish there. It’s usually … when the roe on kelp’s happening, all the
herring’s in. All this is usually pretty good… unless the commercial guys come in … they’ll set
their string right across there. It kind of ruins it for everybody else… (Wally Pelton, Oct.
2008).
However, it was also noted that in those areas where commercial boats are restricted from fishing,
halibut populations and fisheries are still strong.
The close relationship between herring and groundfish was noted
by several participants, who observe halibut and rockfish coming
into specific areas to feed on herring. There are therefore
concerns that declines in herring are also affecting these types of
groundfish.
Overall, there appear to be fairly widespread declines in rockfish
in Gwaii Haanas.

“… there’s probably halibut
grounds out there too, because …
when the herring were there, you
could throw a hook in anywhere
and you’d jig a halibut. It was
unreal.” (Tommy Greene, Oct.
2008)

Well, you could still get the species that you’re used to, 30-40 years back, but there’s not that
much. It takes so long too …like, when I was at Windy Bay on the Watchmen program … you
used to be able to go out there, on the islands in front there? And jig rock bass or red
snapper or lingcod, just like that. And the last time I was in Windy Bay, I went out there and I
was all day out there, and I caught two little, wee little red snapper …and that was it. Before I
used to be able just go out there and get a dinner for fifteen people in about an hour, you
know? But not anymore. It’s like that along the whole coast here and there’s a lot of people
picking at it… there’s tour operators and the people that come in to see the beauty of Haida
Gwaii … they eat a lot of the seafood. Everybody, from the tour operators, right down to the
kayakers, they all pick at it. It doesn’t seem like much, but at the end of the day you tally it up
and it’s horrendous. (Paul Pearson, Apr. 2007)
Groundfish observations and harvesting areas are shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Groundfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Gwaii Haanas.
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Shellfish Declines
Abalone were very abundant throughout this seascape unit up until as recently as the 1990s. Ernie
Wilson remembered getting abalone from Juan Perez Sound to Skincuttle Inlet when he was younger;
“… if it’s possible… we used to get quite a few abalone. Granny used to cook it and string it up to bring to
Skeena to sell, yeah. Used to do alright from it. … Lot of times they traded for ‘as … soapberries and
grease,” (Ernie Wilson, Aug. 2008). Others traditionally harvested just enough abalone for a meal as they
travelled around Haida Gwaii fishing and gathering other species. Many locations within Gwaii Haanas
were documented as having high densities of abalone in the past, but they are now said to be depleted.
There’s no more abalone anywhere down south, even like ten years ago there was lots here
and there—like, little pockets of it—and then when you go back the next year they’re all
gone …not even one left. In places, like on House Island there’s none. There used to be lots
…all in here. And then on Ramsay, there were lots on these reefs here? They’re all gone.
Here, they’re all gone. There was some down further south around Burnaby; now there’s no
more. No more there. Rock scallops are pretty scarce, too. Well, I’d see some but…when you
think of how old they are I just couldn’t gather them anymore because there were so few.
Like twenty years ago, you’d think nothing of knocking off three or four and getting enough
to eat, but I think twice now. *It’s because of] commercial fishermen, going under
the…pretenses that they’re sea urchin hunting. But in reality they were all taking abalone
obviously, because there’s none left. Very, very sad. (Diane Brown, May 2007)
In addition to the widespread decline of abalone, several other species were observed to be in decline in
certain areas. Some of the specific observations and trends noted for this seascape unit include:
Urchins and rock scallops have declined around
Burnaby Narrows
Kunga and Tanu used to have very high seafood
abundances; several species, including urchins have
declined in these areas
Skaat Harbour used to be a very good place to get
prawns; this population is now depleted
There used to be abundant abalone and urchins in
many areas near Hotspring Island and Marco Island
but there are none left now.

“This one here is a good example of how
the prawn fishery’s really hitting us … Skaat
Harbour. Right in here is where we used to
do real good with prawns and now it’s just
cleaned right up. … Yeah, we all used to get
our food prawns in there and it’s not very
good anymore. Well, commercial guys, eh?
That’s the traps—pretty thick when they
set them.” (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)

People that gather seafood in Gwaii Haanas report that they are finding fewer urchins lately. Still, there
are places in this seascape unit that remain productive – many shorelines, islands and reefs that sustain
rich populations of littleneck and butter clams, mussels, and other types of shellfish. Richardson Island
was one place mentioned as being particularly plentiful and having very large-sized abalone and
mussels, possibly due the high currents and tidal activity in this location. However it was also pointed
out that all Haida villages used to be located at very abundant sites.
Every old village has an abundance of food around it…Tanu… there’s reefs all over out there.
There used to be lots of food. Now, I don’t know; I haven’t been there for a long time but
…all along these reefs here, there… guuding.ngaay right in front of the village. And there’s
reefs where we used to be able to get abalone and rock scallops… (Diane Brown, May 2007)
Shellfish observations and harvesting areas are shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Shellfish observations and harvesting areas documented for Gwaii Haanas.
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Marine Mammals
Gwaii Haanas is home to many species of marine mammals. There are resident populations of seals and
sea lions that breed in the area, transient populations of killer whales, dolphins and porpoises that feed
here seasonally, and perhaps the highest densities of humpback whales seen in all of Haida Gwaii.
During herring season the humpbacks are particularly prevalent along the east coast of Moresby Island,
and are perhaps turning up in greater numbers in recent years than before.
… this whole east coast from about Laskeek Bay south to even south of Rose Harbour, seems
to be a lot more humpback whales than there used to be, in the last four or five years. You
know, you always used to see them out there in the spring feeding on krill, but now you see
them by the hundreds, eh? Seems to be more and more out there … mostly offshore, but
you see them you know, right in Juan Perez or in Skincuttle… on the inside of Hotspring and
stuff … (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
Humpbacks are not the only species of marine mammal that comes to feed on the herring.
Lots [of whales] on the east coast … March, April and May … that would be a good whalewatch spot; there’s just tons of them down there … when the herring’s down there…
anywhere out around Ramsay and right down to Scudder Point – just whales all over on the
outside. You don’t see many of them way in. You run offshore a little bit and you run into
the big pods of them and they’re pretty busy … killer whales are pretty rare … killer whales
hang around for a while … like a day or two you’ll see them and then they disappear. So they
just come in … mostly see them teaching their young on how to feed, eh? It’s pretty cool.
Lots of dolphins. Lots of dolphins. … You start seeing splashes out on the horizon there and
they’re coming fast, too. Next thing you know they’re right next to the boat. They pick up
the vibrations, off of the boat, and then they just jump off your bow and everything. But
they’re feeding on the herring too … (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)
… in Juan Perez Sound, I was coming across from Burnaby Narrows to Hotsprings, and I seen
about… oh, must’ve been a couple of thousand dolphins …you wouldn’t believe it and they
were all coming out of the water—just jumping all the way up, heading into… Juan Perez
Sound. … I’ve seen that twice in that area and it’s fantastic to see. (Paul Pearson, Aug. 2007)
It was suggested that the high levels of tidal action contribute to the amount of feed seen in Juan Perez
Sound that attracts the whales. On the whole, participants say that marine mammal populations in
Gwaii Haanas appear to be stable, but different densities tend to be seen in different areas. For
example, some say there are high numbers of sea lions on the rocks outside of Skincuttle, and there are
reports of an abundance of young seals around the north side of Atli Inlet; this is possibly a birthing area.
The study documented one incidental report of sea otters trapped in Louise Narrows in the 1930s. As
well, sea otters have been sighted more recently, including one documented in Ikeda Cove. Numerous
seal and sea lion rookeries were recorded for Gwaii Haanas.
The only marine mammal that might be decreasing in abundance is the killer whale. A number of
participants said that they used to see pods of 60-70 killer whales around Shuttle Passage, but that their
numbers may be declining, possibly due to there being fewer salmon in the area in recent decades.
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… when I first started fishing and we’d fish, troll in these areas, I think you’d see more killer
whales back then. I don’t see them as much now, or as often now. I can’t recall the last time
we noticed killer whales … say from Cumshewa south into Juan Perez area. … There’s less
salmon in the area than there used to be too… there was a higher abundance of … chinook
and coho in the late eighties … into the early nineties maybe. (Willie Davies, Mar. 2009)

Issues Summary and Stewardship Suggestions
For some of the issues discussed in this chapter – such as the declines in herring abundances – most
participants felt that populations could recover if commercial harvests continue to be restricted. In the
case of salmon, and groundfish species like halibut and lingcod, tighter restrictions on both commercial
and commercial recreational activities could alleviate current population pressures as well as fisheries
conflicts. Many Haida fishermen complain that current allocations favour the recreational fisheries. They
feel there is a need for a new sport fish management plan to be developed, and for greater enforcement
(Skidegate verification sessions, Jun. 2010).
There are outstanding concerns that long-lasting impacts such as habitat destruction and reduced levels
of feed will mean that some fish populations may never again reach their former abundances. Because
herring are so vital in the food chain, full recovery of other species may ultimately depend on herring
recovery. Sadly, these stocks remain depressed.
… on our island, with the fish and everything... it’s pretty easy for things to get cleaned up.
That’s the only scary part. Well, you could see it with ... our herring stocks, and that was
from commercial fishery. I used to see the… commercial fishery go over the limit a lot of
times, eh? 4000 ton and end up in the 5000 and … 5500 tons, you know, in one area – right
in Juan Perez area. I think that’s what did it… to the herring – was the commercial openings
– and the shaking of course; it targets just the females. But you see it coming back, eh? It’s
just got to be… left alone. (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)
Overall there was a very strong message that areas and species will
recover if they can just be left alone. An exception to this may be
the case of abalone. Abalone populations have not yet recovered
despite harvesting closures. Many feel poaching by commercial
divers continues to impact the abalone, especially in the more
remote areas typical of Gwaii Haanas. Several areas were suggested
for some level of protection or to be set aside for Haida use only –
Burnaby Narrows was mentioned most often. The specific areas
include:
Area from Sewell to below Hotspring Island should be protected
for Haidas, including around Burnaby Narrows; “… that’s
probably the most important for people,” (Conrad Collinson,
Oct. 2008)
Any places known to be good for prawn and halibut fishing,
such as throughout the Sedgwick Bay area and the bottom end
of Shuttle Island
Juan Perez Sound, specifically Burnaby Narrows down to and
including Skincuttle Inlet
Richardson Passage and South Moresby.

“Richardson Passage—it’s a tiny
area but there’s a lot of shellfish
there. There’s… rock scallops,
blue mussels, abalone, sea
urchins—everything there, just
like Burnaby Narrows. It’s just a
tiny area and there’s everything
there.” (Percy Williams, Oct.
2008)
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A few of the areas mentioned for protection are already specified as no-take zones for certain types of
shellfish, such as urchins and geoducks (e.g. upper Juan Perez Sound and Burnaby Narrows). In addition,
there were several places in Gwaii Haanas that were noted to be particularly beautiful or special in some
other way, and therefore perhaps warranting protection. They include: De la Beche Inlet, Marco Island,
Echo Harbour and Hutton Inlet. Many Haidas feel that protecting traditional harvesting places is integral
to maintaining Haida culture.
… you know, part of the objectives of … the Watchmen program and the kid’s camp and
Swan Bay … is to teach people about living off the land … so it would be nice to see some
areas adjacent to the Watchmen sites and some areas adjacent to Swan Bay protected …
have the areas set aside so that they can continue harvesting shellfish and other types of
seafood. And, you know, they can learn how to harvest it and learn how to respect it and
prepare it and all that kind of stuff. (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
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6. West Coast
Summary of identified species and features:
Marine and Maritime Species: Salmon (coho, sockeye, spring, pink and chum), trout, halibut, herring,
lingcod, sablefish (black cod), rockfish (yelloweye, Bocaccio, redbanded, canary, China, copper, quillback,
silvergray, dusky, tiger, short-spine thornyhead, Pacific ocean perch, greenling), Pacific cod, dogfish
shark, skate (big, longnose), ratfish, crab (Dungeness, box, Tanner), spot prawn, shrimp, clams (butter,
littleneck, razor, geoduck), abalone, purple-hinged rock scallop, mussel (blue, California), chiton, sea
urchin (green, purple, red), octopus, seaweed, kelp, Ancient murrelets (adults and eggs), seagull eggs,
ducks, geese, seal (harbour, fur), deer, river otter, pine marten
Other Species/Topics of Note: Forage fish (needlefish); nesting seabirds; sperm whales, killer whales,
dolphins, porpoises, seal and sea lion rookeries; incidental reports of leatherback turtle, basking shark,
Humboldt squid
Traditional Settlements, Villages, Camps: Tii.ann[Tian], Nasduu [Nesto], Seal Inlet, Tartu, Buck Channel,
Kaysuun [Kaisun], Tasu
Cultural/Historical: trails to west coast sites: Kiusta to Lepas and Sialun Bay, Sewell to Tasu; caves;
named fishing grounds: Whaleback, La Perouse/Duu Gwaa, Beehive Grounds, Frederick Hump/Grounds,
Hippa Hump, The Edge/Drop-Off; ‘WasGu story location: Hunter Point.

Haida Activities
“*We used to fish+ All the way from the pass, all the way … past Skidegate Narrows on seine boat. Then
around Tian area we did a lot of halibut fishing. Seining, though we were around the west coast, every
year, year after year it never missed. Way back in those days our boats were so slow. Seine boats were
real slow then. We used to just anchor up in Rennell Sound and the packer used to bring our gas and
grub to us. So we had all weekend to run around up in the high mountains. In some areas in the west
it’s all muskeg, no trees. … on the trolling we’d go all the way to Frederick Island. … *We’d fish+ coho,
spring and …then we did a lot of halibut fishing there. … All the way from North Island to Frederick
Island, the whole place is fishing area.” (Stephen Brown, May 2007)
Seasonal movement patterns and activities throughout seascape unit
Often subject to strong winds and high seas, resource use on the West Coast of Haida Gwaii can be
largely dictated by weather. Knowledge of sheltered anchorages and safe passages becomes particularly
important amongst the exposed rocky coastlines and at times extreme conditions. However, these
conditions also create favourable habitat for historically high abundances of forage fish, and the area
has supported commercial and food fisheries for herring as well as their predators such as salmon.
There are terminal and interception fisheries for all species of salmon, spanning eight or nine months of
the year. As a result, many Haidas share the experience of spending their youth raised at least part of
the year on boats as their family followed the fish around Haida Gwaii. Time may also be spent at
traditional campsites and villages. It is in these areas and along travel routes that we see the most
resource use beyond the main commercial species. It is likely that when Haidas lived at West Coast sites
for more of the year, seasonal resource use patterns would have been even more diverse than today.
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In addition to the various salmon fisheries, there are also important commercial and food fisheries for
halibut, rockfish, lingcod and black cod in many areas of the West Coast. These fisheries can take place
year-round, weather-permitting. Clam harvesting is less prevalent here, restricted by the amount of
available sandy habitat, but other shellfish species – such as prawns, mussels, urchins, chitons and
abalone – are harvested in many locations. There is also some seaweed and seabird/egg gathering, and
terrestrial activities such as hunting and trapping. A short description of common seasonal movement
patterns and some of the main Haida resource harvesting activities done in this area is given below.
Figure 32 shows some key travel routes and seasonal movement patterns on the West Coast.
Spring (Mar-May): Early in the spring, Massett and Skidegate Haidas alike travel to places such as
Rennell Sound, Kano Inlet, Seal Inlet, Inskip and Kuper Inlet to fish herring and harvest k’aaw. As
spring progresses, seaweed may be gathered from Langara down to Frederick Island, and at
locations near Dawson Inlet and Kitgoro. Gull eggs are gathered on small islands at Tian Bay and
near Skelu Bay. Ancient murrelets and their eggs are harvested on islands like Hippa and Frederick
Island. Halibut and spring salmon fishing also start at this time of the year, taking place anywhere
from Cape Knox to Skidegate Point. Other springtime resource uses include intertidal shellfish
harvesting; crab, shrimp and prawn fishing; as well as lingcod, black cod and rockfish fishing.
Summer (Jun-Aug): This is the time of the most fishing activity on the West Coast. Key spring and
coho troll fisheries extend south from Langara Island to Frederick Island, throughout Rennell Sound
and Cartwright Sound and off Skidegate Point. Halibut is fished in many of the same areas before
they move into deeper water in the fall. Gillnet and seine fisheries for sockeye and pink salmon
occur in many areas. People also fish black cod, rockfish and lingcod. Shellfish such as urchins,
octopus, scallops and chitons are often harvested as a source of fresh food during fishing trips.
When abalone were more abundant they were also taken.
Fall (Sep-Nov): Food and commercial salmon activities continue throughout the area, but switch
more to chum fisheries, and places like Inskip and Tasu see more activity as the season progresses.
Coho is still fished in more protected areas like Skidegate Channel and Tasu. Some shellfish
gathering takes place, including clam harvests. Rockfish, halibut, lingcod and black cod may also be
fished, but some halibut fisheries now move further offshore (e.g. to Whaleback). Hunting of
migratory ducks and geese begins.
Winter (Dec-Feb): Elders have stories of spending winters on the West Coast trapping at places like
Nesto Inlet, Brown’s Cabin, and Tasu. Resource activities may include trapping mink, weasel, river
otter, and marten, fishing halibut, cod and rockfish, gathering shellfish, and seal hunting. When
weather is rough, fishing and gathering may be restricted to places like Cartwright Sound and
Skidegate Channel, with safe anchorages nearby in Dawson Harbour. Trails connect the east to the
west coast and in the past these were likely used primarily for winter movements between villages,
when feasting traditionally occurred. Lepas Bay is also accessible by trail for shellfish harvesting.
“One time, Nathan and I were trapping on the west coast, right from the narrows, right out to Dawson
Harbour. We never used to take lunch; just take a spear, long spear, pick up guuding.ngaay … Yeah, all
along the points, all had otter slides in Dawson Harbour. We used to leave dark in the morning, come
home dark at night, just rowing all day. … Guuding.ngaay. Urchins, yeah. … It must be wonderful
[stuff]! Never even get hungry; never get tired. All day rowing, rowing … we used to pick it up right
here, where there’s a reef that dries up. Yeah. T’aa Gwaay you call it—that black chiton island. Lots of
that urchins there. And just throw some aboard …while one is rowing. Like I said before, rifle here,
shotgun…anything. (chuckling) Yeah. Well, it was a wonderful life—never stay home when we’re out
trapping—rain or shine, windy or not, we used to… *trap+ otter and marten. … Yeah, all that… all along
the shores [North Chaatl, Dawson Harbour, Dawson Inlet].” (Ernie Wilson, Mar. 2007)
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Figure 32: Map showing some key Haida seasonal movement patterns documented for the West Coast. The southern extent of the seascape unit that
borders Gwaii Haanas has been omitted from this view.
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Introduction to Key Resource Uses
Haidas regularly fish an extensive area off the West Coast of Haida Gwaii that span the continental shelf,
as far north as Alaska, and out to SGaan Kinghlas, or Bowie Seamount.
We fished the whole area. And even down … farther *than the map shows+, we’ve fished.
And that was targeting black cod. (BJ Dudoward, Mar. 2009)
… we used to fish up *to Alaska+ and … along the shelf. They just used black cod for … bait,
eh? That’s what we used to do. Get so many black cod and use it for bait. … I always knew
*how to fish the shelf+ because I fished years ago up north with a halibut boat … I know the
whole continental shelf … (Dempsey Collinson, Jun. 2007)
Black cod fishing is a Haida tradition. Long ago, fishermen made special hooks for black cod.
They use their own-made… hooks … specially-made for the black cods. It’s just little natural
crooks, closer together like that. It’s about this size. They put a little stick in there to open it.
Then when the bait is on this, when the black cod stick his nose in, he knock this stick off,
and then he close his mouth. I’ve seen that one time. (Jack Pollard, Aug. 1998)
There is evidence that Haidas fish the length of the continental shelf not just for black cod, but also
halibut and rockfish, in both commercial and traditional food fisheries.
My dad and them used to fish black cod. But they’d just salt it. They never traded like they
do nowadays. For them, everything salted. … *They fished it with+ longline… on a little boat…
they used to get regular groundline, only it’s heavy-tarred… They used to whip it on with
fine twine… *they used steel hooks with+ shanks, on the back. Like dogfish hooks. Only these
were smaller, for cod. … You use herring *for bait+. There’s lots of herring around… because
the herring comes in then, around… the summer time here. That’s when they used to get all
the halibut and the black cod and things… just *for+ the family. (Roy Jones Sr., Aug. 1998)
Some of the main drivers for this area in recent decades have
been the commercial salmon, groundfish, herring and spawnon-kelp fisheries. Haidas have had a particularly significant
presence in West Coast salmon fisheries, especially spring and
coho trolling from Langara Island south to Frederick Island,
around Tian, Hippa Island and Rennell Sound, Marble Island,
Gudal, Skidegate Point and Hibben Island. Seine and gillnet
fisheries for sockeye, pink and chum are also important on the
West Coast; “… you can get really good sockeye fishing in
Rennell Sound, on those transient fish going by,” (Monte
Stewart-Burton, May 2007). These fisheries extend as far south
as Tasu.

“There’s Tasu. See, we used to troll
all the way up here, right up to the
point and then back … the sockeye
were all over there. … Fisheries took
a count on the trolling boats that
were out here after the sockeye;
they counted 170 boats … There
were so many boats there, and yet
everybody was getting a big amount,
a big equal share of the sockeye.”
(Harvey Williams, Apr. 2007)

In addition to strong salmon stocks, the West Coast has historically had good groundfish populations,
supporting important halibut and black cod fisheries for many years. Massett fishermen often head
south from Langara down the West Coast to fish groundfish around Frederick Island and La Perouse, as
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well as other nearshore locations. Claude Jones mentioned that the whole West Coast is good for
halibut fishing (May 2007). As the season progresses, these fisheries move out to Whaleback – fishing
grounds located approximately 20 miles offshore.
… *the halibut fishery+ always seems to open up in March. … We’ve never really started ‘til
about June. That’s when we figure the big fish move in to feed… and then as it gets more to
fall, you move yourself from the shallows to the deep … you go to the Whaleback, (BJ
Dudoward, Mar. 2009).
Generally, Massett fishermen fish as far south as Rennell Sound and Skidegate fishermen tend to fish
Rennell Sound and areas south. Cartwright Sound, Buck Channel and Englefield Bay are especially
important to Skidegate Haidas for food harvesting.
… when I was a boy… they used to call *it+ Brown’s Cabin—that’s out the west coast—I used
to see old guys, three of them, there was no power there. They used to just paddle out to
get some black cod. It was still dark in the morning when you’d hear them starting off,
rowing out. And then just before it gets dark you could hear them coming, singing their own
song, and they’d be half-full of the black cods. Grandfather told me he was one of them.
They used to go outside of Marble Island… 200 fathoms of water… to get those black cods.
What I always remember is … I used to watch my grandmother. They cut the heads off, you
know, before they smoke it. And they boil it in a big pot—just the heads. And then they just
start scooping all the oil out of it… just like *eulachon+ grease now. Boy, I tell you, that’s the
best grease I used to taste. (Jack Pollard, Aug. 1998)
Further north, Lepas Bay is a food-gathering area on the West Coast that is important to Massett Haidas.
People set crab traps there, and harvest a variety of intertidal shellfish such as chitons, butter clams,
green sea urchins, abalone, octopus and razor clams; “Yeah, they have some *razor clams+ there. Just get
enough for soup because there isn’t too much there, but they’re big clams, ho!” (Mary Swanson, May
2007). A little further south in Port Louis, participants say there used to be abundant shellfish to gather,
such as abalone and clams. In Nesto Inlet or Nasduu, Haidas from both Skidegate and Massett used to
have cabins where they would stay to harvest numerous marine resources. Reynold Russ remembers
staying there with his grandfather to trap marten and otter in the winter time. They relied on the clams
for some of their winter food. Mary Swanson said that people used to also gather a lot of seagull eggs on
the west coast, coming home with big buckets full of eggs in the spring (May 2007). The area around
Nesto and Hippa is also important for trolling spring salmon; the springs are said to be especially big in
this area and the fishing reliably good.
… when I had the ‘Haida Prince’, I’d leave here in April… and I would fish the west coast
mostly, and every once in awhile I’d try Cohoe Point. And very few boats… would be fishing
yet. I’d make one trip in the month of April, and in the month of May, then I would move up
to Frederick or La Perouse, in that area. That was kind of a pattern. And you know, I stayed
with that for quite a number of years... and you know, I’d come in with you know, a good
bunch of fish. (Reynold Russ, Jun. 2007)
Various commercial fisheries continue to figure importantly in the lives of many Haida fishermen despite
the fleet reductions and regulatory changes that have occurred over the years. While just a few fisheries
dominate the topics documented for the West Coast, it is important to point out that many other
resource activities are regularly done either opportunistically – like during commercial fishing trips – or
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as specific runs out to harvest things like fresh snapper, seaweed or shellfish. Seldom is just one type of
food harvested at a given location, as in this quotation describing salmon fishing in Tasu.
If we end up in Tasu there’s the gathering of everything in there—we got shellfish in there,
clams, prawns… This is all dog salmon in here, in Botany [Inlet]. … Yeah, it’s still pretty good
in there, too. Like, sometimes we’d be up on the hills here hunting, and you look out and as
far as you could see it’s all jumpers … right to the gap of Tasu there. It was all jumpers. … We
get clams all along in here; you’ve just gotta find the spots; they seem to move around
sometimes, but… *We’d seine the whole inlet+, Fairfax, too… Two Mountain Bay… And
there’s a sockeye creek, I believe, right here. … That used to be a good spot for getting
sockeye for food. … A couple years ago I was coming out of there and I seen a fair amount of
them jumping around in there; I imagine it’s still pretty good. (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)
During the Skidegate verification sessions, it was mentioned that at least two people were known to
have fished as far west as SGaan Kinghlas or the Bowie Seamount Marine Protected Area. This fishing
ground is located approximately 180 miles west of Haida Gwaii, and may have been fished for both
salmon and some species of groundfish.

Current Issues and Concerns
As in other parts of Haida Gwaii, the West Coast has suffered dramatic declines in abalone abundances
in recent decades. Despite harvesting restrictions and other conservation efforts, no one that was
interviewed in this study could tell of any abalone patches that appear to be recovering – instead people
report continued declines. There are several other conservation and fisheries issues that are particularly
relevant to this area. Concerns about salmon and groundfish stocks arose repeatedly, due to their
overarching importance in both food and commercial fisheries. We recorded observations about
declines in forage fish species, as well as some concerns regarding the potentially negative impacts that
some commercial fisheries may be having on shellfish populations. An overview of five key issues is
presented here, concluding with a brief summary of specific stewardship suggestions.

Salmon Fisheries
For many people, the West Coast is most strongly associated with
salmon fisheries. All species of salmon are caught here; the stocks
have long supported both food and commercial fisheries that can
span from March to November. Unfortunately, fishermen now
report declines in many previously abundant stocks.

“…all the west coast used to be
open for seining, and we used to
fish for springs, up and down the
west coast… anywhere that we
could get access to a tie-up
point, we used to fish them.”
(Gary Russ, Mar. 2007)

I know the sockeye’s changing; sockeye’s changing big time.
Back when I was commercial, there used to be 147 seiners out there working … now they
don’t even open it anymore. (Conrad Collinson, Oct. 2008)
The declines are not limited to sockeye, but include springs, pinks, coho and chum. Pinks and chum are
thought to have declined since the 1980s. Over-fishing, poor logging practices and ill-informed
management decisions are seen by many to have contributed to the negative impacts on salmon stocks.
Salmon observations and harvesting areas documented for the West Coast are shown in Figure 33 on
the following page.
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Figure 33: Map of salmon observations and harvesting areas on the West Coast.
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... when I first started fishing… it was unbelievable to see the masses of salmon on Haida
Gwaii. Now you don’t see it, but yet the Fisheries say it’s healthy yet. But … it’s not building;
they shut the whole south end of the island down for so many years and it hasn’t rebuilt to
the numbers that it used to be. The whole coast is the same way…now there’s a great
concern about it and to us that was mismanagement, because the whole coast, it was so
fantastic. (Paul Pearson, Apr. 2007)
In addition to concerns about decreasing overall
salmon numbers, there are also concerns about
potential threats to some specific and unique stocks,
such as early runs of sockeye in places like Gudal Bay,
Port Louis and Port Athlow. These early runs are
traditionally important in the food fisheries and may
warrant some protection. Unusually large spring
salmon make for another possibly unique fishery.
Springs on the West Coast tend to be bigger than in
other locations, especially those caught near Hippa
Island.

“There was a lot of seining went on out here
in this area, Cone Head. It’s a big area for
Haida; Skidegate people fished there a lot
for food fishing. That’s where they did most
of theirs. Early in the year, there’s sockeye
going up in this one, Port Chanal … that
would be their first early sockeye. They
would go food fishing right there.” (Henry
Hageman, May 2007)

… the springs would average … probably around eighteen to twenty pounds … on the west
coast there; they’d be smaller on the inside. And if you fished down off Hippa, they were
bigger again than these ones. You could probably get like a twenty-five pound average down
there or better. … I delivered the same amount of fish as another boat—we were fishing
here, off Frederick and he fished off Hippa—and we delivered I think say around 150 fish
each, and he had like 1000 pounds more than me in weight. (chuckling) And the same
number of fish! … Yeah… there was some nice fish down there. (Henry Hageman, Mar. 2009)
This is a traditional fishing area for many Haidas. It wasn’t long ago that there was a seasonal village
nearby, with cabins and stores supplying the fishermen.
We fished down in Tian here, right along there… and then off of Hippa … and that was
salmon as well. Those were traditional grounds, too, eh? Like fishing out of Hippa, there was
quite a big fishery you know, long before my time. And …in the anchorage up in here… just
outside of Nesto—there was even a bakery put in there … (Henry Hageman, May 2007)
Places like Hippa Island, Rennell Sound, Cone Head and Skidegate Point show up in Figure 33 as
‘hotspots’ of activity, indicating how intensively some areas of the West Coast are utilized by the salmon
fisheries. Today, most of these traditional fishing areas are experiencing increasing amounts of
recreational fishing activity. Some people are concerned that the sports catch may be impacting West
Coast stocks, and that commercial fishermen are being restricted in favour of the recreational fisheries.
If we got over eight thousand pieces we’d get shut down because they wanted the sporties
to get their share—which got bigger and bigger over the years—their share. (chuckling) Now
they got the whole darn thing. (Monte Stewart-Burton, May 2007)
… we come through the Narrows from Skidegate Point … almost to Hippa Island… when we
travel through there you should see those sport boats, those lodges. My God! You can’t
begin to count them all along the kelp. (Dempsey Collinson, Jun. 2007)
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The decision to shut the commercial spring fishery in Rennell Sound is particularly contentious, but
similar problems have arisen in other locations on Haida Gwaii.
*There are+ also concerns by the sporties that we’re catching too many springs; they wanted
them for their own self. And I think as a result of that, there was a restriction placed at
Cohoe Point…there was a ribbon boundary where only sporties could fish and it excluded
the commercial fishermen. So that was essentially shut down and…Rennell Sound, Cone
Head was shut down. There used to be viable fisheries all over the islands… (Gary Russ, Mar.
2007)
As stocks decline, commercial fisheries shrink, and the number of recreational boats continues to
increase, there are grave concerns about further expansion of the sports fishing industry. Specific
suggestions for limiting the impacts of the sports fisheries are given at the end of this chapter.

Groundfish Populations
In some areas, concerns about increased recreational fishing pressure encompass more than just
salmon, as sports fishermen are seen taking a wide range of fish that includes halibut, lingcod and many
species of rockfish, in what are known to be traditional Haida fishing grounds.
Another area that I see that’s beginning to affect us is the overfishing. Gaahlaay’s traditional
territories is around Kaysuun, Ts’aahl, and we could go there anytime and jig for halibut,
cod. That’s not so plentiful anymore, from all the fishing lodges that are around there. When
you catch and release, when you release they’ll just die… (Diane Brown, speaking at
Gaaysiigang – An Ocean Forum for Haida Gwaii, Jan. 2009)
Haidas traditionally fish halibut, cod and rockfish in West Coast areas like
La Perouse Reef and Whaleback, off Tian Head and Hippa Island, and
throughout Rennell Sound, Cartwright Sound and Englefield Bay. During
winter months or rough weather, sheltered fishing grounds or those
closest to safe anchorages are relied on most heavily for food. Many
fishermen fish halibut and all species of cod or rockfish in the area
between Marble Island and Skidegate Point; “I think pretty well
everybody from *Skidegate+ uses that area, for food,” (Conrad Collinson,
Oct. 2008). Many Haidas are concerned that these critically important
food-fishing areas are being impacted by the sports fisheries, and would
like to see them protected for Haida use only.

“… a lot of halibut that’s
landed comes either off the
Whaleback or the west side
of the Charlottes. Lots of
halibut—I’ve heard like half
the halibut in the industry
or something comes off the
west side of the
Charlottes.” (Monte
Stewart-Burton, May 2007)

I’ve got a lot of concerns about our back door here, the west side … leave it as a foodgathering place … I don’t want to see it get wiped out. We take enough food that where
we’re happy and we can last – get us through the winter. What more could you ask for? You
know? Should be definitely commercial-free; no commercial boats whatsoever inside that
line. I seen a boat one time—it was off Marble Island—a halibut boat, there was rockfish,
red snapper, just floating in the water. All the by-catch was thrown overboard. And that’s
just bloody waste. I ended up picking up quite a few and I just let them know how I felt
about it and I’m sure I’m not the first one… (David Martynuik, Nov. 2008)
Figure 34 shows the groundfish observations and Haida fishing areas recorded for the West Coast.
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Figure 34: Groundfish observations and harvesting areas documented for the West Coast.
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Fishermen say they see a greater variety of rockfish species down the West Coast than in most other
areas of Haida Gwaii. The spatial information documented during the HMTK interviews supports these
observations – there was a higher diversity of rockfish species recorded for the West Coast than any
other seascape unit. There are also certain areas identified as having particularly large-sized halibut,
lingcod and/or yelloweye were Frederick
Island, Tian Head, Hunter Point,
“… we set some skates in here with Wilfred Bennett,
Skidegate Point, Marble Island and
too—Frederick Island, right in here. Gee! Every hook had
Kaisun. Other correlations are made
a lingcod on it! (chuckling) Holy smokes! … Lingcod, gee
between specific depths and certain
there was lots of them.” (Claude Jones, May 2007).
species. For example, Pacific ocean
perch tends to be “mixed” with black cod at depths of about 100 fathoms off the West Coast; there are
also lots of idiotfish found in these deep areas (BJ Dudoward, Mar. 2009).
Trends
Concerns about groundfish center on two main issues: declines in
overall abundance, and specific concerns that the largest fish –
the “breeders” or “spawners” of these slow-growing species – are
being impacted heavily by the recreational fishery. This problem
seems to be most acute in Cartwright Sound.

“…the size of the halibut in Buck
Channel seem to be getting
smaller. There’s still halibut there
but they seem to be getting
smaller and smaller.” (Ernie
Gladstone, Nov. 2008)

Now this is that reef [off Marble Island] … that’s where
they’ve been pulling all the lingcod out of, and I think
they’re taking too much out of here—those sporty boats … they’re taking the big spawners
out of here. You see some 40, 50 pound lingcod; that’s the spawners for that reef. … We’re
going to find ourselves one day, there’ll be no more bloody lingcod left on that reef. (David
Martynuik, Nov. 2008)

People report that in addition to lingcod, halibut and rockfish are also declining in size. Ed Russ said that
this has been taking place over the last 20 or 30 years.
… the size has changed somewhat; we used to get bigger fish back then *1979+. Way bigger
fish. More lingcod. Because lingcod was the target back in 1979, but you got all the other
ones too, and took them, because once they come to the top you can’t really throw them
back without them being scooped up by an eagle. (Ed Russ, July, 2008)
Whether they are targeted in a fishery or caught as by-catch, rockfish abundances have declined in this
area in recent years.
… the rockfish generally is going down. You know that one spot I mentioned out by Marble
Island where it used to be a sure thing to go and get a couple of red snappers; as soon as
you put your hook down you’d have something—most times even before it got down. But
now … I haven’t even bothered going out there in the last few years because it doesn’t seem
like there’s hardly anything left … that’s probably a combination of things, but it seems like
there’s a lot of pressure from the sports boats out there. I don’t know how much
commercial fishing’s taking place out there, for rockfish, but yeah, the numbers are down.
(Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
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There is evidence that halibut abundance has also declined in this area over the last decade.
… right between Gagi Rock and Marble Island—there’s a little pass there, and … in the spring
it seems like there’s a lot of halibut in there. Nothing too big—you know, 100 pounds would
be a real big one and the average would be about 30 pounds—and I’ve fished there in the
spring quite a few times … starting in the early nineties was the first time I tried there … I
usually try to get out there every year. And it seems to have slowed down quite a bit in …
probably the last ten years I guess. It continues to go down. (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
To protect groundfish populations, many Haidas feel that they need to have more control over the
sports fisheries. The knowledge documented during this study – particularly species distribution and
areas of high rockfish density and productivity – could help determine priority areas for protection.
Some specific suggestions are included at the end of this chapter. Because many species of rockfish are
of conservation concern, further information can also be found in Volume 3.
In addition, some people are concerned that the commercial black cod fishery needs tighter regulation,
now that traps are used instead of hooks.
It was hooks, you know, halibut gear… Now they’ve got traps. My grandson said he can’t
believe the black cod boats along the shelf now with the traps. They cover miles and miles
of their traps they’re setting. Yeah, so we’ve got to stop them. We’ll have nothing left if we
don’t stop them. That’s why I want to see protected areas. (Dempsey Collinson, Jun. 2007)
It was suggested that an area be set aside for Haida use between Skidegate Point and Hunter Point, out
to and including part of the Continental Shelf.
Declines in Forage Fish/Herring Populations
Fishermen report high historic abundances of forage fish (especially herring) in many West Coast
locations. This observation came from offshore of Tian in the mid-1980s;
… we were actually fishing offshore—we were about 5 miles out I think—and we were
fishing at 50 fathoms. And yeah, we were doing really good … probably catching about 50
springs a day, I guess … we … spent a whole trip out there—so two weeks—and we were
following around this big ball of herring that was down at 50 fathoms. It was about … two
miles long and about a mile wide, and then you know, it was so deep … so thick it was just
showing up as rock on the sounder. (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
Some of the other areas mentioned as having formerly abundant herring populations and/or herring
spawns include Langara to Frederick Island, Tian Head to Cartwright Sound, Chaatl, Skidegate Narrows
to Dawson Harbour, and Inskip Channel. Several participants said that there used to be “tons” of herring
at Cone Head, Marble Island and Hunter Point. Judson Brown said he saw the biggest bait ball he’d ever
seen in his life off Marble Island in the late 1980s. There have been roe herring fisheries on the west
coast at locations such as Kano Inlet, Rennell Sound, Seal Inlet, Port Chanal, Port Athlow, and Port Louis.
… Rennell Sound had a *commercial herring fishery+, and Port Chanal had it, Port Athlow and
that, Port Louis and that area had herring. And I think Rennell Sound… working our way
down here… Boy… it’s sad when I think about how we used to fish herring here all the
time... (Monte Stewart-Burton, May 2007)
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Inskip also supported a commercial herring fishery, but was reportedly fished out decades ago.
They used to fish herring for a reduction. And they fished them all out and when there
wasn’t a viable fishery anymore, they left them alone for a bunch of years and they came
*back+, so nature’s a real strong force… hopefully the herring will come back in big numbers
again. (Monte Stewart-Burton, May 2007)
Percy Williams also remarked on how abundant the herring were on the West Coast in the 1980s, saying
the water would just come alive with all the activity; “…remember around Hunter Point it used to just
come alive? And Marble Island? At slack water [it] just used to come alive. I haven’t seen Hunter or
Marble like that since,” (Percy Williams, Aug. 1998). Unfortunately, these observations are for the most
part from the 1980s or earlier. During the interviews, we consistently heard that herring abundances
have declined dramatically since that time. The herring declines seem to have affected small, isolated
populations and larger spawning populations alike. Percy said that small herring spawns in west coast
locations such as Port Athlow got “wiped out” by commercial fisheries. Even larger spawns, like at
Rennell Sound, may not have escaped this fate.
… Rennell Sound. There used to be a lot of herring there. See k’aaw drift up on the beaches;
it used to be just piled up on the beach, like that. A foot or two high, piled up on the beach
and way up the head. … Even Dawson Harbour used to have a fairly good spawn. And that
doesn’t happen very much anymore. (Percy Williams, Aug. 1998)
In the past, these herring populations supported various commercial, bait and food fisheries in several
West Coast locations. Vince Pearson had a similar observation of the West Coast herring being fishedout by the roe herring fishery, the year before the 1994 closure.
… one year before the closure … that’s when they fished every spot out from Rennell Sound
down to get 1000 tons. They … fished every fish out of Rennell Sound and Inskip… and they
didn’t even get their 1000 tons. They quit at 800 tons because they couldn’t find any more
fish. … The fishermen finally shut it down themselves; the Fisheries didn’t. They just finally
knew that … if they catch every fish… they’re not going to come back. (Vince Pearson, Aug.
1998)
These fisheries are much-reduced in the past 5 years, surviving mostly as k’aaw fisheries that have been
forced to operate for the most part on the west coast of Haida Gwaii. Despite this, fishermen are
reporting some local downward trends in recent years.
Due to the critical important of forage fish species like
herring and needlefish, herring declines are likely to have
damaging consequences for many other species. During
the Skidegate verification sessions, numerous West Coast
areas were noted for the presence of small squid, such as
Cone Head, Kano Inlet and Dawson Harbour (Jun. 2010).
Figure 35 shows the forage fish observations and
harvesting areas recorded for the West Coast during the
HMTK study. Squid are also an important prey item for
fish like salmon. These areas did not get mapped.

“… there seems to be less feed in recent
years, maybe the last three years… in all
these areas, in the Rennell Sound area
anyway, say from Kunakun Point to down
to Hunter. … It seems like there’s less
feed… herring … the fishing hasn’t been…
very good there for Chinook in the last
three years.” (Willie Davies, Mar. 2009)
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Figure 35: Forage fish observations and harvesting areas documented for the West Coast.
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Shellfish Declines
As mentioned in most of the preceding seascape unit
“All the good abalone places are
chapters, abalone have suffered population declines
barren.”
(Robin Brown, Old Massett
throughout Haida Gwaii. There is no evidence that the
verification sessions, Jun. 2010)
formerly abundant populations on the West Coast are any
different. While the study documented many places people
harvested abalone in the past, current abundances are much reduced. There remain healthy populations
of many other types of shellfish on the West Coast however, such as Dungeness crabs, prawns, shrimp,
chitons, clams, mussels, urchins and octopus. Hippa Island was mentioned to have “every kind” of
shellfish (Ernie Wilson, Aug. 2008). Lepas Bay is often noted for its shellfish populations, and Tasu –
another popular shellfish harvesting area – is said to have particularly big scallops, “I went diving along
this spot here in Tasu one time and right along that wall … there’s the biggest rock scallops I’ve ever
seen. They’re the size of dinner plates in there,” (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008). One participant
mentioned that there used to also be abundant populations of rock scallops at Shields Island, but they
are no longer there.
There was a concern raised regarding the potential impact of commercial prawn and crab fisheries
operating in several West Coast inlets that are traditional Haida shellfish harvesting areas.
The prawn boats, they come right into Van Inlet, set their gear, clean everything out, then
they go to Dawson, clean all that out, and I don’t think that should be happening … they
come and they set about 350 pots – prawn traps – down Van Inlet, then they go over to
Dawson; they just clean everything right out. All those areas, like Kootenay—crab boat goes
in there … Kootenay’s cleaned right out now. It used to be a productive place for crabbing.
We’ve got many nice crabs out of there, but you go there now you put a trap in there, you
get little Dungeness out of there. They cleaned it out. (David Martynuik, Nov. 2008)
A final issue raised in regards to shellfish and their habitat is the potential harm done by the commercial
geoduck fishery. This observation came from a diver doing underwater abalone surveys, and while it is
from the West Coast, it is likely relevant to other areas of Haida Gwaii as well.
There’s very few [abalone]. And we did geoduck surveys pretty well like, you know, where
they thought there would be a lot of them, to have their openings? And … like five years
after they had the geoduck opening, it looked like World War I battle grounds. Still after five
years … nothing grew, absolutely nothing. Not even a sea fan, not a clam, nothing. I don’t
know why. But yeah, that was in Rennell. … It was unbelievable. You’d think the current
would level it out, but it didn’t. Yeah. It just looked like it was bombed… (Tommy Greene,
Oct. 2008)
It should be noted that at the Old Massett verification sessions, participants said that they used to
harvest shellfish like clams and abalone at Port Louis (Jun. 2010). These areas did not get mapped.
Marine Mammals
While Haidas have traditionally hunted marine mammals – such as fur seals, sea lions and some whales
– the only species hunted regularly in recent generations is the harbour seal. Any concerns related to
marine mammals tend to focus on perceived increases in populations since hunting activities have
decreased.
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…in the fifties, I don’t know how long it went, but there was a bounty on the seals…the
federal fisheries would pay you five dollars a nose for every seal you got, but then they put a
stop to it somehow, and now we’re just over-run with seals. Everywhere …they’re pretty
hard on the salmon stock… (Herbie Jones, Mar. 2007)
Seals are found in high densities at Cape Knox. There are also many seals and sea lions seen at Gagi
Rock, Skidegate or Tcenakun Point and Whaleback. Some say there has also been an increase in sea lion
numbers off the west coast.
… when we were young we never seen Californians up here—there’s Californians up here
now—on the west coast, Hippa Island, a whole colony of Californians… like we’re doing west
coast patrol and there’s 20, 25 Californians sitting on the rock at Hippa. And that’s the first
time I ever seen that; that was four years ago. I never seen it before. … It’s probably lacking
food down south. They’re coming where the food supply is. (David Martynuik, Nov. 2008)
High numbers of dolphins, porpoises and killer whales are regularly spotted on the west coast.
Fishermen report that they see dolphins by the thousands, and they seem to migrate through certain
locations each year. There are also hundreds of porpoises and often sperm whales sighted off Frederick
Island and off Tasu.
… straight off Frederick is where we see the most whales… we’ve seen porpoises, hundreds
… sea lions, humpback whales, sperm whales, porpoises. … And then … if you go back to the
La Perouse… we seen… a pod of probably 80 killer whales pass through there this last
summer … in between Beresford and Frederick. We’ve seen a lot of killer whales pass
through there last summer … as soon as you see one killer whale the bite’s off—like
somebody flicked a light switch off. And the spring salmon don’t bite anymore. Probably
because they’re running for their life! (BJ Dudoward, Mar. 2009)
… one of these times when I was coming back, it was probably around ‘92 or ’93, I was
fishing on this side here just with my little boat—the 16-footer—and we saw this … it looked
like a big wave coming in, eh? Was just flat, glassy calm and ... you could look out, just on
the horizon it looked like a big white wave slowly moving in and then as it got closer, we
could see that it was all Pacific white-sided dolphins. We figured there must’ve been a
couple thousand of them. … Came right in to this area here… between Hippa and … Kunakun
Point. And then … they continued down … they didn’t go into Rennell Sound, but down
towards Hunter Point there … there was thousands of them. (Ernie Gladstone, Nov. 2008)
As in Dixon Entrance, whales have been taking fish off gear from Frederick up to Langara Island. It is
generally felt that their behaviour is becoming more aggressive in recent years.

Issues Summary and Stewardship Suggestions

“I don’t like catch and release; that’s a
very sore point with me.” (David
Martynuik, Nov. 2008)

As in many other areas of Haida Gwaii, the prevailing
concerns in the West Coast seascape unit center on
conflicts with the recreational fisheries. These concerns
are cultural, ecological and political, as the steady increase in numbers of sports fishing boats and lodges
places more pressure on fish stocks in traditional Haida fishing areas. Many Haidas feel that there is
much greater control needed over the lodges, and much more Haida involvement in that control.
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I just hope they put controls on those lodges … we have to start looking after our waters a
lot better … like what’s happening with those lodge boats here or the sporty boats now…
we’re going to be in trouble. I know we are, with the lingcod. I’ve seen it happen on
Vancouver Island. You can only fish them for so long, eh? Then you’ve got them cleaned out.
(David Martynuik, Nov. 2008)
The areas mentioned most often in the context of needing some level of control over the recreational
and/or commercial fisheries are Rennell Sound and the whole of Cartwright Sound, from Buck Point to
Hunter Point. Many Skidegate fishermen said they would like to see this area reserved for Haida food
fishing.
… we weren’t allowed to fish Rennell Sound area for years and now
I’d like to see it left for our people. *I used to fish in this area+ …
seining, halibut fishing, cod, everything – all for home use. Especially
…come through the Narrows, off Skidegate Point, eh? Oh, the cod
are… thick there … that’s why I’d like to keep it like that for the future
of our people. I don’t like all the people moving in now; I don’t want
them claiming that area. It’s *ours+… There’s shrimps and crab up in
here, Dawson. And we don’t like that… everybody goes in there now
today to set their traps and everything to get shrimp and everything.
Dempsey Collinson
But out here that’s where we only anchor, but this is a chum salmon
river, too. See this one? And that’s where the sporties have got their
big boats anchored. And a million of them little boats go out here and fish here. (Dempsey
Collinson, Jun. 2007)
This is an important area for a variety of Haida fisheries and may currently be receiving the brunt of the
growing impacts of what is now being called the “commercial” recreational fishery. Many participants
suggested that this area be shut down to all commercial harvests, including shellfish. Some other
specific stewardship measures suggested for the West Coast include:
Ensure that the Rediscovery site at Lepas Bay is preserved
“Where Rediscovery is, that’s got to
in perpetuity
be preserved for future at all times.”
Shut areas down to commercial urchin and geoduck
(Margaret Edgars, May 2007).
diving to eliminate abalone poaching
Protect early sockeye runs around Frederick Island, Gudal
Bay, Port Louis, Port Athlow, and inside Marble Island (Skidegate Point to Frederick Island is key for
sockeye populations)
Create conservation area on reef south of Marble Island for lingcod
Provide some level of protection for the area from Rennell Sound to Englefield Bay, as the area is
ecologically rich and also very important to Haidas for harvesting.
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Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Work
The research phase of the Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge Study is now complete. During the
course of the interviews, information on approximately 150 marine and maritime species was
documented both on maps and in transcribed audio and video recordings. The results are now available
to be used in marine planning, and select topics have been summarized in three companion volumes for
limited distribution.
The information contained within this volume clearly indicates that several trends are impacting Haida
marine activities and the marine environment of Haida Gwaii. Most of these issues are widespread and
of concern in each of the eight seascape units. They include: declines of salmon and groundfish
abundances and size across numerous species and stocks or populations; dramatic declines in herring
abundances and possible disappearance of some unique stocks; disappearance of abalone from much of
its former range; continued expansion of the commercial recreational fishing sector; and habitat
degradation from industrial activity and development. In addition, there are several other topics of
concern for which the impacts are more geographically limited, such as localized depletion of certain
shellfish populations, whether due to pollution, overharvesting or habitat degradation.
It is also clear that Haidas are frustrated with marine management scenarios that have not addressed
their concerns. Of paramount importance to most Haida fishermen is the impact that commercial
recreational fisheries are having on fish stocks and traditional Haida fisheries. Stewardship suggestions
were not a main topic of the traditional knowledge research, nonetheless many participants talked
about ways in which they would like to see current management scenarios change, including a greater
role for Haidas’ meaningful participation. Numerous specific areas were discussed as needing some
protection to ensure future Haida use.
Due to the nature of the TK interviews (i.e. many topics were covered over a relatively short period of
time), it is expected that the lists of stewardship suggestions and/or areas that require a greater level of
protection provided in this summary are not complete. Further research, whether in individual or group
settings, could round-out these topics and provide a more comprehensive list of areas of concern, as
well as confirm boundaries outlining these areas. In addition, there are points within the HMTK database
that need to be confirmed or clarified in some way (e.g. improve accuracy, define exact location, gather
additional information, etc.). These topics would also benefit from further work as well as complement
the marine planning efforts that are already underway on Haida Gwaii. Regardless, the existing
database, transcriptions, and spatial information resulting from the HMTK study form a solid foundation
for future research and marine stewardship.
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Haida Marine Ecosystem-Based Management Definition

Respect is the foundation of ecosystem-based management. It
acknowledges that the land, sea, air and all living things, including the
human community, are interconnected and that we have the
responsibility to sustain and restore balance and harmony.

(From: Council of the Haida Nation. 2007. Towards a marine use plan for Haida Gwaii. A
discussion paper prepared November 28, 2007.)
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